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"MONEY'S WORTH" OF SOCIAL SECURITY

THURSDAY, MARCH 11, 1993

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC.
The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:12 a.m., in

room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Daniel Patrick
Moynihan (chairman of the committee) presiding.

Also present: Senators Riegle, Breaux, Packwood, and Chafee.
[The press release announcing the hearing follows:]

[Press Release No. H-5, March 9, 19931

FINANCE COMMITTEE TO REVIEW "MONEY'S WORTH" OF SOCIAL SECURITY

Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan (D.-N.Y.), Chairman of the Senate Committee on
Finance, announced today that the Committee will hold a hearing on the "money's
worth" of Social Security.

The hearing will begin at 10:00 a.m. on Thursday, March 11 in room SD-215,
Dirksen Senate Office Building.

The Committee will hear the views of the administration and Social Security ex-
perts on a recent analysis that compares the amounts that workers paid into Social
Security to the amounts that they can expect to get back in retirement benefits.

The analysis suggests that, under the assumptions used by the authors, workers
who retired in the past received or are receiving benefits of far greater value than
the Social Security taxes they and their employers paid, but that some workers re-
tiring in the future will not get their money back.

"Social Security is our most important domestic program," Senator Moynihan
said. "It is a duty of this Committee to conduct regular oversight hearings on how
the program is faring. We will solicit views on the usefulness of a money's worth
analysis of Social Security, and on what, if any, the implications of such an analysis
might be for Social Security policy."

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN,
A U.S. SENATOR FROM NEW YORK, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE
ON FINANCE

The CHAIRMAN. A very good morning to our witnesses and
guests.

This is part of the regular oversight hearings of the Committee
on Finance in our most important field of professional responsibil-
ity, Social Security.

The subject we have before us today is a question that has been
very much on people's minds, but not much in the way of inquiry
has been forthcoming, much less has this committee ever held an
oversight hearing on the subject which is, just what is the return
on Social Security contributions to the recipients when they draw
them?

We are speaking of old age and survivor's insurance. These bene-
fits can come in the form of survivor's benefits, but normally, they



are retirement benefits. The question is, what is the payback for
the contribution?

We have unquestioned evidence that it was the intent of the
founders of the system that this be a contributory pension arrange-
ment. For that reason, individuals were given named accounts,
numbered accounts. The money is kept in exactly that mode.

Most recently, that most distinguished and venerable of Social
Security experts, Robert J. Myers, who was a member of the group
under Edwin Witte who drew up the Social Security proposal in
1934, and Bruce Schobel, who is a distinguished actuary in his own
right, have published an article entitled, "An Updated Money's-
Worth Analysis of Social Security Retirement Benefits," in which
they make the point that the system has now matured rather pre-
cipitously. In my untutored view, it has matured from one in which
there was a very large return on contributions, which is symbolized
by that lady in Vermont who paid $25 into the system and drew
about $22,000 in benefits from 1940 to 1975.

All early systems of that nature are more than generous, but the
time comes when stability is necessary. And it appears to have
cone rather suddenly and is upon us.

In any event, we are going to hear from our very able witnesses.
First of all, of course, we are going to hear from the administration
itself in the form of Louis D. Enoff and Harry Ballantyne, the
present Actuary.

Then, we will hear from Mr. Myers and Mr. Schobel, then, from
further eminences still to come.

[The prepared statement of Senator Moynihan appears in the ap-
pendix.]

The CHmRmANrq. Senator Packwood.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BOB PACKWOOD, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM OREGON

Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
What was the name of the fellow who was 101 years old and

lived in upstate New York?
The CHAIRMAN. Luther T. Gulick.
Senator PACKWOOD. Take a little of my time and tell them the

story about his conversation with President Roosevelt and the
numbered accounts.

The CHAIRMAN. He was a professor of public administration. I
am sure Bob Ball and Bob Myers, you remember Luther Gulick.

He was a Columbia professor. And he was down here in 1940 on
some business. And he called on President Roosevelt, as, indeed, in
those more informal days you could do.

We were just beginning to collect a lot of Social Security accounts
with pen and ink. They were being put on these little buff cards.

He said to the public administration VP and the President, "As
a matter of economy, I think we should just probably collect the
money and pay it out."

Roosevelt in the manner he would have, if you had seen him, he
said, "Now, Luther, I'm sure you're right about the economy, but
the economy never had anything to do with those accounts. We
want each individual to have an account with his or her name on



it and his or her number so some damned politician could never
take Social Security away from them."

And he wrote this down. And I have cited it a couple of times.
I found myself asking 1 day, "What did Luther Gulick go on to do
after the war and all?"

I couldn't find him in Who Was Who. He just was not there, and
that did not seem likely that he never got into Who Was Who. I
just looked him up in Who's Who.

Sure enough, there he was living in a little village called "Pots-
dam on the Saint Lawrence River." Rather tentatively, I called the
village sheriff who said, "Oh, yes, Dr. Gulick. Sure, he's right down
there on Spring Street."

So I picked up the phone and called the telephone number. Lu-
ther Gulick answered the phone, and I confirmed exactly this story.

He was 100 years old, born in Kyoto, Congregationalist, Repub-
lican, son of a missionary. I am sorry to say, I record with great
respect that he passed away at the age of 100 just this January.
That was reaching out and touching the event.

Senator PACKWOOD. I do not know what Dr. Gulick would think
now, but now that the taxpayers all know that they have an ac-
count and an account number and know how much they have paid
in, I am not sure what they are going to think when they begin
to realize that what they have paid in, they are not going to get
out.

And I understand the theory. We are in here today, social insur-
ance versus individual numbers. And I have read the reports that
Mr. Myers has done.

But it is going to be an interesting debate in terms of political
support of this program if people begin to think that they've not
going to get their money back.

And the thing I like about ,he chairman is he is willing to look
at these on a long-term bas.s. I realize, this is not a problem in 5
years or 10 years.

And so we are inclined to put these things off until suddenly we
are faced in a very short term with a cataclysmic problem 15 or 20
or 25 years from now when the baby-boomers start to retire in im-
mense numbers.

And maybe we will face it. Maybe we won't, Mr. Chairman, but
these hearings are the kind of hearings that we ought to be doing
in the hope of alerting some people to a problem that is going to
come whether we like it or not.

The CHAIRMAN. And certainly, for those who think of Social Secu-
rity as some grand transfer program.

Senator PACKWOOD. Let me take a few other minutes because
there is only the three of us here. One of the things that is so en-
joyable about Pat or the things that he calls to your attention, I
cannot resist telling him about Professor Putnam's book which I
read over the weekend.

We were passing some time on the floor. And I had been in Pat's
office the night before. And we were talking about health insur-
ance. And all he said was, "Well, you want to be careful. Just be-
cause something works someplace else, that you transform it here
doesn't necessarily mean it will work here."
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And he called to my attention Professor Putnam's work on the
provincial governments in Italy. And it turns out, in 1970, the Ital-
ian Government--and correct me if I am wrong on this because I
sort of Evelyn Wooded the book. I did not read it all, but I read
enough of it to get the gist.

In 1970, the central government in Italy, which had been a cen-
tralized government, gave all of the provinces identical, in essence,
home-rule charters, identical language.

So Professor Putnam thought it was a wonderful opportunity to
study what happens when governments get an identical article of
government to work from.

And he studied it for almost 20 years. And it worked well in
some areas. And it worked absolutely terribly in other areas, all in
the country of Italy.

And he tried to separate out the variables and the constants and
finally came to the conclusion that really, if these provinces had
good government in the middle ages, they had good government
now. And if they didn't, they didn't. And it did not really matter
what the form or the articles of government were.

And I thought that was most interesting as we start to copy
other government systems of one form or another that we might
want to be careful that there may be variables we do not under-
stand. And the form of health insurance or the form of whatever
it is we do may not be as critical as the culture.

And I thank you for giving me that book.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Cautionary tales.
Senator Riegle.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DONALD W. RIEGLE, JR., A U.S.
SENATOR FROM MICHIGAN

Senator RIEGLE. Thank you very much, Chairman Moynihan.
And let me say two things at the outset. First, I want to thank

you for your leadership over so many years on Social Security and
on all the issues related to it.

I do not know where we would be in this country without the
leadership you have given. And then, you continue to give. As a cit-
izen, I am deeply grateful. And I also am as a Senator. And I just
want to acknowledge that.

I want to say as well that Bob Ball and Bob Myers who are here
today, I think, also have been and continue to be the critical forces
in our country in terms of the spectacular success of Social Secu-
rity, its success as a social insurance program for our country.

It is striking that when you do public opinion polls and you ask
people what the Federal Government does that we do right and
that they support and feel good about and that they do not want
damaged or in some way hampered, at the top of that list always
comes Social Security.

It is the one thing that we have done that people see the value
of. And they see it in their own lives.

They see it not just at retirement age or for younger families who
have parents or grandparents in retirement, but this program is
much broader than that.

The importance to me of this hearing today is to underscore the
broad insurance concept that is here. In other words, to make an



insurance program work, you really need two things. You need a
broad pool over which to spread your cost and the things that you
are protecting against.

And you also want to have it done in a way that minimizes the
administrative cost. In other words, you want to squeeze that down
so that the revenues that come in can get recycled. It can be paid
out in the form of the various benefits that are spelled out.

On both counts, Social Security is the most successful effort of
its kind because we have a national pool, so that we are able to
spread the risk across the entire society, so that we get the advan-
tages of the insurance concept in its broadest.

And secondly, any measure of the administrative cost of Social
Security as apart from other kinds of insurance schemes or other
government activities will show that we have kept the administra-
tive cost down to a very tiny fraction.

In fact, I think we may be spending too little on administrative
cost. In other words, of not being able, for example, to answer the
800 number readily when people call in with inquiries about their
account and so forth.

One other thing, and this is so important because I think in the
shorthand of the way we get communication messages these days,
there is a tendency to think of Social Security as solely a retire-
ment program.

You work during your work lie. You contribute. Your employer
contributes. You retire. You draw the benefits. That is a key part
of Social Security, but it is only a part. The rest of the protections
in their own way are every bit as valuable and as necessary as re-
tirement benefits.

For example, there is a disability benefit. If a young worker is
on their way to work today and is disabled in an accident on a free-
way and cannot work again, that worker under the social contract
we have under Social Security has the ability not to become a pau-
per, not to have their family and children become paupers, but to
be able to sustain themselves because they are part of this Na-
tional, social contract in the insurance system where we have an-
ticipated that that will happen to some number of people.

And we do not want those people's lives to be destroyed when a
disabling accident happens, whether they are on their way to work,
at work, or what have you.

In addition to that, we have, if we think of an even worse case,
an instance where someone is-a younger worker loses their life.
We have a survivor's benefit so that again, you have a situation
where the family is able to derive some support and some financial
strength, but it comes off this National insurance contract that we
have one with the other.

We hope this will not happen to us, but if it does or to the person
ncxt door or across town, then, we are tied into this arrangement
where we provide this kind of insurance one to the other.

And it is a very important benefit. It is being-in every single
day, there are younger workers in our society, workers up and
down the scale to which these events happen, and families.

And the Social Security system kicks in. It is there when they
need it. And thank God for it.



Finally, there is also health care protection in the Medicare Part
A portion of Medicare. And so it is not just a matter of a retirement
benefit per se in the sense of an income that comes in at retirement
age, but it also is the very important and very valuable, very finan-
ciavi', important support that comes through Part A of Medicare.

8,, iny serious discussion of Social Security cannot be squeezed
down to an artificially small definition of what it is, as important
as that may be, namely, retirement benefits, but we have to under-
stand this broader scope of the protections because that is really
what ties the generations together.

This is really a cross-generational program. This is not just a
matter of the younger workers providing a flow of income into the
fund for retired workers, whether in their family or outside.

It is actually a cross-generational set of insurance protections so
that younger workers have available to them at exactly the time
they need it the n-st of a form of social insurance that they would
not have any other way.

And so having said that, this hearing, despite the absence of a
lot of television cameras-they are probably upstairs in the Budget
Committee where I must next go, as we are marking up the budget
today.

This is an extraordinarily important subject that we are looking
at today. This is one of the real values that the American people
are able to achieve through our system.

And again, I want to thank you, Chairman Moynihan, for your
leadership in this area because I shudder to think where we might
be if we had not had that leadership.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Riegle.
And why don't we just begin with Lou Enoff who is the Acting

Commissioner of Social Security and who is accompanied by Harry
Ballantyne who is the Chief Actuary of the Social Security Admin-
istration.

STATEMENT OF LOUIS D. ENOFF, ACTING COMMISSIONER OF
SOCIAL SECURITY, ACCOMPANIED BY HARRY C.
BALLANTYNE, CHIEF ACTUARY, SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINIS-
TRATION, BALTIMORE, MD

Mr. ENOFF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. All statements will be put in the record.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Enoff appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed exactly as you wish. I am look-

ing forward to what you have to say.
Mr. ENOFF. Thank you.
And let me first apologize. I started my day in Baltimore this

morning and left my jacket hanging there. I did not realize it.
The CHAIRMAN. It is the routine. Do I have a necktie on? Yes.

I have a necktie on. [Laughter.]
Mr. ENOFF. I am not trying to make a statement along those

lines. [Laughter.]
But I do appreciate being here because I think, when it comes

to Social Security, there is probably no question asked more often
than, "Will I get my money's worth out of this program?"

And so I, too, applaud you for convening this hearing to discuss
that very important issue. And I -will, as you have already indi-



cated, submit my full statement for the record and keep my com-
ments brief this morning.

I would say that, in addition to discussing the issue ofbenefits
to payroll contributions ratio in depth and analyzing the Myers and
Schobel paper, the statement does include a table on its last page
that I think provides some enlightening statistics.

That table gives you the present value of old-age, survivors', and
disability benefits for single males, single females, and married
couples born in selected years from 1920 through 2000. That value
is expressed as a percentage of the present value of the employee
contribution.

The CHARMAN. Can I just ask? Would you give us a definition
of present value? It is an economic term and has, I think, an
agreed upon content.

Mr. ENOFF. I think I would ask the Chief Actuary to define
present value.

The CHAiRmAN. All right. Tell us about the present value.
Mr. BALiANTYNE. Yes, Chairman Moynihan.
By present value, we mean the value at a point in time of a se-

ries of payments of money made over a period of time. And it takes
account of the time value of the money or the interest that the
money can earn.

Tie CHiARMAN. Would thereafter generate?
Mr. BALiANTYNE. Right.
The CHAIRmAN. So that in a time value, $100 would over--
Mr. BALLANTYNE. Right. If the interest rate, for example, is
The CHARMAN. Ten percent?
Mr. BALLANTiNE. Ten percent. If you have $100 today, then, a

year from now, the p resent value of it would be $110, because it
would have earned $10 of interest. So the present value today of
$110 a year from now would be $100.

The CHAimMAN. Right. This is the base from which you generate
revenue?

Mr. BALLANTYNE. Right.
The CHAmRMAN. All right.
Mr. ENOFF. As that table points out, for example, I will just

make a couple of examples, male workers with average earnings
who will reach age 65 this year can be expected to receive more
than twice the value of their taxes paid.

Female workers age 65 this year with the same earnings can be
expected to receive more than 2/2 times the value of their tax con-
tributions.

So looked at in these terms, working Americans are stil getting
their money's worth from Social Security. And I want to say right
up front that if one considers both employer and employee taxes,
then these ratios would be half.

The point I really want to make this morning, Mr. Chairman, is
that we cannot look at the value of Social Security strictly from a
benefits versus contributions perspective.

To do so is to risk losing sight of the broader purpose of this pro-
gram that has provided millions of Americans with financial secu-
rity and stability for over half a century.



Individual equity, that is, the amount a worker receives in bene-
fits compared to the amount of contributions he or she paid, is only

---one aspect of Social Security's value.
Another aspect is how well Social Security is meeting the goal of

social adequacy, that is, the need to provide some level of basic fi-
nancial protection to workers and their families.

The value of Social Security should be determined by its effec-
ti',eness as a social insurance program, combining elements of both
individual equity and social adequacy.

Because benefits are related to a worker's lifetime earnings, indi-
viduai equity is an intrinsic part of the Social Security concept.

But to understand and evaluate the program, we have to remem-
ber that certain features of Social Security are geared toward meet-
ing broad-based social needs rather than simply whether or not an
individual is getting a good return on the dollar.

For example, the basic benefit formula is designed, and always
has been, to replace a higher proportion of earnings for low earners
than for high earners.

Also, there is another part of the social adequacy aspect of Social
Security. Dependents' and survivors' benefits are paid to workers
with families.

Because the program strikes a balance between the goals of indi-
vidual equity and social adequacy, I believe we must judge Social
Security's value by how well it performs as an entire package of so-
cial insurance protection.

The value of benefits for any given worker depends on his or her
individual circumstances, whether that worker has high earnings
or low earnings, whether that worker is married or has children,
whether that worker becomes disabled, dies prematurely, or re-
ceives benefits far into old age.

Some people can expect to get back more than they put into So-
cial Security, some to break even, and some to get less.

As the table in the back of my written testimony shows, the aver-
age worker will get more. But those who limit their analysis of the
value of Social Security to how much is received in retirement ben-
efits ignore the vitally important disability and survivors' pro-
grams.

The value of these programs cannot be overestimated. For exam-
ple, over 40 percent of male workers and nearly 30 percent of fe-
male workers will become disabled or die before they reach retire-
ment age.

The CHAIRMAN. Hold it there. That is a large number.
Mr. ENOFF. Yes.
The CHAimAN. Over 40 percent of male workers die or become

disabled before they reach retirement age?
Mr. ENOFF. From the age of 21 to 65.
The CHAIRMAN. Does that mean that we should always expect

that anybody who makes it through to 65 is one of the lucky ones,
even in a-

Mr. ENOFF. Yes. They may not get their money's worth if you
only look at whether they get their contributions back and do not
consider the program's other aspects.

The CHAiRMAN. Yes.



Mr. ENOFF. It is like a term insurance policy. Do you get your
money's worth if you live to be 100? You never collect it in that in-
surance aspect. So we cannot just take one aspect. And that is the
point. You hit it precisely.

So Social Security disability and survivors' benefits assure work-
ers that they and their families will not become destitute. And
when we assess the value of Social Security, we have to take that
into consideration.

Mr. Chairman, I am very pleased that this hearing is taking
place. Social Security is an integral part of Anerican life. Virtually
the entire labor force pays Social Security taxes.

And people count on Social Security to be there for them when
they retire. And they count on Social Security to be there for their
families should they become disabled or die.

The American people have a right and a need to know that Social
Security is still a valuable program.

So I applaud you and this committee for continuing to monitor
the program's value, as well as for convening the experts who have
come today to give the public their knowledgeable views.

And at the Social Security Administration, we will continue to
analyze the program, not just in terms of the equity it provides to
individual workers, but also as a unique social insurance program
that provides vital protection to American workers and their fami-
lies, especially during times uf their greatest economic vulner-
ability.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I would be pleased to try
and answer any questions.

The CHAIRMAN. First of all, there is a convention which you all
use, which is a little confusing to the layman, which is that you
only report the return on the individual contribution. Whereas the
employer's contribution comes out of wages mostly. It is popularly
seen as income.

What do you think about 80-what do the economists judge?
About 80 percent of it would otherwise be wages? Mr. Ballantyne,
do you have any comments?

Mr. BALLANTYNE. Well, I am not sure it would be that high. I
think there is probably some disagreement as to how much it
would be, but-

The CHAIRMAN. I am sure there is.
Mr. BALLANTYNE. Certainly, not all of the employer's tax would

be borne by the employee in wages. I would think that some would
also be passed on in higher prices to consumers of the employer's
product. I would think also that profits might be lower than they
would otherwise be because of the tax.

The CHAIRMAN. But isn't it properly seen as a payment? It is a
payment into the worker's account.

Mr. BALLANTYNE. Many see it that way.
The CiLAIRMAN. Now, wait. It is. That is how you see it? I mean,

that is the way Mr. Enoff sees it, doesn't he?
Mr. ENOFF. If I might, Mr. Chairman, I think that the same

principle should be involved. That employer's payment, some part
of that, is counted toward the social adequacy aspect of the pro-
gram.



Now, I would not argue about how much of the employer's share
should be counted or should not be counted. I would say, use what-
ever method you want, whether it is the employee's share or the
employer's share, but look at the program from its totality, not just
in terms of the return on the dollar.

The CHAIRMAN. But these numbers really represent only half of
the amount that Luther Gulick told Franklin D. Roosevelt was
being recorded by hand on those little buff cards. Is it useful to do
it that way, have a unified account?

Mr ENOFF. Well, I think there are arguments about the employ-
er's bnare and how much of it would be actually paid in wages, if
it were not paid in taxes. And I

The CHAIRMAN. Well, regardless, it is so paid into Enoff's ac-
count?

Mr. ENOFF. Yes, it is.
The CHAIRMAN. Is this something that got going a long time ago

to tell people what a bargain this was?
Mr. ENOFF. I cannot tell you why it-
The CHAIRMAN. I do not know the private insurance world at all,

but do they put out tables of return which only show what the em-
ployee contributes if it is a joint contributory arrangement?

Mr. BALLANTYNE. Well, I think in many private pensions, the
employer pays the entire cost.

The CHAIRMAN. Most. I guess most.
Mr. BALLANTYNE. Right.
And I do not think that you can say that all of that cost is borne

by the employee. I think the employees perceive it that way.
The CHAIRMAN. It seems to me, I probably should not have raised

the question of how you allocate the fund. The fact is it is a con-
tribution to an insurance program?

Mr. BALLANTYNE. Right.
The CH.AimAN. Well, if we look at your numbers-and Senator

Breaux, we welcome you as the chairman of the Subcommittee on
Social Security. We are trying to sort out this always a little con-
voluted subject of how much are the returns on benefits?

And as you know, the celebrated Ida Fuller of Vermont, she was
a Vermonter, was she not? She was $25 into the system.

And throughout, she was the first. I think there used to be an
annual photograph, if I am not mistaken-I see Mr. Myers nod-
ding-in January with some Federal official bearing an annual first
check of the year to Ms. Fuller up in Buckney Hollow or wherever,
Vermont. And she drew out about $22,000.

That is the necessary condition. The first German railroad re-
tiree had the same experience.

Now, if you look at the average earnings for a single male-I do
not know how many single males there are in this system-who re-
tires this year, the person with average earnings will get back half
of 214 percent if he has average earnings, and half of 171 if he is
at the maximum.

Now, that is already a return that is below 100, whatever 100
means. One hundred has to be discounted for survivor's insurance
and all of that, but that is already the case then, is it not?

Mr. ENOFF. Yes.



The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Ballantyne, you are authorized to speak.
[Laughter.]

Mr. BALLANTYNE. I would say that one-half again is a little bit
low if you recognize that not all of the employer's tax is passed on
to the employee.

The CHAIRMAN. Well
Mr. BALLANTYNE. It is somewhere in between that.
The CHAIRMAN. Are all the employer's taxes received by the So-

cial Security Administration?
Mr. BALLANTYNE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the point. And so already-how many

single males are they in the system? And the eminent alunmi of
the Social Security Administration, Mr. Lopez, tells me that your
table already discounts for survivors and disability.

Mr. BALLANTYNE. It takes into account survivors' benefits and
disability benefits.

The CHAIRMAN. Oh, it does.
Mr. BALLANTYNE. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. How much of that is-
Mr. BALLANTYNE. Well
The CHAIRMAN. Could you give us a round figure and then re-

duce it by
Mr. BALLANTYNE. I think it is probably in the neighborhood of up

to 10 percentage points for an average worker.
The CHAIRMAN. About 10 percentage points. It accounts for those

who have received other benefits. That is value to you of having
been covered?

Mr. BALLANTYNE. Right. I believe we compared the worker who
was born in 1940 with the retirement benefit and found a dif-
ference of about 10 percentage points for the worker with average
earnings each year.

The CHAIRMAN. So let's go to that fellow. How many single
males-because I am struck by the fact that married couples have
so much more advantage in this arrangement.

For a married couple retiring in 1993 with average earnings, I
am going to cut that in half. The return is twice the contribution?

Mr. BALLANTYNE. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. Whereas for a single male, it is just about break

even?
Mr. BALLANTYNE. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. How many single males are there? Would that

be a--does that mean that the number of males remain single all
of their lives or retire as widowers?

Mr. ENOFF. I think the married couple example, Mr. Chairman-
while Mr. Ballantyne is looking for that-may be something that
is not typical anymore because most married couples are two-earn-
er couples nowadays.

The CHAIRMAN. This is a married couple in which only one per-
son worked?

Mr. ENOFF. That is correct. And the table is showing the benefits
on that basis. And so I think that is probably a comparison that
is not nearly as valuable as it once was.



The CHAIRMAN. But obviously-all right. What is the number?
What proportion of persons retiring this year, couples, would have
had only one earner.

Mr. BALLANTYNE. We have about 2.5 to 3 million couples on the
rolls because that is how many wives or husbands we have receiv-
ing benefits on the worker's account.

We have about 26 million workers. So the difference between
total workers and the number of couples on the rolls would be
workers only. However many of them are married to each other so
you have two-worker couples.

Mr. ENOFF. I might be able to answer the question a little more
clearly, Mr. Chairman. My recollection-and I will confirm this for
this record-is that 33 or 34 percent of couples are one-earner cou-
ples.

The CHAIRMAN. Let's get some of those numbers for the record.
Mr. ENOFF. Sure.
[The information requested follows:]

Based on the most recent available data we estimate that about one third of cou-
ples receiving retirement benefits are one-earner couples; that is, one spouse is re-
ceiving a worker's benefit, and the other a spouse's benefit only.

The CHAIRMAN. My last comment would be that if you look at
that married couple, that one-earner married couple we are talking
about in 1985 got a benefit 10 times--no--five times. It is coming
down fast.

Senator Packwood.
Senator PACKWOOD. I might add that Mr. Ponzi would under-

stand this payback system himself.
The CiLAiRMAN. Yes.
Senator PACKWOOD. But at some stage-I think Mr. Myers is

right. At some stage, the average voter is going to say, "This isn't
worth it. I'm not going to get back what I want."

And this system so depends upon the willingness of current
workers to be willing to sustain the retirees that if you lose that
confidence, it will collapse.

And I understand the actuarial tables. And I understand the the-
ory, but it needs public confidence. And all of us who are in polits
go out. And we go to the factories. And some )oung 25-year-od
says, "Well, it's not going to be there when I get there."

They are beginning to lack the confidence now. And they know
nothing about any actuarial tables. They just do not feel right
about it. And that is a bad sign for Social Security, I do not have
any question.

And I want to keep this system solid, but I do not like the lack
of confidence that I see in 25-year-olds.

Mr. ENOFF. I would agree that we need to do more to educate
the worker about what they are paying for in Social Security.

We have begun some efforts to do that. And they have been done
over the years, but it is still something that needs more attention.
And we intend to--

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Enoff, you need to send out an annual state-
ment.

Mr. ENOFF. I agree with that, Mr. Chairman. And we are cer-
tainly making plans to do that. I know you have been pushing that.
And you are absolutely right.



There is nothing better for the person than to see in black and
white what they can expect from what they have been paying in.

The CHAIRMAN. Sir, I have been 17 , ears in this committee. And
you have been making those plans. [Laughter.]

Mr. ENOFF. Well, I must say that you put it into statute. And
we will be doing it certainly by 1995. And we will be talking to you
shortly about how we are going to do that and about some ideas
we have that might even-

The CHAIRMAN. Why don't we hear from our new Chairman of
the Subcommittee on Social Security, Senator Breaux.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN BREAUX, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM LOUISIANA

Senator BREAUX. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am delighted that you have called this hearing at the full com-

mittee level to explore some of these problems and set the ground
work, if you will, for any proposed future legislative measures that
may be required as we pursue this complicated situation.

I have always heard, probably before I was in Congress and dur-
ing Congress, that the public's perception is that people do not get
back in Social Security benefits what they pay in.

And maybe it is just a Louisiana perspective or maybe it is in
other States as well, but it seems that most people do not feel they
get back what they put in.

In effect, what the studies have shown and what your studies
have shown is that we, in fact, get back at least as much as we
pay in well before our lives are terminated under normal life
expectancies.

I wonder why? Do you have any idea why so many Americans
feel that they are not getting what they put into Social Security?

Is it a misconception? Is it anything that we have said as a Con-
gress or any studies that were ever put out that gave that erro-
neous information that is shared by too many people?

Mr. ENOFF. I would offer this opinion, Mr. Breaux. It certainly
is not ,,cientific, but in talking to many workers and groups of
workers, I think that many people believe they have paid more into
the system than they actually have.

And that is again why I am going back to the chairman's sugges-
tion that when you get a statement, you know what you have paid
in. And so that helps to educate in that regard.

And I think because the contribution rate has gone up over time,
people see that as meaning that they are paying more than they
are going to get back, but it is a misconception. And we simply
have to work on educating people.

Senator BREAUX. Not only the chairman, maybe both of you as
well. I speak to some groups to try tell them of the benefits of the
program, that they get back more than they put in at a relatively
early age.

I see people in the audience just shaking their heads at me in
disbelief. And they are almost insulted that I am suggesting that
they are getting more back than they put in when, usually, they
do.

What would be the effect from your perspective of an acceleration
of the 1983 phase-in of a later retirement date for a Social Security
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recipient on their ability to get back what they have put into the
system?

Mr. ENOFF. Well, obviously if you work longer, if you accelerated
the increase in the retirement age, it would take longer to recover
the value of taxes paid. I do not have the numbers, but I am sure
we could supply for the record what the effect would be in terms
of money's worth.

[The information requested follows:]
Estimated benefit-tax ratios are attached for present law and for on illustrative

earlier phase-in of the increase in the Normal Retirement Age (NRA) orom age 65
to age 67. This illustrative phase-in would begin with persons attaining age 62 in
1997, instead of 2000; would include reaching an NRA of age 66 for persons attain-
ing age 62 in 2002, instead of 2005-2016; and would include reaching the ultimate
NRA of age 67 for persons attaining age 62 in 2008 or later, instead of 2022 or later.

ESTIMATED OASDI BENEFIT-TAX RATIOS UNDER PRESENT LAW

Single male worker earnings lerl Single female worker earnings Married couple with male work-level er earnings level
Year of birth Low Average Maxi- Maxi- e v axi-mum Low Average mum Low Average mum

Retirementat age 62
1935 ...................................... 2.51 1.85 1.42 2.83 2.09 1.61 4.82 3.63 2.77
1940 ...................................... 2.25 1.67 1.26 2.52 1.87 1.42 4.35 3.29 2.47
1945 ..................................... 2 12 1.58 1.16 2.36 1.75 1.30 4.Co 3.06 2.25
1950 ...................................... 2.07 1.54 1.10 2.31 1.71 1.23 3.94 2.95 2.10
1955 ......... .......................... 2.07 1.54 1.06 2.33 1.73 1.19 3.92 2.93 2.02
1960 ..................................... 2.12 1.57 1.05 2.36 1.75 1.17 4.02 3.00 2.00

Retirement at normal retirement age
1935 ................... ............... 2.42 1.79 1.38 2.78 2.06 160 4.87 3.67 2.82
194U ................. 2.24 1.67 1.27 2.58 1.91 1.47 4.51 3.41 2.58
1945 ..... . ................ 2.05 1.53 1.13 2 35 1.75 1.30 4.13 3.10 2.29
1950 .................................... 2,00 1.49 107 230 1.71 123 4.00 300 2.15
1955 ................. 2.02 1.51 1.04 2 35 1.75 1.20 4.01 3,00 2.06
1960 ............. ................. 2.04 1.52 1.01 2 6 1.75 1,16 4.06 3.04 2.02

Office of the Actuary, SSA, April 27, 1993

ESTIMATED OAS0i BENEFIT-TAX RATIOS UNDER AN ILLUSTRATIVE RETIREMENT AGE MODIFICATION

Single male worker earnings level Single female worker earnings Married couple with male work-
level er earnings levelYear of birth MLow Average vix-MaiMo-

mum Low Average mum Low Average mum

Retirement at age 62
1935 ...................................... 2.49 1.84 1.41 2.80 2.07 1.59 4.79 3.60 2.75
1940 ................. 2,20 1.63 1.23 2.45 1.82 1.38 4.28 3.23 2.43
1945 ................. 2.04 1.52 1.12 2,25 1.67 1.24 3.96 2.98 2.18
1950 ..................................... 1.97 1.46 1.05 2.18 1.62 1.16 3.80 2.84 2.03
1955 .................. 1.98 1.47 1.02 2.22 1.65 1.14 3.80 2.84 1.96
1960 ...................................... 2.12 1.57 1.05 2.36 1.75 1.17 4.02 3.00 2.00

Retirement at normal retirement age
1935 ...................................... 2.40 1.77 1.37 2 76 2.04 1.58 4.83 3.64 2.79
1940 ...................................... 2.19 1.62 1.24 2.50 1.86 1.42 4.39 3.32 2.52
1945 ...................................... 1.97 1.47 1.09 2.24 1.67 1.24 3.95 2.98 2.20
1950 ...................................... 1.90 1.42 1.02 2.18 1.62 1.17 3.79 2.84 2.03
1955 ................. 1.94 1.44 .99 2.24 1.66 1.14 3.83 2.87 1.97
1960 2..................................... 204 1.52 1.01 2.36 1.75 1.16 4.06 3.04 2.02

Office of the Actuary. SSA April 2?, 1993.



1. A worker is assumed to have earnings in each calendar year from the year of
attainment of age 22 to the year before the earliest of the years of retirement, onset
of disability, or death, inclusive. A single worker is assumed to remain single
throughout life. A married couple is assumed to consist of a male worker with a wife
of the same age who had no covered earnings.

2. Average earnings in any year is defined to be equal to the SSA average wage
index (as defined in the law) for that year, low earnings is defined to be 45 percent
of the average earnings, and maximum earnings is defined to be equal to the OASDI
contribution and benefit base (as defined in the law).

3. The OASDI benefit-tax ratio is defined to be the ratio of the expected value
of Federal Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance (OASDI) benefits based on
the worker's earnings to the expected value of the employee portion of the OASDI
taxes on those earnings. The benefits include retired-worker and disabled-worker
benefits, and, in the case of a married couple, widow's benefits. If the employer por-
tion of the OASDI taxvc were included, the resulting ratios would be approximately
one-half of those shown in the table.

4. Expected values are based on the demographic and economic assumptions de-
scribed as alternative II in the 1992 OASDI Trustees Report (House Document 102-
279). Expected values of taxes and retired-worker benefits are based on historical
and projected mo7 tality rates for the worker's age-sex cohort. Expected values of dis-
abled-worker benefits are based on historical and projected disability incidence and
termination races for the worker's age-sex cohort.

5. The illu,,trative retirement age modification is defined as follows. For a worker
who attaira age 62 in 1997 to 2008, the normal retirement age is increased from
age 65 to age 65 plus 2 months for each year from 1997 to the year the worker at-
tains Asge 62 inclusive; for a worker who attains age 62 thereafter, the normal retire-
ment age is age 67. Age 62 is retained as the earliest age of eligibility to retired-
worker benefits.

Office of the Actuary, SSA, April 27, 1993.

Mr. ENOFF. Of course, these tables do incorporate the present
law increase in retirement age that begins after the year 2000.

But if you accelerated that, it would bring down the money's
worth calculation by some percentage, depending on when that ac-
celeration began and how fast it might be.

Senator BREAUX. Let me read just a short of statement, a couple
of sentences and ask you if you would comment on them, if you
have any thoughts about it.

The suggestion is that some $60 billion could be saved over the
next two decades, for example, by phasing in the retirement age of
66 by the year 2002 and the age of 67 by the year of 2008.

And even after such a change, people's Social Security benefits
would continue to substantially exceed the value of their lifetime
Social Security tax payments adjusted for inflation and an average
rate of return on their payments.

Any thoughts about it?
Mr. ENOFF. I would have to ask our actuaries to look at those

actual numbers. I have not seen those calculations.
Senator BREAUX. That is probably an actuarial question, but it

also is a policy question.
Mr. ENOFF. Yes. The policy issue that one always has to look at

when we increase retirement age is what those effects are for the
persons who are working. We have a cohort of people who are in
occupations that are physically demanding.

Between the ages of 62 and 65, now they may apply for disability
or they may apply for retirement benefits, rather than continue to
work, because of the physical demands.

And so you have to look at the impact when you increase the re-
tirement age, which-that was done when the increase was enacted



in 1983. And, of course, we know that people are living longer and
people are healthier in old age.

But again, it has a different impact on the individual, depending
on their occupation.

Senator BREAUX. One final point then, does it have any negative
or adverse effect on the contributions to the system, as far as the
integrity of the system? It doesn't affect that, does it?

Mr. ENOFF. No, because the retirement age was based on longev-
ity. And certainly, longevity is increasing. It does not.

Senator BREAUX. Thank you, gentlemen.
The CHAIRMAN. I was wondering about Senator Breaux's point,

something I feel always surprised me. What proportion of present-
day retirees take their retirement before age 65?

Mr. ENOFF. Something like 65 percent, between two-thirds and
three-quarters, I think, retire before 65.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. ENOFF. And I will give you the exact number.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you do that?
Mr. ENOFF. Sure.
[The information requested follows:]
Based on the most recent a,,ailable data (1991), about 72 percent of all retired-

worker benefits awarded recently were to workers who began to receive benefits for
months prior to the attainment of age 65.

The CHAIrMAN. Because there is this talk of having a 67. And
most people are leaving at 62.

Mr. ENOFF. It had begun to level off, but there was a continuing
trend towards early retirement.

The CHAIRMAN. And it evens out. I do not know what that is tell-
ing us. It could tell us that people get tired of their jobs or there
comes a time when you are not really up to working on the rail-
road.

Or it could mean that there is a higher value of retired-there
is something to do after you retire. There are places-there are re-
tirement communities in Arizona. It is not something that that is
the end of your life when you stop working. I mean, something
maybe like, go to New Orleans for Mardi Gras. Why hang around
Michigan?

Senator BREAUX. That will end it all. [Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. There is a lot of talk of what we would get out

of extending the age for retirement. The fact is most people retire
before they are 65. And we would not expect that to change at all,
would we?

Mr. ENOFF. No.
The CHAIRMAN. And the number of people who would stay, you

could make a different, a more larger penalty for retiring early, but
you do not want to do that. We do not want to do that. We want
people to make their own decisions. But it does show that there is
a problem that Senator Breaux talks about.

And I have to say wi;h great affection for the administration, I
do not think the administration could really address this question
of why there is such a lack of confidence, unless that annual state-
ment would have been started. It would have started 25 years ago.

The Canadians have this simple little statement every year. It
never occurred to them not to. And we are going to have a-this



committee has been trying to get you to use a plastic card, a per-
manent-looking card. You won't do it.

And I know why you won't do it because when the card began,
the Nazis were first beginning to require identity cards in Ger-
many. And you were damned if you were going to issue anything
that looked like an identity card, but that was a long time ago.

Pretty soon, if Mr. Clinton has his way, everybody is going to
have a health card. Now, I will tell you, that health card will not
be a piece of paste board. It will be a durable card that you can
carry around in your wallet.

And suddenly our Social Security card will look like a, "Where
did you get that piece of paper from that you can scribble a note
on?" card.

Have we ever done an opinion survey of why people-how people
feel about it?

Mr. ENOFF. About the card itself?
The CHAiRMAN. No. What do you expect you will get? What do

you think you will get?
Mr. ENOFF. The opinion surveys we did when we launched

PEBES asked more about what people wanted to know about the
system than what they expect to get back in benefits. We did ask
questions in focus groups such as: Were you surprised? Did you ex-
pect more? Did you expect less?

That is the kind of the thing that we could do, I think, when we
launch the new PEBES effort that begins in 1995, so that the
PEBES is more responsive to the needs of the individual, more cus-
tomer friendly, if you will.

The CHAIRMAN. You are going to have Senator Breaux to deal
with, but have you ever gone up to Ottawa and asked them why?

Mr. ENOFF. Yes. As a matter of fact, we have had meetings with
the Canadians about that and about the system they use. And, of
course, their system is a little different from ours.

The CHAIRmAN. Senator Packwood, I think, would probably sug-
gest that the Canadians are a little different, their culture.

Well, again, thank you very much. We have asked a few ques-
tions.

Senator Breaux might want to pass that paper on to you to get
a comment on it.

Mr. ENOFF. Yes. We would be pleased to.
The CHAIRMAN. But we would like this to be as good a volume

as has been produced on just what this subject is.
Mr. ENOFF. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And thank you,
Mr. Ballantyne.
Mr. BALLANTYNE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. What is it about your profession that you can

just nod yes, no, absolutes. [Laughter.]
Mr. BALLANTYNE. Well, if any of the questions relate to

policy-
The CHAIRMAN. We will go on now.
Thank you very much.
And now, of course, we are going to hear from the former Chief

Actuary, the most eminent of administrators, Robert Myers.



And Bruce Schobel. Mr. Schobel, I think this is your first appear-
ance before the committee. Is it not?

Mr. SCHOBEL. Yes. That is right, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAiLRAN. Well, we very much welcome you. And you are

the vice president and actuary of the New York Life Insurance Co.
and, of course, the cb-author with Bob Myers of this most distin-
guished paper.

We welcome you both.
Speak as you will. We will put your statement in the record.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Myers appears in the appendix.]

STATEMENT OF ROBERT J. MYERS, CHIEF ACTUARY, SOCIAL
SECURITY ADMINISTRATION (1947-1970), SILVER SPRING, MD
Mr. MYERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The matter of money's worth of Social Security benefits is very

important. And it is also extremely complicate d.It is somewhat
like the fable of the blind persons and the elephant. As you will re-
call, each blind person touched a different part of the elephant and,
therefore, described the elephant in quite a different way.

The consideration of money's worth is important. As Mr. Enoff
said, it should not be the only consideration, but nonetheless, peo-
ple certainly should not get a very bad deal as far as money's worth
is concerned, or the program will lose popularity and support.

Our approach in making these calculations of money's worth was
intentional done on a very simplified basis so that all persons could
easily understand what we did, rather than on a complex, actuarial
basis of considering numerous probabilities, such as becoming dis-
abled or dying before age 65, having eligible dependents, and so
forth.

The calculations that the Social Security Administration pre-
sented were on this latter more complicated, but really from a tech-
nical standpoint, on a more adequate basis.

The CHAiRMAN. Yes.
Mr. MYERS. In the aggregate, I think that we can well say that

Social Security meets the money's worth criterion, because some-
what more than 99 cents of each dollar collected in taxes is used
for benefits.

Now, we come to the other side of the matter. Should the mon-
ey's worth concept be taken to mean that everybody should get
their taxes back plus interest as though it were a bank account?

Well, most certainly not. This would not satisfy the social needs
of the program. It would not benefit the low-income people as
against high-income people, and would not supply the economic
floor of protection that the program does so well.

Then, we come to perhaps one of the most important dilemmas.
Should the concept be based only on the employee tax, or should
it be based on the combined employer-employee tax?

Both of these concepts, I believe, have significance and meaning,
as long as they are understood and adequately described.

In the aggregate, I think that it can well be said that the em-
ployer tax may be said to be paid by the employee, although one
can sometimes say that only 80 percent or 90 percent is so paid.

But even if all of the taxes are paid by employees, there is still
the question whether they are individually allocable to each em-



ployee. In other words, should employee A get complete credit for
all the taxes paid on his or her wages by his or her employer?

I do not really think so because, like many other benefit plans,
the money, although paid in the aggregate for the employees, is not
necessarily equally allocated individually to each one. For example,
if an employer sets up a pension plan that has an average cost of,
let's say, 5 percent of payroll, this does not mean that each em-
ployee necessarily gets benefits that are worth 5 percent of payroll.

The older employee gets much more because the cost for the
older employee is much higher, because he or she is nearer retire-
ment age. The cost for the younger employee is much less than 5
percent, because that employee might leave the service of the em-
ployer before becoming eligible for a pension.

The CHAIRMAN. It is an enduring pattern of pension arrange-
ments that the early retirees get higher rates of return. Is that not
true in the private sector, Mr. Schobel?

Mr. SCHOBEL. Yes, it is.
The CHAIRMAN. The Ida Fuller effect?
Mr. SCHOBEL. That is right. The people who retire in the earliest

years simply do not have time to pay for their benefits with their
own contributions, but the people who retire later on do.

The CHAIRMAN. And the pattern is that that benefit is of some
acceptable level regardless?

Mr. SCHOBEL. If you want to have reasonably adequate benefits,
then, the earliest retirees won't be able to make sufficient contribu-
tions to pay for them.

Mr. MYERS. Yes, in the case of Ida Mae Fuller, whom I have im-
mortalized in my book by giving the same figures you have quoted,
there is also the unknown person who died back in 1940 after get-
ting only 1 month of benefits.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. MYERS. Who did not probably get as much even as the small

amount of contributions paid. Scrne win, and some lose.
So if you consider the combined employer-employee taxes, there

will be some winners and some losers. It has to average out be-
cause the system as a whole is self-supporting from the taxes paid.

So some get more, as we recognize-those who retired in the
early years and also the lower paid at all times. That means that
some have to get less. It just has to be that way. And again, the
public should be educated as to this effect.

In our study, we considered a steady worker with, alternatively,
average earnings and maximum earnings. We used two mortality
bases: one that we call "static" and the other called "cohort."

To translate those actuarial words into plain English, the static
rates mean that we assume that age-specific mortality rates do not
change in the future. Under the cohort basis, we assume that the
mortality rates decrease in the future as life expectancy increases.

And this is just what is done by the actuaries of the Social Secu-
rity Administration. We took their intermediate estimate for that
factor. And we also used several real interest rates.

The reason that we used real interest rates for the valuation of
the benefits is that this takes into account the cost-of-living adjust-
ments. In other words, if the cost-of-living adjustments average 4



percent a year, we say the real interest rate which we will use is
6 percent minus 4 percent.

The CHAIRMAN. Did you use about a 2 percent rate for your inter-
est?

Mr. MYERS. We used several rates, but we said that 2 percent
is the best rate, as far as we are concerned. And we also said that
our other best assumption was to use the cohort mortality--or in
other words, improve life expectancy.

We gave various alternatives so that people who read the paper
could take their choice.

In summary, let us consider the results on the basis of the com-
bined employer-employee rates. As ,he chairman has said, at
present, we have about reached maturity in the sense that people
retiring today with maximum earnings, considering a mix of male
and female lives, because we did the computations separately by
sex, are just about at break-even point. In other words, considering
the combined employer-employee taxes accumulated at interest at
the time of retirement at age 65, that accumulation just about
equals the value of the benefits. So, those people can be said from
that standpoint to have bought their benefits.

Now, for the average worker, this period of maturity will be
roughly 10 years from now.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. MYERS. I think that is a good basis for consideration, par-

ticularly if people say, "All the people who are retired today are
getting windfalls. And we should not give them COLAs. Or we
should cut back their benefits."

The fact is that they and their employer together have paid for
their benefits-tha is, for those with maximum earnings retiring
currently.

On the other hand, there is value, too, in considering only the
employee taxes. The questions may be raised, "Will the worker re-
tiring 20 or 30 years from now get his or her money's worth?" This
worker can be told "You are not going to get all of your employers'
taxes. Some of those have been used already for people who retired
in the early years or for the low paid."

On the whole over the very long range, the average worker will
get more than his or her money's worth, just considering his or her
own contributions.

The CHAIRMAN. But that half?
Mr. MYERS. Just the half.
And maybe because of my love for this system, I am going to

walk on both sides of the street here. I want to tell the young work-
ers, "Look, you are getting benefits that are worth what you your-
self have paid. Now, you are not necessarily going to get all of your
employer's contributions. Or you may only get part of them."

For the very highest paid, I would say "You may not get any-
thing from the employer's contributions, but you must recognize
that those employer contributions are pooled for the general benefit
of the system-that is, for workers who retired in the early years,
for low-paid workers, and so forth."

Mr. Chairman, that is a very brief summary of what is in our
paper. We are very honored that you have read it and that your
colleagues have read it. This will help contribute to the general dia-



logue about the Social Security system and what its underlying
basis is.

Now, perhaps Bruce has something to add.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Schobel.

STATEMENT OF BRUCE D. SCHOBEL, CORPORATE VICE PRESI-
DENT AND ACTUARY, NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE CO., NEW
YORK, NY
Mr. SCHOBEL. Thank you, Bob.
I would like to say that I, too, am really honored that you chose

our paper for the subject of this hearing.
When we wrote the paper about 18 months ago, we hoped that

we were making some contribution to the Social Security money's-
worth topic. And I guess we did.

Bob and I have worked together for a long time. And we tend to
agree on almost everything. So I am not going to repeat all the
points he made. I will just say that I agree with him.

The CHAIRMAN. Take your time.
Mr. SCHOBEL. All right.
There are some points that I am going to repeat because I think

they are worth making. One is that from the broadest possible per-
spective, our society on the whole does get its money's worth from
Social Security because, as the point has been made already sev-
eral times this morning, less than one cent out of every contribu-
tion dollar goes for administrative expenses.

All the rest of it goes to people in the form of benefits. And so
our society does get its money's worth. However, obviously, some
workers do better than others.

We were not interested so much in the differences within year-
of-birth cohorts. We wanted to examine the trend over time. And
so we took workers who had very regular patterns of earnings and
who survived until normal retirement age and then had normal life
expectancy.

And we took these very ordinary-looking workers and we tried to
compare them over time. They retired in different years and so on.
And we saw naturally a declining money's-worth trend for all the
reasons that we understand perfectly well.

The workers who retired in the earliest years, did not pay taxes
for their whole lifetimes. And they did not pay taxes at the high
rates that workers pay today.

And so the earliest retirees did very well. The rates have been
declining. So far, they are over 100 percent.

But if you take into account both the employee and the employer
taxes, we are getting very close to the critical level where I think
policy-makers rightfully should be concerned because if the average
worker has a money's-worth ratio under 100 percent, that says, in
essence, that they could do better investing their money on their
own.

And they are going to want to do that. And public confidence in
the program will erode.

With regard to the employer tax, that is a subject on which even
Bob and I have vacillated somewhat. You will note that our paper
is a revision of one that we did earlier in 1982.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.



Mr. SCHOBEL. In the earlier paper, we computed all of the ratios,
taking into account both shares of the tax. In the recent version,
we only looked at the employee tax. So we changed our minds in
the last 10 years.

We basically feel that you cannot say for sure who is bearing the
burden of the employer tax. And even if you were to go so far as
to say that the employees in the aggregate are bearing that bur-
den, it is not clear how much any individual employee must bear.

One way to look at this, which might be helpful, is that, if there
were no Social Security and no Social Security tax, how much
would every employee's salary go up? It would not necessarily be
the amount of the employer tax. It could be almost any number,
including zero.

We also excluded survivor's benefits and disability benefits. And
we did it intentionally. One of the reasons is that we did not have
the data that we would need in order to include them, but actually
there is a more policy-related reason, and that is it is not clear to
us that those particular benefits should be considered in a money's-
worth context.

There is obviously no worker who would agree to die or to be-
come disabled in order to have a high money's-worth ratio. They
just do not do that. On the other hand, people plan to retire.

The CHAIRMAN. Put that down as Schobel's law.
Mr. SCHOBEL. That is right.
On the other hand, workers plan to retire. And they do expect

to get fair returns on their Social Security retirement contributions.
And so we tried to limit our analysis to the retirement program.

In addition, we used a hypothetical worker approach which does
not lend itself really to considering survivor and disability benefits.

I will finally repeat the point Bob made that although the mon-
ey's-worth ratio is presently above 100 percent, even taking into ac-
count the employee and the employer taxes combined, they are get-
ting close to that critical level. And within about 10 years or so,
they could drop below it. And it is a legitimate cause for concern.

And this is a very timely hearing I think.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Schobel appears in the appen-

dix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir. Just two questions, if I can, to

both of you. Do you discount for survivor's benefits in the way that
Mr. Enoffs table does?

Mr. SCHOBEL. No. We don't.
The CHAIRMAN. You don't. So that should be taken into account.
Mr. SCHOBEL. Yes, sir. We considered only the interest.
The CHA mAN. Only the interest.
Mr. SCHOBEL. And there is also one other point I would just like

to elaborate on on one of the questions that was asked earlier. We
considered so-called single workers not because they are, in fact,
single.

They could very well be married, but we think, and I think ev-
erybody agrees, that the significance of auxiliary benefits paid to
spouses is going to be very small in the future.

There are not all that many today. And 30 years from now, there
will be very few because both members of most married couples
will have benefits in their own rights.
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The CHAIRMAN. Well, then, my question is to what degree-it
seems to me-I don't know how Senator Packwood and Senator
Breaux feel, but it seems to me there is some disparity between
what Mr. Enoff, on behalf of the Social Security Administration,
shows in his table and your paper states.

His table suggests considerably higher ratios, unless I misread it,
which is not hard to do in my case. I am good at misreading tables.

Mr. SCHOBEL. Well, actually, the Social Security Administration
did a comparison of our ratios and their ratios, putting them on the
same basis. And none of the numbers differed by more than 10 per-
centage points. And some differed by considerably less.

The CHAIRMAN. If we were to get-if Mr. Enoffs tables here were
to be translated into yours, they would come out at about the same
place?

Mr. SCHOBEL. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. So you all are in agreement?
Mr. SCHOBEL. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. Well, that is very important.
Mr. SCHOBEL. Actuaries always agree.
Mr. MYERS. Mr. Chairman, we have this copy of a memorandum

that two of the actuaries in the Social Security Administration did.
They have concluded with a table comparing side by side our esti-
mates and theirs. In general, there is only a 3 or 4 percentage
point difference in the two sets of figures.

The CHAIRMAN. Which as professional judgments can go either
way?

Mr. MYERS. As for example, 127 percent against 124 percent.
The CHAIRMAN. Could we put that as an appendix to your paper?

Yes, of course, we can put it into the record.
There is a smiling actuary in the room. The answer is, of course,

we can. We will be happy to do it.
[The information requested follows:]

COMPARISON OF TWO ESTIMATES OF RATIOS OF PRESENT VALUE OF SOCIAL SECURITY
BENEFITS TO ACCUMULATION OF SOCIAL SECURITY EMPLOYEE TAXES

[In percent]

Estimate of Estimate of Myers Difference

Year of birth Social Secunty
Admnistration nd Schobel

Single Male, Average Earnings
1940 ............................................. 167 157 10
19 6 0 .. .... ........ .-.. ...... ....... . ....... ... 15 2 15 0 2

Single female, average earnings
1940 ..... .. ........... ............... ............. 191 188 3
1960 ........... ..................... ............. 175 179 4

Single male, maximum earnings
1940 .. ... .... ..... ...... ........ ... .. 127 124 3
1960 ............................................... 101 96 5

Single female, maximum earnings
1940 ...... .......... .................. ........... 147 148 1
1 9 6 0 ................... ........ ............... .. . .. ............... ....... ....... ..... 1 1 7 1 14 3

Robed J. Myers and Bruce 0. Schobel,

Senator Packwood.



Senator PACKWOOD. I have no questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Breaux.
Senator BREAUX. I will just briefly welcome you all to the com-

mittee.
Mr. Myers, we certainly welcome you and recognize your long

contributions to this system. You must have a great deal of pleas-
ure in seeing the results of all of these years in a system that was
designed to take care of people in senior years and in difficult
times work as well as it has, since the 1930's, and know that your
contributions back then helped to make all of this possible.

If we do not do anything as far as changing the current system,
do the benefit ratios to contributions get better for retirees as time
goes on? Does it not change? Or does it get worse?

Mr. MYERS. The ratio tends to get worse-that is, get lower for
quite awhile and in the long run. It is hard to say because, on the
one hand, life expectancy will likely continue to increase, which
raises the value of the benefits.

On the other hand, when this occurs, the frequently scheduled
tax rates may be too low. Thus, there may have to be higher taxes.

So, you have two conflicting elements over the very long run, but
in general, the statement can be made that, at least for the next
two or three decades, these ratios will tend to decline just by the
nature of the system.

Senator BREAUX. Why am I wrong in the thought that as people
live longer, they will have more time to collect what they put in
and thereby get a better return as the population continues to get
older?

Mr. MYERS. You are correct that that element does lead to that
result, but there are the opposite elements that the normal retire-
ment age (i.e., the earliest age at which unreduced benefits are
payable) is going to increase in the future.

Senator BREAUX. It is not increasing as fast as the actual life ex-
pectancy?

Mr. MYERS. It is a somewhat parallel increase.
Senator BREAUX. Is the argument as an actuary that the changes

we made in 1983 kept up with the life expectancy increases since
the advent of Social Security?

Mr. MYERS. Oh, no, not since the advent of Social Security.
Senator BREAUX. Right.
Mr. MYERS. But more or less starting with, say, 1983 as the

base, from that point on, they roughly keep up. Perhaps, the nor-
mal retirement age would be a little higher than 67 if it were to
keep up with increases in life expectancy in the future.

Senator BREAUX. That is a question I would like to ask you. Had
we adjusted the retirement age for the increase in the life expect-
ancy each year since the advent of Social Security, approximately
what would be the retirement age today?

Mr. MYERS. I believe that the figure is age 71. The Social Secu-
rity Administration has made studies of this. As I recall, the figure
is 71. I am assured that the figure is 71.

Senator BREAUX. So what is wrong with the picture that has 65
percent of the American public retiring at age 62 and life expect-
ancy-I mean, the retirement age projected would be 71?



.11.r. MYERS. I am rather biased on this subject. I do not think
people should retire so early. And it is not just the fault of the sys-
tem that people are retiring so early. It is partly the fault of em-
ployer practices. People too, have to be educated that it is nec-
essary to get more productivity in the country. That means more
people working.

Senator BREAUX. Is it also the fault of the Congress in not ad-
justing the retirement age?

Mr. MYERS. I think that the Congress made a good step, a rather
bold step, back in 1983 when they advanced the normal retirement
age on a gradual, deferred basis. I think that such action had to
be deferred to some extent.

You could not make the change overnight. But at that time,
there was great opposition from many people to raising the normal
retirement age of 65, as though that had come down from the heav-
ens on a stone tablet and was sacred. But I think that once that
barrier has Lzeen broken, the subject is open for reconsideration as
to how far it should go, or if it should rise any faster than under
present law.

Senator BREAUX. Well, thank you very much. And thank you for
your great contributions.

Mr. MYERS. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, could I add just one thing?
The CHAIRMAN. Of course.
Mr. MYERS. As to this money's-worth concept, it just occurred to

me, that there is one case which I can give where the person will
most certainly not get their money's worth, but it does not disturb
me.

Suppose you have a child movie actor aged one. And from that
point on, this movie actor gets maximum earnings every year until
he or she reaches the normal retirement age. Any money's-worth
calculation is going to show a very bad result for that person.

The CHAIRMAN. Early earnings.
Mr. MYERS. But I think that in any consideration of money's

worth, you have to be rational about it and take typical cases, and
then realize that there are going to be some unusual cases that fall
outside the limits, but that should not be of any great concern.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Schobel.
Mr. SCHOBEL. I am sorry. I will not interrupt you.
The CHAIRMAN. I think Senator Breaux's question is a very im-

portant one. Had we followed the actuarial changes-the demo-
graphic changes, we would have a 71-year retirement age instead
of 65. That was Bismarck's number, wasn't it?

Mr. MYERS. Actually, that story about Bismarck is a very com-
mon misconception-namely, that we chose age 65 in the U.S. be-
c-ause Bismarck in the first national pension plan had age 65.

The CHAIRMAN. He did have 65?
Mr. MYERS. No, he had 70.
The CHAIRMAN. Seventy?
Mr. MYERS. Yes, but many people say 65. And I climb up the

wall when I hear such statements, and I write letters to the editor.
The CHAIRMAN. I see. Well, now we have-
Senator PACKWOOD. Let me get that straight. Bismarck had 70.

And was that the plan that went into effect, 70?



Mr. SCHOBEL. Yes.
Mr. MYERS. In Bismarck's plan in the late 1880's.
Senator PACKWOOD. And that was at 70?
Mr. MYERS. It was 70. Yes.
Senator PACKWOOD. So where did we get the idea of 65?
Mr. MYERS. The reason that we used age 65, as is my friend,

Wilbur Cohen, and I have agreed, is that in 1934 the Committee
on Economic Security and others considered various ages. Some
people said 70 because there were some private pension plans that
had an age of 70.

Some said 60 because Mr. Townsend of the Townsend Movement
was pushing that. People wanted to retire early. Well, 65 is a nice
round number and falls in between 60 and 70. And that is where
we came in at 65.

The CHAIRMAN. That, sir, has the ring of truth about it. [Laugh-
ter.]

A number of decisions have been made in this room where it was
70 over here and 60 over there.

Yes, sir.
Mr. SCHOBEL. It is also worth noting that in 1916, the German

system switched to age 65. So by 1935 when the U.S. system was
enacted into law, then, the Germans were using 65. And so we just
had

The CHAIRMAN. Townsend had been saying 60?
Mr. SCHOBEL. Right.
The CHAiRMAN. Well, that is certainly clarifying.
One last question because we do have a record, Mr. Goss and Mr.

Nichols, are either of you present?
Mr. Goss. I am Mr. Goss.
The CHAIRMAN. There is Mr. Goss. And we have the memoran-

dum which you very generously provided us, which is by you and
Mr. Nichols from the Office of Long-Range Actuarial Estimates.

And, indeed, in this table, as you say, there is a 3 percentage
point difference which is within the range of professional views on
anything of this kind.

We now have a benchmark from which to discuss this matter in
the future, for which we are very much in your debt, sir, as always.

And Mr. Schobel, we welcome you to this committee. I am sure
we will see you again. And we thank you for a very clarifying work
of scholarship and professional inquiry.

Mr. SCHOBEL. Thank you.
Mr. MYERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, you are commentators.
We are going to have a panel of equally distinguished persons,

some of whom have somewhat unsettling comments to make.
Henry Aaron, looking suntanned as if he has been in a con-

ference in the Bahamas, of the Brookings Institution. Robert Ball,
an eminent expert in these matters.

Laurence Kotlikoff who is a professor of economics at Boston
University and a research associate at the National Bureau of Eco-
nomic Research.

And finally, Prof. John Shoven who is the Charles Schwab Pro-
fessor of Economics at Stanford and comes all the way from the
Bay Area for us today.



We are 'Very pleased to have each of you here. And this is, in-
aeed, a very special occasion.

We will follow in what is very plainly alphabetical order.
And Dr. Aaron, we welcome you, sir.

STATEMENT OF HENRY J. AARON, PH.D., DIRECTOR, ECO-
NOMIC STUDIES PROGRAM, BROOKINGS INSTITUTION,
WASHINGTON, DC
Dr. AARON. I am a strong believer in alphabetical order. [Laugh-

ter.]
I also thank you for the compliment on my tan. I only wish I had

gotten it in the Bahamas, but I spent all this year either in Wash-
vngton or Chicago working.

The CHAIRMAN. A wind chill effect. [Laughter.]
Dr. AARON. Perhaps, high blood pressure. Who knows?
I appreciate the opportunity to testify before this committee as

always. The subject of money's-worth calculations has been around
since the inception of Social Security and has also been the subject
of many careless calculations and inaccuracies. Having real profes-
sionals, like Bruce Schobel and Bob Myers, doing the job assures
one that the logic of the implications they use will be rigorously
and correctly pursued.

I want to suggest, however that the interest and intense atten-
tion to money's worth calculations is founded on something of a
misunderstanding regarding the way in which pay-as-you-go Social
Security works. Notwithstanding the accumulation of some re-
serves, our system is still much closer to pay-as-you-go than it is
to a full reserve system. And I understand that there are many
definitions of reserve systems. Bob Myers has educated me on that
score.

The key point to keep in mind is that over the long run, a stable
pay-as-you-go social insurance system that is financially balanced,
will generate a rate of return for each successive cohort of workers,
equal to the sum of the rates of growth of productivity and of em-
ployment, In Social Security's terms, that rate is the rate of growth
of covered payroll.

That is not a matter of policy. It is not a matter of judgment. It
is a matter of mathematics. And it is inescapable.

If one accumulates the revenues collected from each cohort of
workers at that rate of interest and then discounts the benefits to
the retirement age, each cohort will have a benefit ratio in the
terms that Myers and Schobel use of one.

The second fact arises because of the way in which Social Secu-
rity operates. Some workers receive larger benefits in relation to
the taxes they have paid than do other workers. This group in-
cludes low earners, women who are single. They receive larger ben-
efits in an actuarial sense than do men who are single or high
earners.

Married couples who receive spousal benefits because there is
only earner or the other earner earned very little also receive sys-
tematically more than average. Others receive systematically less
than average.



Since the average benefit ratio tends to one and some recipients
get less than average, some ratios inevitably will be below one.
Conversely some workers are going to have ratios above one.

To note that the average ratio tends to one is about as revealing,
in my judgment, as the assertion that there is no free lunch or that
perpetual motion machines are impossible. It contains no more in-
formation really than that statement.

The fact that some workers receive ratios higher than one and
others below one, is simply a statement of the retirees' equivalent
that none of us lives in Lake Woebegone where none of the ratios
can be below average. Some have to be below. Some have to be
above.

Now, in light of these observations, I am driven to ask, what is
one to make with this interest in money's worth calculations?

I would like to focus on a few points here. First, with respect to
the detailed calculations that Bob Myers and Bruce Schobel make,
contrary to what they said, opinion is not divided among econo-
mists regarding the incidence of the employer-paid payroll tax.

One can go back in the history of economic literature and find
all kind of views, just as one can go back and find views that the
earth is the center of the sclar system in physics and astronomy,
but those views are no longer held.

The unanimous view on this panel and more broadly among
economists who have worked in this area, is that to a very close
first approximation, the employer's tax should be regarded as paid
by workers.

So with respect to the Schobel-Myers calculations, just take their
numbers and divide by two.

Secondly, as an aside, this is really an aside, with respect to the
issue of the so-called retirement age

Senator PACKWOOD. Can I pose just a question here, Mr. Chair-
man?

The CHAIRMAN. Sure.
Senator PACKWOOD. Is that premise also true then for all em-

ployer-paid fringe benefits?
Dr. AARON. In general, yes.
Senator PACKWOOD. Okay.
Dr. AARON. And that includes health insurance.
Although I have few illusions that I will be effective, I want to

urge everyone to stop using the term "increase in the retirement
age" to describe the change in benefits made in 1983 that take ef-
fect starting in the year 2002.

All Congress did at that time was cut benefits payable at each
age without in any way effecting the age at which people could, in
fact, retire.

Before that legislation, people could retire at age 62. After 2027,
when the changes enacted in 1983 have taken full effect, people
will be able to retire at age 62. They will just get less money. That
is a benefit cut. That is not a change in the retirement age.

Now, with respect to the calculations that Myers and Schot-3l
presented, I have a few specific comments, but I am not going to
spend a lot of time on that. The first one is that the ratios are too
high.



Anything based on current law is too high, given their assump-
tions, to which I will come presently, because the current system's
revenues are not sufficient over the long haul to pay for current
benefits under the actuarial assumptions used in making long-term
projections.

At some point in time, maybe not soon, but at some point in
time, we shall have to raise taxes or cut benefits by some amount
if the underlying actuarial assumptions hold true. And that would
tend to reduce somebody's ratios at somf. point in time.

However, I have some serious problems with the detailed calcula-
tions. First, none of the Myers-Schobel ratio concerns workers with
below average earnings.

Such workers have higher ratios of benefits to taxes paid than
do average earners or high earners. A balanced presentation should
include below-average earners as well as average and above-aver-
age earners.

None of the Myers-Schobel ratios concern ratios of couples who
receive spousal benefits. I am prepared to acknowledge this group
significance is declining. It has not vanished.

Third, calculations such as theirs that omit the distributional
benefits within cohorts of survivors and disability insurance are
misleading.

To make such calculations is exceedingly difficult. And if it were
readily possible to do, I have no doubt that the people who could
do it very well would be the two who wrote the paper that is the
subject of this hearing.

But we do know that disability rates and mortality rates before
age 65 are related to earnings, race, and other characteristics that
are relevant to calculating rates of return, even to marital status.
Married men, for example, live a lot longer than single men. Inter-
estingly, married women do not.

The CHAIRMAN. That will be the subject of another hearing.
[Laughter.]

Dr. AARON. Yes. It should be many hearings, perhaps, not by this
committee, but by others.

But I think the money's worth calculations are subject to a more
fundamental concern than any of these technical issues.

By their very nature, the calculations focus on a set of cir-
cumstances regarding earnings, marital status, and activity at a
particular age.

This method of analysis is at odds with the nature of the Social
Security system. To understand why, think about a young person
about to enter the labor force.

Even if single, most of them know that they are 1 day going to
be married. And roughly half of those will 1 day divorce and most
will again remarry.

They will have some expectation regarding whether they will be
high or low earners. But if they are like most people, their fore-
casts are going to be off the mark. Many who will expect to earn
a lot won't. And many with poor expectations will discover that fate
is kind.

Few will anticipate dying or suffering disabling injury, but a siz-
able minority will bear one or both of those misfortunes.

67-638 0 - 93 - 2



For such a worker, Social Security offers insurance against each
risk. Unlike the assumption of money's worth calculations, workers
do not know in just what circumstance they will find themselves
at age 65.

The return that such young workers will receive from Social Se-
curity includes the insurance protection, as Lou Enoff referred, the
sort of term insurance equivalent against the various risks they
may encounter.

To be single at age 65 is not a condition that most will anticipate
at age 20. In short, the true money's worth calculation of the value
of Social Security estimated late in life focuses on a point where
all of these uncertainties have been resolved.

But the value of payments calculated ex ante from the stand-
point of a young worker just entering the work force who is unsure
of just what life holds is a more meaningful picture of what Social
Security is worth.

And just as an aside, a full evaluation, a money's worth evalua-
tion should take account of the value to retirees of the fact that So-
cial Security benefits unlike anything else they can buy anywhere
in the U.S. economy is fully indexed against price inflation.

The Social Security system is an ingenious and messy combina-
tion of insurance, income redistribution, all scrambled together. It
is life insurance. It is disability insurance. It is survivor's insur-
ance.

It is the system of cash transfers from high earners to low earn-
ers. It is a system of transfers from single people to couples, both
of whose earnings entitle them to benefits from both of those
groups to couples who can claim only one benefit.

Some of this redistribution, I would stress, I find desirable. Some
of it, I think, deserves to be scrutinized and changed, the two-earn-
er, one-earner couple case continues to be a problem.

I used to think that this messy combination was unfortunate and
needed clarification. I wanted to sort out each element so that I
and everybody else can see just what was going on: so much for
disability, so much for retirement, so much for survivor's benefits,
so much for welfare-type grants to low earners, so much for low or
non-earning spouses.

I now think that such precision would be specious and mis-
chievous. At various points in people's lives, the value of various
types of insurance changes dramatically and fluctuates wildly.

They pass through so many conditions that the added informa-
tion would not do them or anyone else much good. If I have another
child, for example, the value to me of Social Security survivor's
benefit-) goes up.

Does the value of disability benefits go down or up? Is the value
of retirement insurance the same, less, or has it increased?

Providing such information is possible, but it would be informa-
tional overload. It would undermine the sense that Social Security
is a social compact in which all the participants get something
back, and those who do well in the labor market help a bit to carry
those who do poorly.

It would encourage and abet the selfish to focus on those aspects
of the plan that seem to give them the most based on their current



circumstances and to try to opt out of those aspects of the systems
that help others.

By promoting self interested and often myopic calculations, such
information, in my view, would work to lessen the sense of mutual
and shared responsibility that the United States needs more of, not
less.

For these and a variety of other reasons, I concur completely
with the sentiment that you expressed in your question to Mr.
Enoff, Mr. Chairman, and that is on the need to communicate more
fully, information about the economic status in which people find
themselves to beneficiaries.

I would suggest the most useful information that Social Security
can provide to beneficiaries is information on how much they ought
to be saving in order to reach retirement age with sufficient income
to live in the style to which they are accustomed.

This is not information that Social Security custGrnarily has
given and, I suspect, is not part of the current mandate.

But in my experience, the misunderstanding, the misappreciation
of how much one needs to save to end up with a sufficient nest egg
at retirement is virtually universal.

This is something people could understand. It would be useful in-
formation. And it might even change their behavior.

If it did promote national savings, it would advance an objective
for which I believe there is bipartisan support in this Congress and
broad support among economists as well.

So for all of those reasons I find money's worth calculations in-
teresting. They satisfy a certain curiosity, but in my view, they pro-
vide little useful guidance to policy-makers or to Social Security
beneficiaries.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Aaron appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Dr. Aaron.
We are going to go right through our panel. Then, we will have

questions.
Bob Ball.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT M. BALL, COMMISSIONER OF SOCIAL
SECURITY (1962-1973), WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. BALL. Mr. Chairman, I certainly agree with Mr. Aaron's res-
ervation about these money's worth calculations done after the fact
and analyzed by different subclasses, such as what does the maxi-
mum worker at the end of life have in relation to what he paid in.
Looking backwards over the lifetime of that individual or the work-
ing lifetime is a distortion in a group insurance plan like Social Se-
curity.

But I wanted to introduce this reservation by reminding every-
one of the extreme prejudice that we all have in favor of mathe-
matically-stated results.

If a value cannot be put in terms of dollars and objective meas-
ures, there is a tendency-not only in studying Social Security pol-
icy--but I would say in the social sciences generally of sort of dis-
missing it.

If a value is very important, but cannot come up with a number,
we do not think about it very much. And that is what I think hap-
pens in these money'b wcrth calculations.



To illustrate with just four or five points, you cannot easily put
into a money's worth calculation on Social Security the incon-
trovertible fact that Social Security which now keeps about 13 m;L-
lion people out of poverty substitutes in part for general revenue
expenditures.

If Social Security were done away with it would require the sub-
stitution of a welfare-type program which would cost the general
taxpayer considerably more than they are now paying for welfare.
And the general taxpayer is the same person as the contributor to
Social Security.

How do you factor in the idea that you have prevented that cost
by the existence of the Social Security system?

Or take another situation in which money's worth calculations
can never really deal. And that is the fact that through Social Se-
curity, young people aow have pooled the risks that they have all
individually been exposed to by reason of their parents' situation.

They have pooled the risk so that no one young person is com-
pletely exposed to the possibility that their parents did not save
enough and the parents outlived their accumulation of wealth, are
sicker than average, or in one way or another may need to move
in with that younger couple, a situation which sometimes is wel-
comed, but, on the other hand, is frequently a restriction on the
freedom of both the older person and the younger person.

That is a value that comes out of the Social Security system. And
it is a value to the maximum-wage earner and the average-wage
earner and everyone else that you do not get in these money's
worth calculations.

Now, there is always the recognition that there are things left
out, but I wanted to make some things left out very concrete.

In addition to those two, Henry Aaron suggested the point that
in the Social Security's money's worth calculation, there are some
things that can be done in a compulsory social insurance system
that cannot be done elsewhere. Also there is a value in inflation
protection that is complete no matter how high the inflation rate
goes. The value is over and beyond any assumption that you make
about the future movement of wages and prices.

What is a poor analyst to do, except put in an assumption about
the movement of wages and prices? But the point I am making is
that there is a value over and beyond that in a system that says,
we will follow wherever inflation goes, 10 percent, 15 percent,
wherever inflation goes not just a reasonable assumption about the
future.

It is not at all certain, I think, that what Mr. Schobel said is cor-
rect-that if you come to a point where some people are not getting
their' money's worth according to the kind of calculations that they
have been doing-which are internal to the system-that it follows
that such people can do better elsewhere.

You need to test the money's worth situation against what you
could buy to take the place of Social Security. Merely looking at
what you pay versus what you get out is only part of the story. For
example, Social Security has administrative costs that cannot be
matched, only 1 percent of benefit costs compared with 5 or 10 per-
cent of the best-run private companies, that difference represents



a real value. You can not put together the kind of package that you
have in the Social Security system. That is a real value.

There is some gap between the statement that you are not get-
ting your money's worth according to these calculations, which are
all internal to Social Security, and saying you can necessarily do
better privately given the same rate of return and the same degree
of risk.

Social Security has paid benefits and has met every payroll for
55 years. I think it will continue to do so indefinitely into the fu-
ture.

The fact that it does so, the fact that the protection follows work-
ers from job to job so that it is added to as they go, the fact that
socially, workers are not inhibited in changing jobs because of So-
cial Security's universal coverage are all values that we cannot put
a number on. They do not get into these calculations.

My only point in reciting these facts is to urge that if you find
these money's worth calculations useful, at least always say to
yourself as you look at them, there is a lot left out.

And I think the things that are left out, necessarily left out-I
am not being critical of how people do these calculations. I would
not know how to put the value I have mentioned into such calcula-
tions. They are necessarily left out, but the result understates the
value of the Social Security system.

And I would just like to stress that. I have, like Mr. Aaron, a few
points of a more technical nature which I make in the statement
for the record, Mr. Chairman, but I would rather leave it for now
at these broad points that I have made so far and invite questions
when the panelists have finished.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Ball appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you, sir. I think perhaps what you

meant to say was not so much left out, as there is a lot more.
Mr. BALL. I accept your formulation with gratitude.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Professor Kotlikoff, you have been before our committee before.

We welcome you back.

STATEMENT OF LAURENCE J. KOTLIKOFF, PROFESSOR OF EC-
ONOMICS, BOSTON UNIVERSITY, AND RESEARCH ASSOCI-
ATE, NATIONAL BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH, BOS-
TON, MA
Mr. KOTLIKOFF. Thank you very much. I am honored, Senator

Moynihan and Senator Packwood, to appear before you.
Let me say at the outset, I am a big fan of many of the things

that Social Security does. I certainly would not want to privatize
Social Security.

I think that there is a very important role that Social Security
plays in providing a variety of the kinds of insurances, which Bob
Ball was just describing, and forcing people to save and insure for
themselves.

But I am going to be very critical of one aspect of Social Security
which I think has been, to some extent, whitewashed so far in
these proceedings, which is the systematic redistribution across
generations that Social Security has generated.



All the insurance, forced savings and forced purchase of insur-
ance goals of Social Security could have been pursued without also
distributing across generations without taking from young and fu-
ture generations and giving to contemporaneous older generations
to the extent that has been done in the past four decades.

Now, we have had not only through Social Security, but-
The CHAIRMAN. You are going to tell us how.
Mr. KOTLIKOFF. What?
The CHAIRMAN. You are going to tell us how.
Mr. KOTLIKOFF. Yes. I will explain it.
We have had a huge redistribution across generations, not only

through Social Security, but through a variety of other government
programs, including the Medicare program, the accumulation of of-
ficial government debt, and through the change in the tax structure
toward a greater reliance on labor income taxes and a smaller reli-
ance on consumption taxes.

The elderly people pay more in consumption taxes than they do
in labor taxes, so this shift in the tax structure has also generated
a big intergenerational redistribution.

And it was the case years back. And elderly people pay less in
consumption taxes-more in consumption taxes than they do in
labor taxes. So that shift in the tax structure has also generated
a big-

Senator PACKWOOD. Was that statement of yours just to the gen-
erations in terms of consumption versus income? Or are you saying
we generally used to pay more in consumption than we do now?

Mr. KOTLIKOFF. I am saying the share of total taxes that are
coming from labor income taxes now is much higher than it was
40 years ago. And this is not just Federal taxes.

I am talking about State, local, and Federal together. There is
a big redistribution going through that channel as well.

Now, you asked me how Social Security redistributes across gen-
erations? Well, it is taking both the employer and the employee
contributions and handing them right over to older generations.

And these are funds that these individuals could otherwise have
invested in the different financial assets that are available in the
economy.

If you look at the return on stocks in the U.S. economy over the
last 60 years or even over the last 30 years, the annual real return
has averaged 8 percent.

So in the calculations that you have seen today, the discount rate
that has been used is much too low.

And once one uses the proper discount rate, even if you use a 3-
percent real discount rate, but if you do include the employer as
well as employee contributions to Social Security, you get a much
larger intergenerational redistribution. I don't know where actuar-
ies get the view that they can forget about the employer's contribu-
tion to Social Security in making money's worth calculations, but
it's certainly not from economists.

The bottom line is that the generation that is currently retiring
is about breaking even.

The loss to the typical baby-boomer from having to be forced to
be involved in the Social Security system is about 1 to 2 years of
labor earnings.



This again is based on a low discount rate, a 3 percent discount
rate. If you used a 6 percent--

The CHAiRmAN. Can I just ask, labor earnings?
Mr. KOTLIKOFF. Yes. If you take the typical--
The CHAiRMAN. Do you mean wages?
Mr. KOTLIKOFF. Wages. About two to three-I am trying to

make-
The CHARMAN. Annual?
Mr. KOTLIKOFF. Annual.
The CHAIRMAN. Gross income?
Mr. KOTLIKOFF. Yes, gross annual labor income.
So the typical baby-boomer is working 2 to 3 years just for Social

Security.
In contrast, generations that retired in the 1950's, 1960's, and

1970's made out very well from the system. For these generations,
Social Security has produced a net transfer ranging from about 1
to 2 years of labor earnings.

I am referring here to numbers that I and John Shoven and Mi-
chael Boskin and another economist named Doug Puffert published
in the National Tax Journal back in 1987. The study is "Social Se-
curity Financial Appraisal Across and Within Generations." And I
would like to submit this article to the record.

The CHAIRMAN. We will put that in the record, indeed.
[The article appears in the appendix.]
Mr. KOTLIKOFF. Thank you.
These calculations are very similar to the others that have been

presented today once you take into account the employer's tax con-
tribution.

But I think the basic message that did not come across this
morning is that the redistribution has been enormous. We are talk-
ing about 1 to 2 years of labor income for baby-boomers. And we
are talking about 2 to 3 years of labor income for children.

So today's children are going to be spending, in effect, 2 to 3
years of their life working to pay benefits to generations that went
before them.

Now, as I said, this is just one aspect of an enormous redistribu-
tion across generations that has been going on through a variety
of government programs and which has not been well documented.

I would like to also submit to the record, if I may, a chapter from
President Bush's outgoing budget document entitled "Generational
Accounts Presentation" written by myself, together with Alan
Auerbach, former Deputy Chief of Staff of the Joint Committee on
Taxation and currently professor at the University of Pennsylvania,
Jagadeesh Gokhale, an economist with the Federal Reserve Bank
of Cleveland, and the staff at OMB.

[The information appears in the appendix.]
Mr. KOTLIKOFF. This generational account analysis looks at, not

just Social Security, but all the government's tax and transfer pro-
grams and asks how are different generations being treated by
those programs?

We go back to the generations born in 1900 and follow through
to the generations that are born today and also think about what
the generations in the future will have to pay in taxes and other
transfers.



One way we described what is going on is in terms of a lifetime
tax rate. To form this tax rate we take the present value of taxes
that a generation will pay over its entire life less the present value
of the transfer benefits it will receive and divide that difference by
the present value of the generation's labor income.

If I can refer you to Table 5 which is on Page 8 of the chapter.
The CHAImAN. We do not have that.
I amn sorry. We do have it.
Mr. KOTLIKOFF. Please look at the third column of table 6 on

page 8. What you see are the lifetime tax rates for different genera-
tions.

Senator PACKWOOD. Can I ask you what that means? I am look-
ing at it, the net tax rate.

Mr. KOTLIKOFF. We are talking about all taxes, Social
Security--

Senator PACKWOOD. All State and local taxes?
Mr. KOTLIKOFF. All State and local, Federal, all taxes less all

transfers.
Senator PACKWOOD. So somebody born in 1900, in their life on

average will pay 21.5 percent of their income-of their net income
in taxes?

Mr. KOTLIKOFF. Exactly.
Senator PACKWOOD. Somebody born in future generations are

going to pay 71 percent, assuming a steady baseline of where we
are now?

Mr. KOTLIKOFF. Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN. And we are now at 33?
Mr. KOTLIKOFF. Yes. So you can see what has been going on over

time is that through these inter-generational transfer programs, as
well as the need to pay for government purchases which have also
been rising over the decades, we have been raising the taxes on the
backs of each successive generation coming along.

And this process is continuing right now and is going to acceler-
ate into the future because of the growth of health care spending
and because of demographics.

These estimates, by the way, factor in all the 75-years projections
of the Social Security Administration, all the OMB long-term fore-
casts, and all the HFCA long-term forecasts.

So these are your government's numbers put together in this
manner for you to see exactly how the government has been treat-
ing different generations.

And the story is one of a massive redistribution over time to-
wards generations that were old in the last three or four decades
and away from generations that are now young and middle-age as
well as those coming in the future.

Let me conclude. I do not want to go beyond my time, but I do
want to make one point about the economic implications of these
inter-generational transfers.

First, they clearly hurt young and future generations because
they are taking so much of their income away from them.

Generations coming in the future, even if they are only forced to
pay 50 or 60 percent of their lifetime income to the government
and not 71 percent, they will still face a horrendous burden.



In addition to that fiscal burden, these generations are also fac-
ing lower wages over their lifetime as a result of the fact that our
policy in the post-war period of transferring to older generations
has prompted these older generations to consume more in the last
few decades.

Our National saving rate has, as a result, declined dramatically.
Last year, it was below 3 percent.

Our national investment has also been very low. And as a result,
we have not been accumulating capital at the rate we would other-
wise. And as a result, labor productivity is lower. And as a result,
real wages are lower.

So we hit the young and the next generation with a double
whammy.

Senator PACKWOOD. Let me ask you.
Mr. KOTLIKOFF. Our net taxes are also lower, the real wages.
Senator PACKWOOD. Let me ask you a question. You are project-

ing here a 71 percent net tax rate. Then, with everything that
President Clinton wants to do, we might be able to get it down to
59 percent. And if we get perfect health reform, we might be able
to get it down to 35 to 40 percent.

But if all of that does not work well, we are going to be paying
half of all the money we make in this country to the government?

Mr. KOTLIKOFF. Precisely. We are already up to 33.5 percent tax
rate. And these numbers are benchmark against the national in-
come and product account data on taxes and transfers.

So we are using all the taxes and all the transfers that are occur-
ring in the country. We are not making up any of our own numbers
here.

Senator PACKWOOD. And this is also average?
Mr. KOTLIKOFF. Yes.
Senator PACKWOOD. To the extent that somebody in the $50,000,

$60,000 or $70,000 tax bracket, they may be closer to 40 percent.
And somebody making $15,000, they may be closer to 20 percent?

Mr. KOTLIKOFF. Absolutely. Yes.
The CHImRMAN. Senator Packwood, you are encouraging the wit-

ness. [Laughter.]
Dr. Aaron is visibly upset.
Mr. KOTLIKOFF. Well, the truth hurts. [Laughter.]
Dr. AARON. Nonsense hurts worse.
Mr. KOTLIKOFF. Well, this is hardly nonsense. This is-by the

way, this analysis has been not only been adopted to some extent
by the U.S. Government. It is also now being done by the Japanese,
Italian, and Norwegian governments. So it is taking over.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Kotlikoff appears in the appen-
dix.]

Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. KOTLIKOFF. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. And now, Dr. Shoven. It is very generous of you

to come all the way from California for this hearing. And you are
the anchor person.



STATEMENT OF JOHN B. SHOVEN, CHARLES RL SCHWAB, PRO-
FESSOR OF ECONOMICS, STANFORD UNIVERSITY, STAN-
FORD, CA
Mr. SHOVEN. Well, thank you. I always like to bat cleanup.
I would like to begin by adding my congratulations to you and

to the committee for holding this session regarding rates of return
offered by the Social Security system.

For most American workers, as you know, the Social Security
system is incredibly important. Most workers pay more in Social
Security taxes than they pay in personal income taxes.

When they retire, for most people their right to receive Social Se-
curity benefits is their largest financial asset. It forms the financial
foundation of their economic security for the rest of their life.

Therefore, American workers need Social Security to be closely
monitored-and they that is what we are doing here-and they
have the right to expect attention paid to it and to receive some
information about it.

First, let me confirm Henry Aaron's assertion that there is una-
nimity among economists about the fact that the employee bears
both halves of the contribution.

It makes no sense to think that there is a difference between the
half that shows up on your pay stub-which is d(.ducted before you
get the money-and the half that does not show up on the pay
stub.

The employer, in fact, sends all the money into the Social Secu-
rity system. With the exception of the self-employed, the employee
is not sending checks in. It makes no difference. The burden is all
born by the workers. I think that is the unanimous view of econo-
mists.

The CHAIRMAN. If I can just interrupt and raise the nice question
about truth in government. Should the entire contribution be re-
cordo as FICA paid?

Mr. SHOVEN. Yes. And that means that the ratios that Myers and
Schokel look at have to be halved. Once that is done we see that
the average single man retiring today can expect to get back in
benefits about 90 percent of his contributions, using a 2-percent
discount rate.

That ratio gets worse in the future. I am just using their table
now. In 35 years, the high-earning man will only get less than half
of his money back using the 2-percent interest rate. The article
that Larry Kotlikoff referred to that we co-authored with Michael
Boskin and Doug Puffert had pretty much the same story.

The bottom line is that Social Security was a good deal for al-
most everybody who is retired now and who retired previously, but
it is not going to be a particularly good deal for people who retire
in the future.

Another point that Larry made, which I would largely agree
with, is that 2 percent is a pretty low standard to which to hold
a pension system. It is approximately the long-run, real rate of re-
turn on government bonds.

It is not, however, the rate of return on capital in the economy.
It is also not the real rate of return offered by the stock market,
both of whizh are in the 7 to 8 percent range.
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For long-horizon investors, the stock market has offered higher
yields than bonds consistently; that is, it is not true that the stock
market over these long horizons is always riskier than bonds. In
fact, it always has paid more.

So, I am saying is that 2 percent is a low standard to hold a re-
tirement system to. And it is quite disturbing that Social Security
cannot even offer that rate of return in the future.

Economists use two different models to represent Social Security.
Sometimes it is looked at as a government-mandated pension sys-
tem. And at other times, it is viewed as a tax and transfer system.

Which representation is more accurate? The question is, are the
benefits linked to the taxes as they would be in a pension system?

Or, in fact, are they very, very loosely linked? That is, is there
a strong connection between what you pay in and what you get
out?

If there is not a strong connection, then, you should think of the
money paid in taxes. It becomes part of your tax burden. And these
taxes would distort labor supply and the economy.

If there is a strong connection, Social Security contributions are
just another form of compensation. The money is deferred, but it
is just like a private pension system. The workers will receive their
money later and the system does not tax working.

Again which is the more accurate model? Is it like a pension sys-
tem? Or is it like a tax and later a transfer system?

I think it is unfortunate that the tax and transfer system is prob-
ably more accurate, even though the Myers and Schobel analysis
is consistent with the pension system model.

Myers and Schokel ask, "What do you get out compared to what
did you put in?" And on average, they show that the maximum
earner, single male retiring today will get back 90 percent of what
they put in at a 2 percent discount rate.

But to really sort out between these two models, you would want
to look at what is the marginal linkage.

That is, if I worked a little more and if I paid a little more into
the system, will I get some more out? How much more will I get
out for each extra dollar that I put in?

Well, for many people, the answer is zero. They would not get
anymore out if they put more in. If you have a career that is longer
than 35 years and you are thinking about extending it with some
half-time work, your benefits do not go up for that extra work.

If you have a short career and you work less than 10 years and
you work a little more, you do not get any extra benefits. If you
have a spouse who has a high-earning history, much higher than
yours, the marginal benefits that you get back for your working is
zero.

So there are lots of people that if they contribute more, they do
not get more back. Now, there are other people that do, but that
linkage is often very weak.

For many workers, an extra dollar paid in results in an extrP 15
cents of benefits. The extra contributions is mostly a tax. Some peo-
ple get 35 cents back on the dollar.

So, we see that the marginal linkages are much worse thfn the
90 percent or even the 50 percent that we saw on average, looking
at the total benefits compared to the total taxes.
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If you look at the extra benefits for extra taxes, you get very low
numbers. And so I think the tax and transfer model, may be closer
to the truth.

Larry Kotlikoff, Michael Boskin, and I, once proposed a sweeping
reform of the Social Security system, which would tighten the links
between what you pay in and what you get out, leaving the fun-
damental redistributionary nature of the system in place, but mak-
ing it much more systematic.

The CHAIRMAN. When did you do that?
Mr. SHOVEN. Roughly 10 years ago.
Mr. KOTLIKOFF. It was actually presented at the Greenspan

Commission in 1983. And I have a-I would like to submit that as
well for the record. We have a copy of that here today.

The CHAIRMAN. Please do.
Mr. KOTLIKOFF. It is called "Personal Security Accounts."
[The article appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Why didn't President Bush seize that oppor-

tunity?
Mr. SHOVEN. We do not know. A great mistake.
Mr. BALL. Mr. Chairman, you may remember that Michael

Boskin testified before us, the national commission.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, yes, indeed.
Mr. BALL. And none of us liked it. That should be in the record,

too.
The CHAIRMAN. That is now. [Laughter.]
Mr. SHOVEN. Actually, my next point is very consistent with

something you have expressed earlier today, Senator Moynihan
which is that I think a major shortcoming of Social Security is that
it does not keep its participants well informed as to what their sit-
uation is in the system.

A private-defined contribution system would send all participants
a statement at least annually, a financial statement of where they
stand. And there is no reason why Social Security should do less.

It is my view that we save far too little for the future both indi-
vidually and as a country. With that, I am seconding what Henry
Aaron said.

The government could use this annual mailing of Social Security
statements to educate and inform people about their likely Social
Security benefits, but also about the need for additional savings in
order to provide for an adequate retirement.

When private financial services institutions mail you their peri-
odic statements, they use the opportunity to promote their prod-
ucts. In my view, the government should follow suit. It should in-
stitute annual Social Security statement mailings which also in-
clude material promoting savings.

Let me summarize with just a few points.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean it should say, "Buy war bonds?"
Mr. SHOVEN. Well, that could be part of it, but also it could have

some norms as to how much retirement
The CHAIRMAN. They are not war bonds anymore.
Mr. SHOVEN. Not war bonds, peace bonds.
The CHAIRMAN. Peace bonds.
Mr. SHOVEN. Let me summarize with a few points. First of all,

Social Security is not going broke. It is financially secure for the



next 40 years or more. And we will make the necessary adjust-
ments to keep it financially secure for a much longer horizon than
that.

So I want to emphasize that I am not saying Social Security is
going broke. However, the rate of return offered by Social Security
to successive cohorts of participants has been falling and will con-
tinue to fall.

It is no longer true that new retirees can expect benefits which
vastly exceed the taxes that they have paid into the system.

In fact, single men are already in a situation where they will not,
on average, get their money back using a 2-percent real interest
rate as shown by Myers and Schobel.

The rate of return situation will almost certainly get worse for
future cohorts. Something can be done about this, but probably not
much.

As Henry Aaron suggested, it is a product of our demographic
structure and our slow rate of growth of productivity.

To be fair, it is also partially a product of a system which is
strongly redistributionary and which has been made extraor-
dinarily complex to deal with special circumstances.

What can be done and what should be done is to inform system
participants about their benefits and about the necessity for addi-
tional savings, either in the form of a private pension or outside
the private pension system.

So if I can influence policy, even one little bit in one dimension,
let me urge the Social Security Administration to move rapidly to
initiate this annual statement mailing to all participants so that
American workers can know more about their most important asset
and also to help prepare them knowledgeably for their future re-
tirements.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Shoven appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you very much, sir.
And let us keep this record going. Senator Packwood recalls the

Bing Crosby lyrics. I will not try the tune, but "Buy a bond today.
We will be blessed if we all invest in the U.S.A." Now, it is a little
thing.

Before we go to the-
Mr. SHOVEN. Try to write some new songs. [Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. The Canadian pension plan contributor state-

ment, it is so simple. It comes out regularly. Ours looks like one
of those Lloyds of London affairs. [Laughter.]

With a warning, this may or may not be true. [Laughter.]
But the cost of mailing, the largest cost is the stamp. And it does

not happen. We have a new statute that begins biannually in 1995.
So if you were from another part of the faculty, from the Arts

and Sciences at Stanford, you would be asking yourself, "Why
doesn't this organization want to do this?"

Mr. KOTLIKOFF. For a good reason.
The CHAIRMAN. For a good reason says Mr. Kotlikoff. Well, Mr.

Ball can respond at will and Dr. Aaron.
I wonder if we just should have our panel, which is a very distin-

guished one, comment on each other's statement.
Senator PACKWOOD. I have a few questions.
The CHAiRMAN. Yes.



Senator PACKWOOD. No. Let them comment, if they prefer, first.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you want to comment? Then, Senator Pack-

wood will ask questions.
Dr. AARON. Well, I guess I would like to say just one thing. There

is one true fact that I think all four of us would agree about and
that is that the savings rate as a whole in the United States is
lower than is desirable for long-term economic growth.

That means that if individuals save more, we would have-it
would increase welfare over the long run. If the government re-
duces its deficit, it would increase welfare over the long run.

There is a certain inconsistency. There is a problem here about
Social Security. We faced a dilemma, as everybody knows, when we
started Social Security as to whether to pay relatively generous
benefits early on to people who had not paid in very much or make
people wait until, as under a defined contribution plan, they had
accumulated suffici-.at benefits. We chose the former course.

That had to be financed out of taxes on current workers. We
could have made the generations of workers effected by that eat all
of that increase and pay for their own retirement benefits in full
through a defined contribution plan. We didn't. We telescoped it
forward.

Now, that means that inevitably that cost ripples forward in
time. Now, the inconsistency that I note is the observation that
given that commitment, given the fact that we made those commit-
ments and paid those benefits that were not earned, so to speak,
by early cohorts of workers, given that fact, we are going to have
to pay that out of current production, taxes on people in some form.

We now the face the question once that decision is in the can,
so to speak, what do we do looking forward? The inconsistency is
this, we are somehow exploiting the future.

And yet, the assertion is being made that workers today are not
earning their Social Security benefits, that-pardon me-are re-
ceiving more in Social Security than-no. Pardon me.

The statement is being made that the workers who are alive
today, when they retire, will not receive in Social Security as much
as they paid in taxes.

How can one simultaneously be exploiting the future and operat-
ing a system in which the current generation of workers is not pay-
ing its way-is paying more than its way?

The point that I want to get across here is that if we are going
to deliver on the promises and the benefits that were given to gen-
erations that previously did not earn then, those are going to have
to be absorbed in some fashion.

The calculations to which Larry has drawn attention and to
which I think he is justifiably proud as an academic economist rep-
resent the detailed specificity inferences from highly dubious as-
sumptions. The subject-

Senator PACKWOOD. Which is the-
Dr. AARON. I am referring to the generational accounts to

which-
Senator PACKWOOD. The lifetime net tax rates?
Dr. AARON. Exactly. It is a good example of the observation Bob

Ball made earlier that when you have a number, we tend to accord
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way too much attention to it without regard to the black box from
which it emerged.

Senator PACKWOOD. You do agree with these figures to date,
however. Do you?

Dr. AARON. Yes, I do.
Senator PACKWOOD. Oh, you do.
Dr. AARON. The issue of calculating forward in time to the future

and the entire subject of generational accounts is the subject of a
symposium that will appear in the Journal of Economic Perspec-
tive. Larry and, I believe, a co-author are submitting a contribu-
tion.

Robert Haverman of the University of Wisconsin, a person of
some distinction in his own right, has written a very critical com-
mentary suggesting that these calculations are misleading and po-
tentially subject to very serious distortion.

In the hands of an honest analyst like Larry Kotlikoff, I think,
as an academic tool, they are useful for provoking interesting ques-
tions. And I hope that that is the way in which these analyses will
continue, as a subject of academic debate.

The gist of Mr. Haverman's critique is that the hands of politi-
cally inspired governmental officials, the accounts are potentially a
very dangerous instrument.

But let me return to the core element of agreement here which
is that the national savings rate is too low.

One could make Social Security beneficiaries entirely whole in
terms of the present value calculation that Larry and John Shoven
have referred to in a very simple fashion. Think about it.

One could raise benefits in the future. That would raise the rate
of return. That would raise these ratios.

You can choose a benefit level in the future at any rate you want
to make those ratios come out sufficiently high.

That is bad policy because doing so would reduce national saving.
It would increase the government deficit. We do not want to do
that.

We want to move in the opposite direction to promote saving
today. And that is what the focus, in my judgment, should be on,
increasing national saving right now.

The CHAIRMAN. I think I see Professor Kotlikoff wishing to reply,
if Mr. Ball will not mind.

Sir.
Mr. KOTLIKOFF. Thank you, Senator.
Let me just briefly say, that Henry has seriously maligned the

quality of this research. And he has misstated dramatically
what-

The CHAIRMAN. I must say this is one of the most polite argu-
ments I have seen. [Laugbter.]

Seriously maligned. Mind you, on the other side, he is honest,
that black box. [Laughter.]

Mr. KOTLIKOFF. Yes.
I have read Robert Haverman's article that is forthcoming. Actu-

ally, he is very positive on generational accounting. le certainly
does not call it misleading or the other characterizations that
Henry has used.



What we are using here are the government's own projections.
Generational accounting is, as Senator Bradley pointed out to
Henry when he testified on the subject, very much like the Social
Security long-run actuarial projections.

Only, it is not just looking at Social Security, but looking at all
the government's programs and also including State and local pro-
grams, as well as Federal programs.

So if you do not like generational accounting, you should cer-
tainly throw away the trustee's annual report. And I think econo-
mists generally, maybe not Henry, get a lot of value out of that re-
port.

The only comment that John made with which I differ is that
"Social Security is not going broke."

Well, I would agree that Social Security by itself may not be
going broke, but I think it is clear that the next generation is going
broke, that what we have been engaged in over a period of time
is systematically exappropriating the next generation through our
programs.

And because we have not been doing generational accounting be-
cause we have been looking at misleading fiscal indicators, just the
short-term budget deficit, I think we have been missing this fun-
damental fact of what has been going on with fiscal policy.

Henry is right on one issue which is that bygones are bygones.
We are stuck here with a situation where our tax rate is already
up to about a 33.5 percent level, given our baseline policy.

Senator PACKWOOD. Is that the part-is that part of what Dr.
Aaron disagrees with? Or do you agree with what the tax rate is
at the moment?

Dr. AARON. Oh, the national tax, the share of revenues going in
all forms of taxes.

Senator PACKWOOD. The net tax rate as he calls it.
Dr. AARON. The total, the ratio of taxes collected at all levels of

government, the gross domestic product is about 34 percent today.
Senator PACKWOOD. You agree with that. All right.
Dr. AARON. That rate is the lowest among all developed industri-

alized countries in the world by far, except for Japan's which is
only a little higher than ours.

The CHAiRMAN. Why don't you wrap up?
Mr. KOTLIKOFF. We are heading, because of our demographics,

because of the growth of these entitlement programs, towards a 71-
percent rate, unless we get more out of current generations.

So I think what needs to be done is to take as our goal stabiliz-
ing that tax rate on future generations at a level that is much
lower than 71 percent.

And all generations around, old, young, middle-age have got to
collectively contribute to that effort.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Ball.
Mr. BALL. Yes. Mr. Chairman, I did not have a comment on this

argument among the economists here. I am neither an economist
nor an actuary. So I can get to say a couple of things that are need-
ed than these professional may not.

But first, let me-
The CHAIRMAN. You are human. [Laughter.]



Mr. BALL. I would want to say though that I agree with the
economists that we ought to count both the employer and employee
tax. That seems fairly clear to me.

On the point that you have stressed so often about the need to
send statements to individuals to inform them of the Social Secu-
rit program, I agree very strongly.

Would have liked to have done it back 20 or 25 years ago. I do
not think we technically could at that time, but I think the machin-
ery now does make it possible.

But in doing that, I would like to stress not just retirement bene-
fits, but the survivor's benefits and disability benefits which are
really not understood.

Just for example-and you can use examples, even though I
question some of these money's-worth total calculations. But the
examples are quite striking.

If you take a 32-year-old husband earning an average wage and
a wife 28 and two children aged 3 and 5, at the moment, they have
a face value survivorship protection of $250,000. It is probably the
biggest part of what these average earners have in the way of pro-
tection.

If you take the face value of all surv vor's protection in Social Se-
curity, it is $10.7 trillion.

If you compare that with all of the private life insurance in
force-meaning group insurance, term insurance, whole life, every-
thing in force-that is $10 trillion.

It is worth, I think, people understanding, this and that the re-
tirement system of Social Security is the only retirement system for
about two-thirds of the workers in private employment.

We used to think that it was like a four-legged chair-that is So-
cial Security, private pensions, private savings, and then underly-
ing the whole a means tested program.

But the private pension part has not come through. Only about
a third of the workers in private industry are under a private pen-
sion.

You can get up to 40 percent only if you count, as a pension, vol-
untary salary reduction plans for people who have nothing else.
Then you get to 40 percent.

You can also get a somewhat higher number if you do not take
the whole work force, but only a portion of the work force, which
is sometimes done.

But I think there is no argument that it is somewhere between
a third and no matter how you define it, 42 percent. And Social Se-
curity is the only pension plan for the rest.

The disability protection in force for that same young family I de-
scribed is worth $221,000. These facts are just not well known, and
I would say, not only on the street, not known in the Congress.

The CHAIPmAN. If I could just make a comment. I can say from
my own experience. It was something I needed to know when I was
42 years old and had a wife and three children, which is that there
were survivor's benefits and what they would be. And I didn't. And
no one told me.

Mr. SHOVEN. I was going to try to emphasize the strands of
agreement among the panel. As Henry mentioned, I think we all
agree that the country needs to save more. And that translates to



individuals saving more as well as the government dissaving less,
that is running a smaller deficit.

I also would tend to agree with Henry's argument that we have
fundamentally still a pay-as-you-go Social Security system, the rate
of return on which is driven by demographics and by the rate of
productivity growth. And that makes a low rate of return on aver-
age inevitable.

I certainly would not favor raising benefits to improve the rate
of return. I would favor, and actually he mentioned, in some cases
he would, too, simplifying some of the redistribution, for instance,
between two-earner and one-earner couples and make that rate of
return more uniform while maintaining the redistribution from the
wealthier to the poorer.

I return to my main point. It seems to have widespread agree-
ment that the public should be better informed. My guess is that
there is a lot of misinformation about the Social Security system.

Young people think they will get nothing. Well, they will get
something. Some people probably exaggerate how Social Security
will take care of them in their retirement. I think almost everybody
would be better off knowing where they stand in the system.

Lastly, I would say something about what Bob Ball was talking
about, about pension coverage. My guess is that the issue of pen-
sion coverage is going to surface at the political level as an issue
of importance, very much like health care coverage.

The funded pension system has $3 trillion worth of assets in it
now. It includes government workers. Maybe half of all workers
have a claim on that $3 trillion. The other half don't. The other
half do not have any funded pensions whatsoever to supplement
Social Security.

And that is going to be a concern. It is going to cause inequality
in retirement. The pension system is the primary method of saving
in the private sector.

And I think you are going to have calls for universal coverage of
pensions. And we need policies to increase that coverage to both
encourage savings and to lead to a better income distribution in re-
tirement.

The CHAIRMAN. I think Senator Packwood wants to ask some
questions now.

Senator PACKWOOD. I want to make sure about this chart where
Mr. Aaron agrees and disagrees. I want to go back now to this net
tax rate.

You do not disagree that at the moment, we are taxing 33.5 per-
cent of our GDP?

Dr. AARON. No. I do not have the chart in front of me. I did tes-
tify, as Larry Kotlikoff mentioned before, before Senator Bradley
who chuckled appreciatively when I commented that the work was
very interesting, but it was not good enough for government work.

I would like to submit for the record again the testimony that I
submitted at that time, if this is-

The CHAIRMAN. Please do so.
[The testimony appears in the appendix.]
Senator PACKWOOD. I do not think there is much disagreement

among the 33.5 percent. Some might say 32. Somebody might say
35. But I do not think that is far off.



I take it you do disagree with this projection of 71.1 percent for
future generations?

Dr. AARON. I cannot. Actually, I would have to read the table to
understand the basis of this calculation. The number I gave is a
ratio of actual tax collections to GDP.

As I look at this, it appears that that is not the concept underly-
ing this table. And I am not certain that I agree with it.

Senator PACKWOOD. But today, the actual tax collections of GDP
is about a third if you count all of the governments of the United
States.

Dr. AARON. That is correct. Exactly.
Senator PACKWOOD. And it has gone up from roughly 20 or 21

percent 30 or 40 years ago of all-
Dr. AARON. I do not think it has gone up that much. The Federal

share of revenues has remained almost constant since about 1960.
Senator PACKWOOD. Yes, that is correct.
Dr. AARON. And the Federal share alone is now at about 18 or

19 percent. I do not think the national ratio could have been as low
as that in the aggregate.

Senator PACKWOOD. All right. And let me ask you. On Page 3 of
your statement, you say, "Currently, legislative taxes are insuffi-
cient to pay for currently legislative benefits, given actuarial pro-
jections of labor force, productivity growth, mortality, and other
factors. Either taxes will have to be raised or benefits will have to
be cut."

Assuming, we do not have any change in the present benefit
structure, give me your projection of payroll taxes. How high will
we have to go to finance the present benefits?

Dr. AARON. Several years ago, not so many years ago actually,
2 or 3 years ago, two colleagues and I at Brookings did just exactly
that projection.

The estimate was that the cumulative increase in the payroll tax
rate would come to a little over 2 percentage points, about 2.4 per-
centage points. In other words-

Senator PACKWOOD. Total employee?
The CHAIRMAN. By 1 year?
Dr. AARON. No. The way we did the calculation was to ask, at

each point in time,-looking 75 years into the future, whether reve-
nues and expenditures cumulated over that period differ by more
than 5 percent of projected total cumulative outlays. If the system
was out of balance by more than that, we assumed that Congress
would close any revenue shortfall by raising the payroll tax enough
to bring the system back into balance for that year's projection.

We estimated that if you did that on a rolling basis over the suc-
ceeding 75 years, you would have to raise taxes three times, each
time by either six-tenths of 1 percent or seven-tenths of 1 percent.
And that added to a little over 2 percentage points.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I think it is even so the case that our
present system does not anticipate any change until 2015. Seventy-
5 years may be one thing, but we do not break out until 2015, 12.
Leave that be.

Mr. Kotlikoff, do you want to comment?
Mr. KOTLIKOFF. Yes. Just on that point, I think that Social Secu-

rity, depending on what you make of the Trust Fund and what it



is invested in, may be in pretty good shape. It may be off a couple
of percentage points in terms of the tax rate, but of course, our
Medicare program is way out of control.

So you take 2 points from Social Security. You add another what
say? Fifteen points to Medicare. You are up 17. You add 17 points
on top of 33.5 percent, and, voila, you are already at 50 percent.

You are pretty quickly up to the kind of ball park number. And
this does not even take into account paying off the government's
debt and the demographics.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me make just a proposition to arouse my col-
league and the former chairman of this committee. I looked at the
table that you presented us, sir. And you all obviously have been
participating in this.

To go from about 21 percent in 1900 to 31.5 today, that strikes
me as something out of the ordinary given the way societies are de-
veloping. Is it not?

I think of Medicare and on such matters, what are you going to
do? I mean, in terms of government provisions, societal provisions,
hospitals have always been societal provisions from the medieval
times to the present. They are still called sister in the U.K

Somewhere in the course of this century-and there is a dispute
among doctors, not a very big dispute. They do not call each other
names. But in which decade of the 20th century did the random
patient with the random disease meeting the random doctor be-
come better off because of the treatment?

And some say the second decade. And some say the third decade,
but it is only in this century that medicine learned to do anything
other than set bones. They now do extraordinary things. Well, that
costs something. And we may be under some great S curve. We
may not be.

But a socially provided medicine-medicine is always going to be
largely socially provided. And so it is going to be taking up more
of your-

Mr. KOTLIKOFF. Can I
The CHAIRMAN. And then, you are going to have Baumol's dis-

ease. I mean, we are all reeling with Baumol's disease, right?
I mean, that doctor with his six interns making the rounds of the

ward in 1920 took 2 hours at the Columbia Presbyterian or Stan-
ford.

And today, it takes 2 hours. There has been no increase in pro-
ductivity whatever. So it is going to increase the relative cost. I am
not overwhelmed by that.

Mr. KOTLIKOFF. Can I respond to it?
Senator PACKWOOD. I want to ask Dr. Aaron a last question. You

quickly added on these tax rates, "The lowest in the industrialized
world." Are you suggesting there is nothing wrong if the net taxes
continue to go up?

Dr. AARON. No. I am suggesting that the current tax rate should
not be regarded as cruelly excessive in the United States. We may
need to have somewhat higher taxes to pay for the public services
we want.

We may need to have fewer public services to match the taxes
that we are willing to impose on ourselves. I am just uttering the



rather banal comment that it would be a good idea if we brought
them closer to one another.

The CHAIRMAN. Let's have every one of our three remaining pan-
elists make a comment on Senator Packwood's question. And that
would be our very productive morning.

Dr. AARON. I guess I would like to just add one point on the issue
of health care which you dwelled on, Senator Moynihan. It is not
that Medicare is out of control. It is that our health care system
is out of control, of which Medicare happens to be a part.

Extrapolating the growth rates that have occurred within the
medical system as a whole into the indefinite future would lead at
some point in the future to the entire gross domestic product going
to health care.

Clearly, that is not going to happen. We are in the beginning
stages of a great national debate about that issue.

Anybody who uses assumptions stretching into the distant future
that takes the current Medicare system and current projections as
the basis for thinking seriously about events 20 or 30 years in the
future is not using his time well.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Ball.
Mr. BALL. Mr. Chairman, not having to run for office, I would

say I think we are an under-taxed Nation.
I think that the Germans, the Italians, the United Kingdom, the

Canadians come closer to a good balance between public and pri-
vate service and that we have gaps that ought to be filled. And the
only way to fill them is by higher taxes. And I am sure that that
is not a popular generalization.

The CHAIRMAN. No, sir. It is not. [Laughter.]
Mr. BALL. But I think we will be coming toward it as we deal

with the health situation. And we need to talk about what kind of
a health tax and what form it should take if we are going to do
the things that are necessary at least in the short run.

Maybe longer down the road, cost controls will bring us out in
a better place than we would be in the absence of a unified system.

The CHAiRMAN. Professor Kotlikoff, do you want to answer Sen-
ator Packwood's question?

Mr. KOTLIKOFF. Yes. I think anybody who is really concerned
about the welfare of the country and our fiscal policy cannot but
be greatly alarmed at these numbers.

I do not think these are benign in any way, shape, or form. We
have here documentation of a systematic exappropriation of young
and future generations that is ongoing, that needs to be stopped.

It is producing net tax rates that are already excessive, and are
likely to rise much higher over the next few decades.

And any economist, I think, worth his salt would be very con-
cerned, not only about the level that we are at now, but where we
are going into the future in terms of the distortions that these
kinds of taxes produce.

And if you think this is just fine, then, let's just continue the
course of the last 40 years, raising benefits for elderly individuals
and raising payroll taxes until we get that tax rate up to about 100
percent.



Then, we are going to see that the country is bankrupt in the
way that President Clinton, I think, is very much concerned that
it is going bankrupt.

There is a limit to how much we can tax our kids. It is 100 per-
cent. We are getting pretty close to it.

The CHAIRMAN. And now for a balanced summation, Professor
Shoven.

Mr. SHOVEN. I will try to give a balanced summation. Well, I
would start with the observation that seems to have agreement
that we do not save enough.

We are way below where we should be in national savings. To
increase national savings, we will need to decrease government dis-
savings which means we've got to cut the deficit.

Unlike Larry, I would emphasize the deficit rather than his
generational accounts. I think you have to cut the deficit.

In fact, I think you have to, within this decade, eliminate the def-
icit. And we could talk about whether the deficit includes the Social
Security or not.

Senator PACKWOOD. If necessary, would you eliminate it by rais-
ing the net taxes?

Mr. SHOVEN. That was going to be my next sentence. I do not
know of any plan to eliminate the deficit in this decade that does
not require higher taxes.

I have not heard any such plan. And so, yes, I think higher taxes
are inevitable.

Senator PACKWOOD. What is the guarantee that we use then to
reduce the deficit?

Mr. SHOVEN. That I leave to you. I do think it is important that
you come up with a guarantee.

The CHAiRMAN. I think on that note, we thank you. I am sure
you join me in saying this has been wonderfully productive for us.
We have heard of many ideas. We are going to have to absorb
them. I think we have a record which other students and officials
can use.

We thank you very much. We thank our recorder for being in his
capable hands.

If there are any further questions, perhaps they could be put in
writing and sent to our panelists.

I want to express our great appreciation for your coming today.
Mr. KOTLIKOFF. My pleasure.
[The prepared statement of Senator Chafee appears in the ap-

pendix.]
[Whereupon, at 12:46 p.m., the hearing was concluded.]



APPENDIX

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMITTED

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HENRY J. AARON

Mr. Chairman: Thank you for the invitation to testify before the Senate Finance
Committee on the relationship between the taxes workers pay and the benefits they
receive under the Old Age and Survivors Insurance program. This issue, which is
as old as the social security program, is the source of much misunderstanding and
confusion. These misconceptions, like trick birthday candles, seem impossible to ex-
tinguish. A realist can harbor few hopes that this hearing will sweep them away.
But you are to be congratulated for the attempt.

In thinking about moneys-worth calculations and the unquenchable interest in
them, it is useful to start by asking why people focus on these calculations. I see
two such reasons. The first issue concerns whether whole cohorts of workers--every-
one born in a given year-will get back in benefits what they paid in taxes. The sec-
ond issue concerns whether workers in particular situations-defined by sex, in-
come, or marital status--get back more or less relative to taxes paid than do work-
ers in other situations.

The answers to both of these questions are shaped by two overall sets of consider-
ations.

First, workers who became eligible for benefits soon after social security was cre-
ated or soon after significant benefit increases were enacted could not possibly have
paid in taxes enough to "earn" such benefits. It is trivially true, therefore, that the
affected cohorts enjoy enormous ratios of benefits received. Robert J. Myers and
Bruce D. Schobel document this fact in table 4 of their aper, "An Updated MoneyIs-

Worth Analysis of Social Security Retirement Benefits, Transactions, (vol. 44). The
ratios are very high for 1960 and fall thereaffer. Ratios for earlier years would have
been even higher.

Over the long run, however, the rate of return to whole cohorts in a stable pay-
as-you-go social security system inexorably tends to equal the sum of the rate of
growth of the labor force, plus the rate of growth of real wages per worker. If taxes
are accrued and benefits are discounted at an interest rate equal to that long run
sum, the ratio of benefits to accumulated taxes will be approximately 1.1

Some fluctuations around this average will occur over time for various reasons.
First, neither population nor productivity growth is smooth. Second, changes in ben-
efit levels, such as the benefit reduction scheduled to begin in 2002, will tend to de-
press rates of return.2 But the tendency for each cohort to receive a return equal

'This statement treats the employer tax as if it were paid by workers. Myers and Schobel
ignore the employer tax. This procedure is wholly indefensible, although, as they point out, the
effect of this assumption can be undone by dividing their reported results by 2. The assumption
they make is equivalent to assuming that workers entirely escape the burden of the employer
tax. They cite standard economic theory, which holds that all payroll taxes, those paid by work-
ers and their employers, are approximately borne by workers. They also refer to various other
possible incidence patterns none of which is currently espoused by any respected economist, but
all of which also imply that most of the burden is borne indirectly by workers. None of the eco-
nomic theories of incidence they cite--or could cite--lends any support to the assumption they
use--namely that the employer tax imposes no burdens at all on any worker. By failing to im-
pute to workers the burden of payroll taxez, Myers and Schobel, choose to be exactly wrong rath-
er than approximately right.2 This benefit reduction is usually referred to as an increase in the "normal retirement age."
This description, although nearly universal, is a mischaracterization of that legal change. Also,
the term "normal retirement age" is a misuse of the English language. Only a small minority
of social security beneficiaries initially claim benefits at age 65; most claim benefits before that
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to about the rate of growth of the labor force and of earnings per worker over the
long run is inescapable. The high rates of return enjoyed by workers who paid lower
taxes than necessary to sustain benefits to which they are entitled cannot persist.
The fact that they do not is about as revealing as the assertion that there is no free
lunch or that perpetual motion machines are impossible.

Second, because payroll tax liabilities are proportional to earnings while benefits
rise less than proportionally with earnings, the ratio of benefits to taxes paid will
be lower for high earners than for low earners. Because women live longer than
men, the ratio will be higher for women than for men. Because the average ratio
of benefits to taxas will trend toward 1, this simple fact means that the ratios will
tend to be below 1 for high earners and for men than for low earners and for
women.-Not everyone can have ratios greater than 1, because, regrettably, we do
not live in the retirees' equivalent of Lake Wobegon, where none of the ratios is
below average.

In light of these observations, what is one to make of the persistent fascination
with money's-worth calculations?

First, because the interest is genuine, it is gocd to have experts as knowledgeable
and personally unbiased as Robert Myers and Bruce Schobel preparing calculations.
One may quarrel with some of their assumptions-and I do-but they are clear and
forthright about their methods-no games are being played-and, given their as-
sumptions, one knows that no one will apply them with greater professional skill.

Second, ratios calculated on the basis current law are too high. Currently legis-
lated taxes are insufficient to pay for currently legislated benefits, given actuarial
projections of labor force, productivity growth, mortality, and other factor. Either
taxes will have to be raised or benefits will have to be cut. Depending on which of
these changes is made and when they take effect will determine which cohorts feel
the brunt of the changes. But changes are inescapable unless underlying demo-
graphic and economic assumptions underlying the projections prove to be far too
pessimistic. Since one cannot know when the changes will be made or what form
they will take, all one knows is that the true ratios for members of some cohorts
will be lower than those based on current law.

Third, projections, such as those presented by Myers and Schobel, are illustrative,
but they are not representative. Almost no workers will have experiences that mir-
ror the assumptions used in their calculations. They recognize this fact and discuss
it at some length. But at least three of the deviations from real life patterns that
cause ratios to be unrepresentative merit emphasis.

" None of the Myers-Schobel ratios concern workers with below average earnings.
Such workers have higher ratios of benefits to taxes paid than do average or
high earners.

* None of the Myers-Schobel ratios concern workers who receive spousal benefits.
Such workers have higher ratios of benefits to taxes paid than do single workers
or two earner couples with the same combined earnings.

" Calculations that omit the distributional effects within cohorts of survivors and
disability insurance are misleading. Life expectancies and disability rates vary
by income class and marital status. The data necessary to do exact calculations
by income class, marital status, and sex do not exist. But some qualitative ef-
fects are clear. Disability rates are higher among workers with low earnings
histories. By definition all disability benefits are paid to people younger than
age 65. While such benefits cannot affect people who have reached age 65 and
are not disabled, they are clearly relevant for all younger workers in thinking
about whether social security is a good buy or a bad buy: Survivors benefits are
clearly related to pre-age-65, as well as post-age-65, mortality rates. Even if
each cohort gets back in survivor benefits just what it pays, not all workers in
any cohort can receive survivor benefits just equal to the taxes paid to date, and
the problem is clearly related to mortality rates, which vary with earnings.

Money's-worth calculations are subject to more fundamental concerns than any of
these relatively technical issues. By their very nature, money's-worth calculations
must posit a particular set of circumstances regarding earnings, marital status, and
activity at a particular age. The analyst then calculates the ratio of benefits to taxes

age. The benefit reduction scheduled to commence in 2002 does not alter the age of initial eligi-
bility for benefits, which is 62 and will remain 62 after the legislative changes that commence
in 2002 are fully effective. That change merely reduces the amounts that people will be paid
at each age. Referring to these changes as an increase in the retirement age obstructs dear
thought. It is a benefit cut-no more, no less-and has no more to do with the retirement age
than would, say, a decision to deny beneficiaries cost of living adjustments.



paid, given some discount rate, or estimates the internal rate of return. This method
of analysis is at odds with the nature of the social security program.

To understand why, consider the circumstances facing a young person about to
enter the labor force. Even if single, most know that they will be married, roughly
half of those who marry will divorce, and most of those will remarry. They will have
some expectation regarding whether they will be high or low earners, but their fore-
casts will be poor-many who expect to earn a lot will suffer disappointment, and
many with poor expectations will discover that fate is kind. Few will anticipate
dying young or suffering disabling injury, but an sizable minority will suffer one or
both of these misfortunes.

For such a young worker social security offers insurance against each risk. Unlike
the assumptions of money's-worth calculations, workers do not know in just what
circumstance they will find themselves at age 65. The return that such young work-
ers will receive from social security includes the insurance protection against suffer-
ing disability or early death. Social security insures them against the risk of lower-
than-anticipated earnings by providing relatively generous benefits if their earnings
are low. To be single at age 65 is not a condition that most will anticipate at age
20. In short, the true money's worth value of social security is not the benefit ratio
calculated late in life after all of life's uncertainties have been resolved, but the
value of payments calculated ex ante from the standpoint of a young person unsure
of just what life holds. Moreover, a valid money's-worth calculation should include
the value of full inflation protection which is available under social security and no
place else.

The social security system is an ingenious combination of insurance and income
redistribution scrambled together. It is life insurance. It is disability insurance. It
is survivors insurance. It is a system of cash transfers from high earners to low
earners. It is a system of transfers from single people and couples both of whose
earnings entitle them to benefits to couples who can claim only oaeebenefit. Some
of this redistribution is desirable, and ii my view, some is not.

When I first studied social security, this messy combination bothered me. I want-
ed to sort out each element, so that I and everyone else could see just what was
going for what-so much for disability insurance, so much for retirement benefits,
so much for survivors benefits, so much for welfare-type grants to low earners, so
much for low-or non-earning spouses.

I now think that such precision would be specious and mischievous. At various
points in peoples' lives, the value of the various types of insurance changes dramati-
cally and fluctuates wildly. They pass through so many conditions that the added
information would not do them or anyone else much good. If I have another child,
for example, the value to me of social security survivors benefits goes up; does the
value of disability benefits go down? Or up? Is the total value of insurance the same
or has it increased?

Providing such information is possible, but it would be informational overload. It
would undermine the sense that social security is a social compact in which all who
participate get something back and those who do well in the labor market help a
bit to carry those who do poorly. It would encourage the selfish to focus on those
aspects of the plan that seemed to give them the most based on their current cir-
cumstances and to try to opt out of those aspects of the system that helped others.
By promoting self-intere3ted and, often, myopic calculation, such information would
work to lessen the sense of mutual and shared responsibility that the United States
needs more of, not less.

Some will hear this comment as a plea for keeping the mass of beneficiaries in
the dark so that only the priests of social security know what is going on. It is noth-
ing of the kind. It expresses a judgment that some information is more likely to con-
fuse and distract than it is to inform. Some analysts believe that more information
is always better than less. I once did, but no longer do.

If social security were to take on an educational function, it would be far better
to use the limited capacity social security has to educate and the limited attention
its distributions are likely to receive than to send to beneficiaries each year informa-
tion on how much they should be saving if they hope to reach retirement age with
adequate income to support themselves at their normal income level during retire-
ment. Most people don't understand how much they need to save. Social security
could help educate them. This information would help people think about and plan
for the future. It might even boost national saving.

Detailed money's-worth calculations satisfy a certain curiosity, but they provide
little useful guidance to policymakers or social security beneficiaries.
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ABSTRACT

Money's-worth calculations are wideiy sought and eagerly read. Even when done
by experts, however, they provide little useful information. They ignore the fact that
no potential beneficiaries can be certain at various times just what their earnings,
health, or family status will be at various points during their lives. Calculations for
individuals typically posit particular circumstances and for that reason do not rep-
resent the actual value of social security, which is a subtly shifting weighted aver-
age of many such conditions.

They are misleading also because they focus attention on the rate of return to
whole age groups. Such rates initially are very high under a pay-as-you-go social
security system. Over the long run, the returns are determined by an inescapable
mathematical relationship.

The rate of return is precisely equal to the rate of growth of earnings plus the
rate of growth of the working population-more simply, the rate of growth of the
covered wage base. Liberalizations of law bestow higher rates of return on some co-
horts of workers; deliberalizations impose lower rates.

Accumulating taxes at this rate and discounting benefits at this rate leads to a
ratio of benefits to taxes of 1. Since some workers get larger returns than others,
some will have ratios of benefits higher than 1 and some will have ratios lower than
1. This information is useless for planning any significant aspect of social security
or for appraising the system. The fact that some ratios under specified sets of ex
post assumptions are higher than 1 and some are lower is uninformative and a use-
ess guide to the ex ante value of social security.

Attachment.

STATEMENT BY HENRY J. AARON,
3 

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON DEFICITS, DEBT
MANAGEMENT AND INTERNATIONAL DEBT OF THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

[April 12, 1991]
Mr. Chairman: Thank you for the invitation to testify on generational accounts

and other issues concerning budget accounts. How statistics on government spend-
ing and revenues are presented to the public is important because it shapes public
awareness and understanding of the economic effects of government operations. This
issue has a long and troubled history, because the issues are complex. Regrettably,
incumbent governments on occasion have misused budget accounts to conceal ex-
actly what they were doing and the scope for manipulation is enormous. Further-
more, the presentation of budget accounts can be numbingly dull, which means that
few people other than those who want to manipulate the accounts have the stomach
for grappling with the technical issues.

In the course of my testimony, I shall try to make three major points:

First, official statistics on government operations are important for two dis-
tinct reasons: (1) they help the citizenry and elected officials to understand the
scope of government operations; and (2) they help the population to understand
what the goals of fiscal policy should be. At different times these objectives may
be best served by different methods of presenting official accounts.

Second, official statistics can be used by private analysts for a variety of other
purposes. The calculation of each generation's payments to and benefits from
government is a worthy academic exercise and can he highly informative. But
such calculations inevitabl depend on assumptions about which reasonable
people can and will differ. These differences willusually be large enough to de-
termine the nature of politically sensitive findings. As a result disagreement
about statistics will become the battleground for political dispute, an outcome
that will obscure the political debate and debase statistics. For this reason, the
government should not prepare and publish generational accounts.

Third, the estimates prepared by Auerbach, Gokhale, and Kotlikoff are inter-
esting and revealing. But these estimates rest on a number of assumptions
some of which seem to me to be clearly wrong and some of which are no more
defensible than alternative assumptions that would alter the results in major
ways.

Laurence Kotlikoff has emphasized in many scholarly papers that government ac-
counts employ classifications that obscure the meaning of measures of cash flows
to and from the federal government. Private transactions are equally subject to such

3 Henry J. Aaron is the Director of the Economic Studies Program at the Bookings Institution.
The views expressed in this statement do not necessarily reflect those of staff members, officers.
or trustees of the Brookings Institution.



arbitrary classification. Thus, an investor who sells some assets from a portfolio re-
alizes income and typically has to pay capital gains taxes. But the same investor
who borrows against such assets, and may realize the same cash flow, qualifies for
a tax-reducing deduction for interest paid. On such knowledge, lucrative legal and
accounting careers are built.

The federal budget is full of items that could be classified in various ways. For
that reason, the absolute deficit or surplus, and indeed the level of federal spending
and revenue are somewhat arbitrary.The President's Commission on Budget Con-
cepts, appointed in 1967 in the wake of dubious budget manipulations by the John-
son administration, grappled with this problem. The major innovations were the in-
clusion in the official budget of the operations of social security and medicare and
prohibition on treating proceeds from borrowing against government assets as reve-
nues.

The 1967 commission conspicuously failed to require any recognition of the contin-
gent liabilities associated with loan guarantees, an omission whose seriousness suc-
cessive administrations of both parties have demonstrated by freely issuing guaran-
tees and leaving successors to grapple with the consequences. From a budgetary
standpoint this practice might be called the Great Savings and Loan Deception, al-
though, of course, the guaranties of the FSLIC predate recent budget conventions.

What are Budget Accounts Good For? The budget can serve two major purposes.
First, it is an account of what the government is doing. Some people attach great
weight to the absolute size of the federal budget. They focus on the number of dol-
lars spent and collected in revenues, as measured by official accounts. While this
practice is widespr-ead, the absolute level of spending and taxation contains little in-
formation because, as Kotlikoff has shown, various classifications-the treatment of
a receipt as tax revenue or proceeds of borrowing or the use of loans rather than
loan guarantees, for example-are arbitrary and affect the apparent size of the pub-
lic sector.

Most people, however, do not use official statistics this way. Rather they compare
spending and revenues in one year with those in another year. Such comparisons
are meaningful, despite arbitrary classifications, if the classifications remain con-
stant over time and the relative use of various categories does not change very
much. If this condition is satisfied, changes in spending or in revenues give an ap-
proximately correct picture of the change in the size of the federal government. By
analogy, a thermometer may read 10' too high but correctly register changes in tem-
perature. It is in this connection that the increasing use of loan guarantees led to
a seriously misleading picture of the scope of government operations.

Many informed observers, including most of the staff of the Congressional Budget
Office and the Office of Management and Budget argue that this function of the
budget is the most important one. They hold that the budget should be comprehen-
sive and include all operations of government. Excluding some activities-social se-
curity, for example-undermines this function of the budget, according to this per-
spective. It is this attitude, perhaps, that explains why, despite Congressional action
to exclude social security from the budget, both organizations continue to prepare
most prominent tabular presentations exactly as they did before Congress spoke.

This OMB-CBO view is understandable, in light of the budgetary chicanery prac-
ticed in some nations, that exclude from commonly, published accounts much of what
governments do. Nevertheless, I think that Congress was right to exclude social se-
curity from the official budget accounts and that the OMB-CBO view is therefore
wrong. For the first three decades of its existence, social security was excluded from
the budget accounts commonly reported in the press and featured in presidential
budget statements'. This exclusion did not disturb the fundamentally conservative
management of social security. Nor did it cripple fiscal or monetary policy, because
officials in the Treasury, the Federal Reserve, and other agencies charged with ad-
ministering economic policy, having mastered elementary addition, were fully capa-
ble of using the national income and products account budget or other compilations
relevant to the particular problems they faced. The current generation of officials
is no less capable. Nor did the exclusion of social security from the budget hamper
rational decision making on national defense or domestic spending. It will not do
so today.

The second major function of the budget is to educate the public on the balance
of spending and revenues that will advance long-term economic growth. Given pri-
vate saving, the United States can achieve sufficient national saving to sustain basic
economic growth only if the federal government runs a surplus on its total operations
approximately equal to the excess of social security revenues over social security out-
lays projected under current law.

I believe that the most important function of budget accounting is to help achieve
the objective of restoring adequate national saving. I suggest that if the goal of an



overall budget surplus equal to the annual accumulation of social security reserves
makes economic sense, the chances of achieving it are a bit better if social security
is excluded from the budget than if all operations of government are reported to-
gether. If social security is excluded from the budget, the long run goal is approxi-
mate balance on the remaining operations of government. If social security is in-
cluded in the budget the public must be persuaded that it should run a persistent
annual surplus of a few hundred billion dollars. I believe that most elected officials
would find the chances of achieving and sustining public support for a balance in
the budget" better than the chances of sustaining support for a surplus of a few
hundred billion dollars.

It would be silly to exaggerate the importance of budget accounting in reaching
this goal. Achieving balance on the overall budget, even with social security in-
cluded, is proving to be too large a task for our political system. But the target of
overall balance retains some heuristic value. The only chance of achieving adequate
national saving, short of a dramatic shift in private behavior, will be if the federal
government preserves currently projected accumulation of social security reserves
and manages approximately to balance the budget for the remaining operations of
the federal government.

Are Generational Accounts Useful, and Should the Federal Government Compile
Them? My answers to these questions are, respectively, yes and no. Much has been
written about generational conflict and the alleged burdens that the baby-boom gen-
.z'ation is imposing, or will impose, on other generations. Some have alleged that
the baby-boomers nave been short changed because public spending and job oppor-
tunities have had to be stretched over larger-than-normal cohorts, resulting in fewer
benefits and opportunities per person. While demographic shifts cause major
changes in many aspects of the economy, one reasonable way of looking at whether
any group in the population imposes burdens on others is to calculate whether that
cohort consumes more over its life time than in produces. If a group consumes more
than it earns, it imposes burdens; otherwise, it does not. This calculation can be
split into two arts, for private consumption and public consumption.

Auerbach, Gokhale, and Kotlikoff present an estimate of the balance of public con-
sumption. They ask whether, under current policies the various groups alive at a
given date will p ay more or less in taxes than the value of public services they re-
ceive. Asking whether various age groups are paying their way or not is exactly the
right question. Their estimates are interesting and informative. Their results broad-
ly interpreted indicate that older generations alive today are paying less in taxes
than they are receiving in public services. As a result, given their assumptions, the
authors estimate that younger generations alive today will have to pay more in
taxes than they receive in benefits.

Any such calculation must rest on a host of assumptions. Some assumptions are
technical in character and experts can agree on them. Others have little effect on
the results. For example, one has to decide on whether to treat children as inde-
p endent units or as part of parental units. However this matter is decided will have
little effect on the calculation of the kinds of trends in generational accounts with

which the authors are concerned.
But the calculations depend sensitively on many assumptions that reasonable peo-

ple will dispute. The present value of total future tax payments depends on three
critical assumptions: the growth of income against which taxes will be levied, the
evolution of tax rates used for computing liabilities, and the discount rate used for
reducing the resulting nominal taxes to present values. Since the calculation of
generational accounts stretches more than 100 years into the future and the power
of compound interest is staggering, the choice of assumptions is critical. Let me il-
lustrate the point. In the past three decades, annual growth of real worker com-
pensation has ranged from 2.0 percent over the period from 1980 through 1978 to
-0.3 percent over the period from 1978 through 1990. By the year 2100 wages will
be nearly eight times larger if growth returns to 1.9 percent than they will be with-
out growth. I really don't know whether the plausible range of assumptions about
the growth of employee compensation is larger or smaller than the historical record
over the last three decades. But I would caution that we would smile tolerantly had
analysts working during the presidency of Ulysses S. Grant to try to forecast wages
of workers in 1990. That time span is the same as the one separating us from the
year 2100. Projections based on plausible assumptions can be informative and may
be necessary for program purposes. But it is easy to take them too seriously.

Over just the last three decades, the United States has replaced an income tax
system lacking any adjustments for inflation with one that contains full indexing
for nominal quantities but none for capital transactions. Legislated payroll tax rates
rose sharply as the baby boom turned into the birth dearth. Personal and corpora-
tion tax rates dropped sharply. Virtually every developed nation other than the
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United States adopted a value-added tax. To assume continuation of current law is
not a neutral assumption, and it is outrageously implausible. We know, for example,
that medicare is drastically out of balance and that Congress will have to either cut
medicare benefits or raise payroll taxes. The one policy that we know cannot persist
is current policy. But that is the one Auerbach, Gokhale, and Kotlikoff use. Which
of the infinity of possible alternatives is most reasonable? Quite simply, no one
knows.

Implicit in the calculation of generational accounts must be a path of wages and
a tax system. The choice of alternatives determines whether a given cohort will pay
more or less in taxes than it receives in benefits. The pattern shown in Auerbach,
Gokhale, and Kotlikoffs tables 1 and 2 could be reinforced or reversed depending
on the assumptions one makes regarding future growth rates of wages and changes
of tax laws. To say that these critical quantities cannot be known with certainty is
more than understatement. The truth is that we haven't a clue about growth rates
of wages or taxes decades into the future.

Whatever nominal tax flows result from these assumptions must be discounted to
present value. This choice of a discount rate is critical principally becaup: of social
insurance. People typically pay taxes early in their lives and receive benefits late
in their lives. If one uses alow discount rate benefits will appear large relative to
taxes. If one uses a high discount rate benefits will seem small. But what discount
rate should one use? Disregarding inflation responsible arguments could be ad-
vanced for rates as low as 2 percent and as high as 10 percent or more. The effect
of thlis choice is enormous ....

I have dwelled on the wide range of plausible assumptions regarding wages,
taxes, and the discount rate and on the sensitivity of the results to the choice of
assumptions. Equally fundamental problems arise with respect to expenditures, the
level and composition of which has changed profoundly and will continue to change.
To assume that the current level and composition will persist is technically easy to
do and utterly without justification.

One additional assumption used by Auerbach, Gokhale, and Kotlikoff deserves to
be noted. They assume that cash flows of the government must be balanced within
the time period they analyze, except for relatively modest assumed changes in the
growth of public debt. That means that most of any difference between outlays and
receipts of any one cohort must be offset by an opposite imbalance of some other
cohort in their projection period. This assumption is arbitrary. There is no reason
to think, for example, that the current federal debt, the result largely of fiscal im-
balances incurred during the lives of people now living will every be paid off. Each
cohort can receive more than it pays. That would be bad policy, but it can go on
forever if national income grows faster than the accumulated debt.

One might reply to my comments by saying that in order to do calculations of
generational accounts one has to make some assumption. True enough. The implica-
tion of that rejoinder, however, is that calculating generational accounts is a worthy
academic activity, but that official agencies should not calculate them. Since there
is no way to select rationally among alternative assumptions and the selection of
assumptions determines the results, calculation of such accounts would inevitably
become the focus of political struggle masquerading as analytical debate. Such an
outcome is lethal to the continued acceptance of official statistics as the product of
neutral and objective calculation.

Do the Specific Estimates Presented by Auerbach, Gokhale, and Kotlikoff Make
Sense? The central finding of the authors, in my view, is that currentpolicies pro-
vide people now alive with current benefits from government services far in excess
of what they are paying for those services and that someone some day is going to
have to pay for that excess. I pretty much knew that from the deficit, even after
allowing for the undoubted conceptual flaws in budget accounts. But the projections
of who will pay for the current excess and when they payments will be made are
not informative. The pattern is highly dependent on assumptions that could reason-
ably be varied, as I have just indicated. To underscore my criticism, I shall focus
on projections of the balance between payroll taxes and the benefits these taxes fi-
nance, old-age, survivors and disability insurance (OASDI), hospital insurance (HI),
and unemployment insurance (UI). Assuming a discount rate of 6 percent and a
growth rate of 0.75 percent, the authors find that males aged 20 in 1989 will pay
payroll taxes with a present value of $66,200 and receive in return OASDI benefits
worth $9,100, HI benefits worth $2,900, and UI benefits worth $1,100, for a total
return of $13,100 and a net loss of $53,100. One has to wonder how 20 year olds
can be projected to get back benefits worth one-fifth of the taxes they pay from a
system that official actuarial projections indicate will pay out more in benefits than
will be collected in revenues. After all, OASDI has a small projected deficit, HI has
a huge projected deficit, and nobody even tries to project the balance in UI.
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What is going on? The answer is technical, but simple. Auerbach, Gokhale, andKotlikoff use a 6 percent discount rate; the actuaries use a 2 percent discount rate.The relatively low discount rate of the actuaries necessitates far higher taxes to payfor given benefits than would be required if they used a high interest rate thatwould make future obligations seem small. The high discount rate used byAuerbach, Gokhale, and Kotlikoff shrinks the present value of legislated benefits,making payroll tax financed systems, widely seen as inadequately funded, seem to

be awash in surpluses.
If one accepts this discount rate, one can reach either of two extreme policy rec-ommendations. Either payroll taxes can be cut drastically, because future obliga-tions are far smaller than most of us had supposed; or social security is a monu-mental rip-off and should be repealed. The obviousness of such inferences, howeverunwise both may be, guarantees that such technical assumptions would become the

battlefield for political wars of great ferocity.
In the end, I conclude that Auerbach, Gokhale, and Kotlikoff have produced atechnically sophisticated extrapolation of a variety of assumptions that help increaseone's sensitivity to the implications of current fiscal policy for future generations.If I were reviewing their manuscript for publication in a professional journal, Iwould make a number of criticisms and urge a variety of revisions, but I would rec-ommend it for publication without hesitation. But you asked me to review this setof accounts from the standpoint of suitability for official use. Without being face-tious, I don't think its good enough for government work.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT M. BALL
Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. My name is Robert. Ball. I wasCommissioner of Social Security from 1962 to 1973. Prior to my appointment byPresident Kennedy, I was a civil servant at the Social Security Administration fornearly twenty years. Since leaving the government, I have continued to write andspeak about Social Security, health insurance and related programs. I was staff di-rector of an Advisory Council on Social Security to this Committee in 1948 and amember of statutory Advisory Councils in 1965, 1979 and 1991. Together with theChairman and several members of this Committee, I was also a member of the Na-tional Commission on Social Security Reform. This was the Commission whose rec-ommendations served as the basis for the important 1983 Amendments to the SocialSecurity Act. I am currently the Chair of the Board of the National Academy of So-

cial Insurance.
There is an understandable tendency in analyzing public policy issues--in fact inthe social sciences generally-to give great weight to what is measurable. We wantto study what can be mathematically stated and are quite skeptical of assertionsabout values that do not have numbers attached to them. Yet the ability to attachnumbers to some values and not to others does not necessarily represent their rel-ative importance. It is true that the numbers make it easier to communicate witheach other about some aspects of a problem, but leaving out the unmeasurable maylead to major distortion. And once numbers are produced they take on a life of their

own and are understood as the answer to the policy issue posed, no matter howcareful one may have been to qualify the answers, usually in footnotes, in the origi-
nal presentation.

I think something like this is what happens in all these attempts to measuremoney's worth under Social Security. All such studies have to leave out some veryimportant but unmeasurable factors because, by definition, numbers can not be as-signed to these factors. The result is a systematic understatement of the value ofSocial Security in all money's worth analyses. So keep in mind as you look at the
Myers/Schobelfigures or any other money's worth numbers, that there is a lot leftout. Social Security is much more valuable than these numbers show-more valu-able to each of us including the maximum wage earners and more valuable to soci-
ety as a whole.

For example, Social Security is now keeping over 13 million people out of poverty.Without Social Security, the general taxpayer would have to put much more moneyinto welfare. How do you take account of these savings in calculating what SocialSecurity is worth? The answer is you don't, but clearly the general taxpayer, whois also the Social Security contributor, has an important unrecognized offset here.
Closely related to this is the value arising merely from the fact that we live ina society that has planned ahead and protects the income of the elderly, the dis-

abled, widows and orphans in a way that respects their dignity and independenceand keeps them from becoming entirely dependent on public or private charity. Hav-ing such a system based on past earnings and contributions of the workers in the



family makes our society better and more civilized for everyone. It reinforces efforts
to work and save and emphasizes the earned right to benefits that can not be
achieved by a welfare system. Social Security is a system of family protection pro-
moted by the community but relating eligibility and the amount of protection to in-
dividual effort. And it dehberately gives more protection for what they pay to low
wage earners so that they can, in most cases, have at least a minimally adequate
income without turning to means-tested assistance, which they would have to do
much more often if benefits were kept strictly proportional to past earnings. How
do you put numbers on the social utility of such a system? And yet we all benefit
from it.

And those of working age benefit from Social Security not only because of what
they will get individually in relation to what they have paid in individually but also
because they are now pooling with all other workers a major part of the support
of their parents. How do you put a figure on the protection that Social Security
gives young people against the cost to them of parents who live much longer than
average, are sicker than average, have saved little or for some other reason, in the
absence of Social Security, would need to move in with their sons and daughters?
With Social Security no son or daughter has to bear the full risk of the exceptional
but not unusual happening to them. These risks for all young people are pooled to-
gether. There is certainly value here in the independence of both young and old
alike that is not recognized in money's worth calculations. These unmeasurables are
of great importance.

The comparison of accumulated contributions plus interest to the present value
of benefits at retirement also leaves several other factors out of account. For exam-
ple, the real test should not be simply this abstraction but what else would realisti-
cally be available to the individual as an alternative to Social Security that carries
the same rate of return with the same degree of safety. What would an insurance
company have to charge to guarantee the same kind of protection as provided by
old age, survivors and disability insurance? There ii no such comparable plan for
sale nor realistically could there be with the same degree of inflation protection and
combination of benefits. Yet this is the right test; what is the alternative, not simply
what you pay in and are expected to take out. In the absence of comparing Social
Security with something now sold, what abo' comparing it with a series of private
insurance alternatives? It is one thing to compare accumulated Social Security con-
tributions with the present value of certain Social Security benefits and something
else to say "How much would it cost to buy this or that part of the insurance protec-
tion from a private company? Such an attempt would make it clear that you can't
put together such a package and that to the extent you can there are advantages
in Social Security-for example, administration costs of ony 1 cent out of every dol-
lar of benefits compared to several times that for private insurance--that are not
revealed by comparing social security benefits and contributions for selected groups
of Social Securit' beneficiaries. The unique ability of a compulsory social insurance
system to provide this package of ber,.vits is also a value missed by the money's
worth calculations

Or one could set up a theoretical alternative to evaluate Social Security against,
and say supposing people had to accumulate the same contributions and seek ways
to invest it that would be designed to come as close as possible to providing the
same protections." Under such a theoretical scheme would people be allowed to
make bad investments and lose their contributions altogether or receive a very low
rate of return? If they ended up in retirement without an adequate income how
would the rest of us finance their subsistence? The fact that Social Security has
never missed a payday in 55 years of paying benefits and in all likelihood never
will, that its financial viability is not tied to any one company or industry are all
values that need to be considered, but are not measurable.

And additional points need to be given Social Security for the kind of system it
is with its special advantages for both workers and the economy. Social Security
does not tie anyone to a particular job because the protection picks up fully on every
new job, and no other plan provides the same lifetime protection against total dis-
ability and the death of a wage earner regardless of job change or deterioration in
health. How do you express value when there is nothing else to compare it with?

The same reasoning applies to the inflation protection provided by Social Security.
The value of Social Security's protection against inflation has to be measured by as-
sum options about the "likely" rate of inflation, a best guess. What else can an analyst
do? But in Social Security there are guarantees against inflation no matter how
high prices may go--10 percent, 15 percent and so on. How measure having this
protection against an undefinable risk that no other plan can offer? And yet this
unlimited protection is clearly more valuable than any best guess about a future in-
flation rate. And Social Security guarantees a fixed wage replacement at the time
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of retirement no matter how high wages may go. There is a value to the protection
here also that goes beyond a calculation based on reasonable assumptions about the
movement of wages and prices.

As you can see by now, I am skeptical of these money's worth analyses, but there
is still another reason for skepticism that goes to the kind of methodology the ana-
lysts are forced to use. All analysts, including Mr. Myers and Mr. Schobel, select
sub-groups for analysis based on status determined at the end of a working career
or at the end of life. Thus, for example, male workers at the time of retirement are
separately analy?.ed depending on whether they earned the maximum amount pos-
sible under Social Security or whether they had average earnings. But the value of
their protection is not correctly calculated after the fact. The concept in a huge
group insurance plan like Social Security is whether the payments cover the risks
for the entire group. No one knows until later who is always going to earn the maxi-
mum, for example, who will get married, who will have children and so on. Many
mid-level managers of big companies who expected always to earn the maximum are
now looking for jobs. Is the value of the protection related to taxes paid for them
one number when they confidently expected to earn the maximum throughout their
working lives and a higher number because of the weighted benefits formula now
that they are unemployed? Or should the calculations of the value of the protection
have always taken into account the risk of having less than maximum earnings in
every year? It seems to me the determination of whether or not people get their
money's worth needs to anticipate all the risks that can affect the amount of protec-
tion provided-how much will they earn, will they have dependents, will they be-
come disabled, will they die before reaching retirement age, etc. These are all real
factors that are related to the protection afforded throughout a working life. Waiting
until retirement and making a determination retroactively according to who actually
suffered what risk is a distortion made necessary, perhaps, by both lack of data and
the complexity involved in doing he calculation correctly. Once again we get what
we can measure. But it is just not right to say that the value of the protection for
the single male worker who earned the maximum is so and so. The value of the
protection for a worker involves an evaluation of the possibility of his being a maxi-
mum earner not the certainty, established after the fact. When he pays in, there
are many risk factors that are unknown, including this one.

And there are ottjer problems. Do you make the analysis assigning the entire em-
ployer contribution to each individual employee because in the aggregate Social Se-
curity, like other fringe benefits, is part of compensation, or do you recognize real-
istically that in the absence of an employer tax, wages would not necessarily in-
crease at exactly the same rate for each employee?

Now illustrations are possible and useful. It is possible to say, for example, that
a young family made up of a husband 32 earning average wages and a wife 28 with
two children aged 3 and. 5 have at a particular moment survivor's protection worth
$250,000. It would be the same if the wife were the wage earner. If they both
earned average wages survivors would get $250,000 worth of benefits if either died.
It is even possible to say that the face value of all the survivors benefits under So-
cial Security equals $10.7 trillion in 1991 compared to $10.0 trillion for all the pri-
vate life insurance protection in force, and it is possible to take the same family and
say the disability protection is worth $221.000, although it is not possible to guaran-
tee that their health status would allow them to buy the protection from a private
company.

And it is, of course, possible to illustrate the value of retirement protection by tak-
ing a 40 year old, looking at his or her past wage record asking him or her to guess
what they will earn from now on and compute what their retirement benefits will
be if their guess turns out to be right. Or take a 50 year old, a 60 year old or some-
one about to apply for retirement benefits and do the same thing. In fact, the Social
Security Administration will do this for you now if you ask them to. And, of course,

ou can, if you are an actuary, express the present value of the retirement benefit
y taking account of your life expectancy and by assuming a given level of interest

rates for the future, compute what you have paid in, accumulate the contributions
at interest and compare the two calculations. But it would be an error to take these
illustrative values related to a particular point in time and Lry 0~ draw conclusions
about the lifetime money's worth of Social Security protection, even leaving out all
the unmeasurable values previously discussed.

Then, too, there are some points that need to be considered about the specific
Myers/Schobel analyses. (1) Only the OASI portion of the OASDHI tax rate has
been included in the analysis since disability and health insurance are not consid-
ered on the benefit side, but actually the OASI portion of the tax is now "too high"
compared to the DI portion. In 1983, 0.50 percentage points of the DI contribution
rate were shifted to OASI. Some of the rate perhaps 0.25 points now needs to be
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shifted back. Consequently all the tax figures shown for the OASI rates are higher
than they should be and the ratio of benefits to taxes is understated.

(2) The hypothetical average and maximum earners are assumed to have no peri-
ods of unemployment or periods when they earn less than average in one case or
the maximum in the other. As the authors say this is not a typical earnings pattern.
If they developed a typical wage pattern, as they say on p. 56 of the pre-print of
this analysis in a pamphlet issued by the Society of Actuaries, somewhat lower
taxes would be paid, but benefits would be about the same. The overall effect, they
say, might be an increase in the benefits/tax ratio of 10-20 percent relatively.

(3) Similarly, as the authors point out, there will not be many people in the future
who always earn the maximum. Many may have the maximum for the 35 years
used in the benefit calculations but are unlikely to pay in at the maximum amount
for say the first ten years of their working life. Thus the ratio of the value of the
benefits to taxes should for this reason be higher than shown. They say, by perhaps
5-10 percent relatively.

(4) Moreover, in the calculations no value was attached to the possibility that one
spouse may have a residual benefit based on the other spouse's earnings in addition
to each member of the couple having a benefit based on their own wage record.

(5) Nor, to simplify the calculations was any retiree assumed to have children en-
titled to benefits.

All in all, it looks as if the benefits/tax ratio of these calculations could be as
much as a third larger, showing a calculation for the average worker into the future
equal to benefits that have a value equal to or better than the employer and em-
ployee contribution, and the value of the benefits for the maximum earner consider-
ably higher than the workers own accumulated contributions. This is without taking
account of the unmeasurable factors I first discussed.

As long as critics and students of the Social Security system raise these questions
of whether or not particular workers get their money's worth under Social Security,
I suppose it is possible to argue that it is desirable for knowledgeable and distin-
guished actuaries, such as Mr. Myers and Mr. Schobel, to do the best they can to
develop mathematical answers to the questions. They, at least, avoid some of the
gross errors frequently found in these analyses.

But I am not so sure. The result of the limitations of the analysis is to systemati-
cally understate the value of Social Security protection and lead to erroneous conclu-
sions about whether or not some people get their money 's worth. These numbers are
going to be around now for a long time and they are backed by the prestige of the
authors. It's too bad we can't just forget the attempt to put numbers on the money's
worth question when there are so many important unmeasurable factors involved.
But if calculations are to be made why not stick, at least, to the two consistent ap-
proaches of either following a given age cohort throughout life, prospectively or
retroactively when the members of the cohort are all dead? The separate analysis
of wage earners selected by earnings levels and followed only to retirement and then
using present value as a substitute for following the workers until death seems to
me too misleading to be useful. I would prefer telling people money's worth for high
earners just can not be calculated because, among other reasons, it leaves out of ac-
count the fact that anyone may tun out not to always be a maximum earner (ask
middle-management employE,2s recently laid off) and, because of the weighted bene-
fit formula, get more for what is paid then the calculations show.

Taking every thing into account, Soial Security, looked at as the group insurance
plan, is a good deal for everyone. The Social Security Administration estimates that
those 15-19 years old in 1992 will gent benefits equal to 102 percent of the taxes
paid in by both employees and employers, using an interest rate of 2.3 percent, At
a 2 percent rate the benefits/tax ratio would be somewhat better. Of course, at the
end of life it is possible retroactively to compute that some got more protection than
others in comparison to what they paid in. An irreverent but proper response is "so
what?"

67-638 0 - 93 - 3
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN H. CHAFEE

Thank you Mr. Chairman. I want to commend you for holding this hearing today.
The Social Security Program plays an important part in the lives of almost all

Americans. Since President Franklin Roosevelt signed Social Security into law in
1935, it has worked according to plan-a contract between workers who pay the gov-
ernment an earnings tax that is redeemed during their retirement. Today, spending
on the program comprises twenty percent of the total federal budget and benefits
are provided to over 40 million Americans.

Unfortunately, the public's perception of the strength of the Social Security sys-
tem is waning. According to one survey, more than four out of ten Americans doubt
that Social Security will exist to pay them in their retirement what retirees get
today. Two out of ten Americans are unsure about the Program's future.

It has been predicted that the "real" social security crisis will strike around 2012,
when the 76 million so-called "baby boomers" begin to retire. Since the major con-
sequences are relatively distant, it would be easy-but foolhardy-to forego address-
ing potential problems with the Social Security system now.

The authors of the 'Money's Worth" study have made sone interesting findings
about the amounts workers pays into Social Security and the amounts they receive
in benefits. I look forward to hearing from the Acting Administrator and the wit-
nesses regarding the usefulness of the "Money's Worth" analysis, and its implica-
tions for developing policies that will ensure the strength of the Social Security Pro-
gram.

Thank you Mr. Chairman.



PREPARED STATEMENT OF LOuiS D. ENOFF

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am pleased to be here today to discuss the value of Social
Security and the question of whether today's workers will get a
fair return on their contributions in terms of the benefits they
will receive from Social Security. In your letter of invitation
you have asked for my views on the recent paper by
Rkbert J. Myers and Bruce D. Schobel entitled "An Updated Money's
*erth Analysis of Social Security," and on the technical question
ef whether the employer's share of taxes should be considered
hen evaluating money's worth. You also asked me broader

questions about the usefulness of this analysis, and its
implications for Social Security policy. I would like to discuss
these breader issues first, then present our own analysis, and
finally compare it with that prepared by Myers and Schobel.

In order to evaluate the value of the Social Security program
overall, and the question of fairness to today's workers, it is
helpful to lok at the basic goal of Social Security, as well as
benefits paid to individuals. Let me begin, then, with a brief
look at the history and purpose of the program.

Goal of Scial Security

A4 you know, Mr. Chairman, the Social Security program was born
out of the Great Depression of the 1930's. The fundamental
program goal was to provide a basic floor of financial protection
which, when supplemented by other income sources such as
pensions, savings, and investments, would prevent a recurrence of
the widespread economic insecurity and poverty of that time,
particularly among the elderly.

To accomplish this, Social Security was designed as a nationwide
system of social insurance under which workers, their employers,
and the self-employed pay Social Security taxes--taxes which help
insure workers, their survivors, and their dependents against the
loss of earnings due to the worker's retirement, death, or
disability.

Clearly, Social Security has met this fundamental program goal.
There is no single program--public or private--that has protected
the financial well-being of as many Americans as Social Security.
For more than 50 years, Social Security has been a source of
financial security and stability for millions of Americans.

Last year, for example, we paid $286 billion in benefits to more
than 40 million beneficiaries. Today, nearly one out of six
people receive monthly benefits. And about 36 percent of
beneficiaries over age 65 are kept from living in poverty by
their monthly Social Security benefits. In addition, the cost of
administering the program is less than one percent of taxes paid.
In other words, more than 99 percent of Social Security taxes
paid by workers goes back out in benefits paid.

The Value of Social Security

There are a number of ways to measure the value of the Social
Security program. One way is to consider Social Security in
terms of individual equity--the amount a worker receives in



benefits, compared to the amount of contributions that worker
paid. Another way is to determine how well Social Security is
meeting the goal of social adequacy--that is, the need to provide
some level of basic financial protection to workers and their
families. And yet another way to determine the value of Social
Security is to evaluate its effectiveness as a social insurance
program, combining elements of both individual equity and social
adequacy.

Let me take a few moments to discuss each of these ideas.

Individual Equity

Although the Social Security program was never intended or
designed to provide benefits strictly commensurate with an
individual's taxes, many people are interested in whether they
"get their money's worth" from the program. Often, individuals
who try to assess the value of their Social Security coverage
tend to do so by comparing the taxes they pay to the amount of
retirement benefits they can expect to receive.

This tendency is understandable, since contributions paid are an
earmarked tax for a dedicated t4 ust fund. Also, one of the basic
concepts underlying the Social Security program is that a
worker's Social Security taxes establish a right to benefits that
is not dependent on showing individual finaiial need. Instead,
Social Security benefits are related to the worker's average
lifetime earnings which are subject to Social Security tax.
Generally, the higher the earnings, the higher the monthly
benefit. Thus, Social Security has an element of individual
equity underlying its design.

These "individual equity" aspects of the program are a key reason
for the widespread public support that the Social Security
program has enjoyed since its inception. In keeping with the
interest in this particular measure of "value," I will be giving
specific examples of how taxes paid compare to benefits received
for various groups of workers later in my testimony.

Social Adeauacy

Let me stress, however, that, because Social Security is designed
to meet certain "social adequacy" goals, one cannot measure its
worth simply by comparing taxes paid against benefits received.
To understand and evaluate Social Security, one must remember
that certain features of the program are geared toward meeting
broad-based social needs rather than toward individual equity.

For example, the basic benefit formula is designed to replace a
higher proportion of earnings for low earners than for high
earners. Generally, the formula recognizes that lower earners
need to have more of their earnings replaced because they spend a
higher proportion of their earnings for basic needs. Also, such
workers generally are not able to accumulate savings or generate
investment income to the extent that higher earners can.
Finally, many of them have worked in jobs that have not provided
pension coverage.

As another part of the social adequacy aspect of Social Security,
dependents' and survivors' benefits are paid to workers with
families, even though workers pay no additional taxes for this
coverage. This protection can be extremely important, especially
for young families that have not been able to sufficiently insure
themselves against the risk of the worker's death or disability.
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Social Insurance Aspects of the Program

I think we all recognize, however, that Social Security is not
just an annuity program that simply provides a specific rate of
return on contributions. Nor is it a social welfare program,
focused on measuring individual needs and providing resources to
meet them. Instead, the Social Security program strikes a
balance between the goals of individual equity and social
adequacy.

Social Security operates as a social insurance program, spreading
the cost of protection against the risk of lost income due to
retirement, death, or disability over the entire working
population. As I have already noted, the program has elements of
both individual equity and social adequacy. As a result, some
people can expect to get back more than they put into Social
Security, some to break even, and some to get less.

The value of benefits for any given worker depends on his or her
individual circumstances--whether the individual has high or low
earnings, is married or has children, becomes disabled or dies at
a young age, or receives benefits far into old age. However, the
value of the program must be measured not only on the basis of
the dollar value of benefits received, but also in terms of the
protection it provides for the individual, the worker's family,
and for our society as a whole.

Those who limit their analysis of the value of Social Security to

the retirement program ignore the vitally important disability
and survivor programs. Few people realize that over 30 percent
of all Social Security benefits were paid to disabled workers and
their families, and to survivors of deceased workers.

Last year, we paid about $30 billion in benefits to about 4.6
million disabled workers and family members, and about $57
billion in benefits to 7.3 million survivors of deceased workers.
Social Security pays more benefits to children than any other
Federal program. The value of Social Security disability and
survivor protection is clear when we consider the fact that 42
percent of male workers, and 28 percent of female workers, will
become disabled or die before they reach retirement age.

Benefit and Tax Comparisons

Mr. Chairman, let me now discuss some specific comparisons of
taxes to benefits. Although, as stated earlier, the value of the
Social Security program should not be measured solely on the
basis of individual equity, workers are nevertheless interested
in whether they get back as much in benefits as they pay in
taxes. Any analysis of the Social Security program shows that
past generations have benefited extremely well from the program.

The case of Miss Ida Fuller, the program's first beneficiary,
illustrates this point. Miss Fuller paid only about $22 in
Social Security taxes, but received more than $20,000 in
retirement benefits--more than 900 times the amount of employee
taxes paid. And while most early participants did not receive
returns of this magnitude, they have still done very well.

When comparisons are made of the value of an individual's Social
Security benefits and taxes, there is the question of whether
only the employee taxes or the combined employer-employee taxes
should be considered. Some think that the employer tax should be
reflected in the comparison, because they believe that it is
borne entirely by the employees through lower wages than would
otherwise be paid. Others would say that the employer tax should
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not be considered. They believe that employers absorb the tax,
pass it along to consumers in the form of higher prices, or a
combination of the two. The employer tax-can also be viewed as
providing for the cost of the "social adequacy" elements of the
program. In other words, the employer tax could be said to be
used fen the benefit of lower-paid workers and dependents.

Comparisons of benefits and taxes are based on calculations of
the present value of benefits and taxes, taking account of
interest and mortality. Some analyses of the money's worth of
Social Security benefits include both the employee and the
employer taxes. Others include only the employee taxes for the
reasons we have discussed. In our computations, we have used
only the employee taxes. Taxes paid by the employer can be taken
into account by halving the ratios of the present value of
benefits to the present value of Old-Age, Survivors, and
Disability Insurance (OASDI) taxes.

In comparing a worker's Social Security benefits and taxes, we
have looked at several hypothetical cases of workers with steady
earnings in each year. Using certain assumptions on interest
rates, mortality rates, and disability rates, we compute the
present value of the worker's Social Security benefits and Social
Security taxes.

,he table attached to this statement shows the results of our
computations for workers born in selected years from 1920 through
the year 2000. This table includes assumed interest. Our
calculations take account of the probability of death before, as
well as after, age 65, and the incidence of disability before age
65, since the value of disability and survivors' protecticr is
included in our calculation of the worker's Social Security
benefits. Retirement is assumed to occur at the "n,.rmal
retirement age"--the age at which full-rate retirement benefits
first become payable. For workers born before 1938, the normal
retirement age is 65. For workers born later, the normal
retirement age is scheduled to increase gradually until it
reaches age 67 for workers born in 1960 or later.

Turning now to a specific example, the table shows that, for
workers with average earnings who would reach age 65 in 1993, the
value of benefits is more than twice the value of taxes for male
workers, and more than two-and-a-half times for females. The
table also shows that workers with low earnings have higher
benefit-to-tax ratios than the average earner, while workers with
maximum taxable earnings have lower ratios. This is due to the
weighted benefit formula used for the computation of OASDI
benefits and reflects the principle of social adequacy described
previously. The table also illustrates that single females have
significantly higher ratios of benefits to taxes than single
males with the same earnings, due to the longer life expectancy
of women.

In addition, for a hypothetical family--consisting of a working
husband, a wife of the same age who does not work outside the
home, and two children--the ratios of benefits to taxes are
significantly higher than for single workers. For example, for a
couple in which the worker had average earnings and reaches age
65 in 1993, the value of the benefits is almost four and one-half
times the value of the worker's taxes.

Moreover, as a result of the lower payroll-tax contribution rates
in effect in the early years of the program and the scheduled
increase in the normal retirement age, ratios of benefits to
contributions shown in the table for workers born before 1928 are
substantially higher than 'ratios for workers born after that
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year. For example, average earners born in 1920 who could retire
at age 65 in 1985 had benefits equal to three times the taxes
paid, as compared to the average earner reaching retirement age
this year who he.,., benefits equal to twice the taxes. The value
of benefits is about one and a half times the value of taxes for
similar workers born in 1960 who will reach normal retirement age
in 2027.

Myers and Schobel Analysis

As you requested in your letter of invitation, we have examined
the recent paper by Robert J. Myers and Bruce D. Schobel entitled
"An Updated Money's Worth Analysis of Social Security," to be
published in the forthcoming edition of Transactions of the
Society of Actuaries. Their evaluation of Social Security
focuses on retirement benefits for hypothetical single workers
who survive past retirement age. Our analysis includes the value
of disability and survivors' protection as well as the value of
retirement benefits. We also have analyzed the value of the
program for a hypothetical family as well as for single workers.
And, in addition to workers with average and maximum earnings,
addressed by Myers and Schobel, we have included workers with low
earnings.

Because the Myers and Schobel analysis is based on single workers
who reach retirement age, it is most readily compared to our
values presented here for single workers. When adjustments are
made to account for differences in interest rate assumptions and
birth years, several values from the Myers and Schobel analysis
can be compared with our results. For example, for a single male
average wage earner born in 1940, we estimate the ratio of Social
Security benefits to taxes to be 167% and Myers and Schobel
estimate 157%. Other comparisons for single workers show even
smaller differences and thus, our results for single workers are
not markedly different from those presented by Myers and Schobel.

Conclusion

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, those who seek to measure the value
of Social Security must consider many elements of the program--
elements which affect the whole fabric of American society, as
well as individual workers and beneficiaries. That is because
Social Security is based upon the concepts of individual equity,
social adequacy, and social insurance. Thus, it was conceived
not only to pay benefits to individuals, but also to protect
America from the kind of widespread economic uncertainty and need
that existed during the Great Depression.

For more than 5U years Social Security has been one of the most
important and successful government programs. Certainly, som!
people get back more than they put into Social Security. Others
break even, and some get less than they contributed. That is the
nature of a social insurance program like Social Security. But
the program's value cannot be measured solely on the basis of the
dollar value of benefits a particular person receives. Rather,
the value of Social Security must be seen in terms of the
protection it provides--both for the individual and for our
society as a whole. If we fail to remember the essential social
insurance principles of Social Security, we risk losing the key
to the program's success.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE J. KOTLIKOFF

Senator Moynihan and other distinguished members of the Set-ate Committee on
Finance, I am honored by this opportunity o discuss with you the U.S. Social Secu-
rity System's treatment of different generations. Our social security system, in con-
junction with a number of other government programs and policies, has played a
major role in redistributing resources from today 's young and future generations to-
ward generations that reached retirement in the past four decades. Actuarial cal-
culations that former Chairman of the President's Council of Economic Advisers, Mi-
chael J. Boskin, Douglas Puffert, John B. Shoven of Stanford University, and I have
made and which appear in a National Tax Journal article, which I submit for the
record, show that the baby boom generation and generations coming behind then
will all pay much more in social security taxes over their lifetimes than they will
fet back in benefits. Moreover, the deal for each successive generation is worse. The
oss to the typical baby boomer ranges from one to two years of labor earnings. For

children just being born the projected loss ranges from two to three years of labor
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earnings. In contrast, generations now retiring are roughly breaking even under the
system. The real beneficiaries of social security's intergenerational redistribution are
generations who retired in the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s. For these generations social
security's net transfer ranged from about one to two years of labor earnings.

In addition to this enormous redistribution across generations, our social security
system also redistributes huge sums within generations. Part of this
intragenerational redistribution seems appropriate; it involves giving poorer house-
holds a better deal than richer households. But there is also a tremendous amount
of redistribution from single individuals and couples in which the spouses have
roughly equal earnings to single-earner couples and couples in which one spouse is
the predominant earner. This redistribution is a reflection of the way the system
provides survivor and dependent benefits. Setting aside the question of how, if at
all, one can deal with Social Security's intergenerational redistribution, there is ab-
solutely no reason to let the system continue to redistribute huge sums among mem-
bers of each new generation that comes along.

What is needed to reform appropriately Social Security's intragenerational redis-
tribution is the adoption of full earnings-sharing among couples. Earnings sharing,
incidentally, will provide secondary earners, primarily wives, with much greater
work incentives than currently exist. I submit for the record a proposal for social
security reform that includes full earnings-sharing. The proposal, which I developed
together with Michael J. Boskin and John B. Shoven, is entitled Personal Security
Accounts. It calls for reforming social security for the baby boom generation and all
subsequent generations. Personal Security Accounts preserve what I, and I think,
most economists believe are the positive elements of social security, namely the pro-
vision, on a progressive basis, of annuity, disability, and survivor insurance as well
as retirement income, while eliminating the system's capricious intragenerational
redistribution and high marginal taxation of the labor supply of women.

Returning to the issue of social security's intergenerational redistribution, I think
it is important to put social security in context. Were "pay-as-you-go" social security
the only government policy that redistributes across generations, we could consider
intergenerational redistribution simply by examining social security. But there are
a range of other government policies that, unfortunately, have played a similarly
large role in redistributing across generations. The accumulation, in recent years,
of a huge amount of official government debt is the most transparent example of
such policies. A second example is the enormous growth in transfers from young to
old through "pay-as-you-go" Medicare and Medicaid. A third example is the signifi-
cant postwar shift in the tax structure away from sales, excise, and capital income
taxes, that fall disproportionately on the elderly, toward taxes on labor income, that
fall disproportionately on the young and middle-aged.

There are, of course, some offsetting policies, such as the expansion of the earned
income tax credit, that primarily benefit the young and middle-age. One must also
factor-in the fact that those generations that have received, on average, much more
in social security benefits than they contributed in social security taxes, paid signifi-
cant amounts of income and other taxes over their lives. One could certainly argue
that their social security benefits were a partial return on the payment of these non
social security taxes.

Thus, once one steps back from a narrow focus on social security alone, one real-
izes that understanding he government's full treatment of different generations re-
qires a comprehensive generational accounting. In recent years, I, together with
Alan J. Auerbach of the University of Pennsylvania and Jagadeesh Gokhale of the
Federal Reserve Bank of ('levelan.d, have developed such a method of analysis.

Generational accounting considers the operations of all governments (federal,
state, and local), and it inL rporates the long-term tax, spending, and demographic
forecasts of the Social Secur ty Administration, the Health Care Financing Adminis-
tration, and the Office of M management and Budget, The new accounting has found
a welcome audience. It's no v being done by the Japanese, Italian, and Norwegian
governments. Generations' accounts for the U.S. have been presented in the past
two Budgets of the u.8. Government. These presentations were prepared by myself
and my colleagues, tiugether with OMB staff.

I wish to submit for the record the generational accounts presentation from the
Budget document President Bush submitted in January. let me refer you to the sev-
enth column of Table 5 which shows the lifetime net tax rates of different genera-
tions who were born in this century and will be born in the future. The term life-
time net tax rate refers to the present value of all taxes a generation pays, less all
transfer payments it receives, divided by the present value of all labor income that
it earns. The figures presented are based on actual taxes paid and transfers received
in the past as well as projections of taxes and transfers to be paid in the future
given current policy.



As the table shows, the lifetime net tax rate for generations born in 1900 is 21.5.
It is 28.1 for the generation born in 1930, 32.1 percent for the generation born in
1960, and 33.5 percent for the generation born in 1991. The table also shows the
lifetime tax rate of future generations. This tax rate is computed by forming the
ratio of the fiscal burden, measured as a present value, to be foisted on future gen-
erations given baseline policy divided by the present value of the projected labor in-
come of these generations. As indicated in the table, the net tax rate to be imposed
on future generations is a staggering 71.1 percent!

How does generational accounting determine the fiscal burden facing future gen-
erations? It does so by calculating, as a present value, how much generations now
alive will pay in net taxes over the rest of their lives. It also calculates the present
value of the government's bills-the sum of its official debt plus the present value
of its current and future spending on goods and services. Subtracting the size of the
government's bills from the present value net tax contribution of current genera-
tions, gives, in present value, the net tax liability of future generations. The logic
is simple: the less current generations pay for the government's bills, the more fu-
ture generations will have to pay.

Why is the projected net tax rate on future generations so high? The answer pri-
marily involves things that are not affecting the size of the official federal debt.
They include our out-of-control spending on Medicare and Medicaid and the inter-
action of these programs, as well as social security, with an aging society. The tax
rate is aiso high because it is calculated under the assumption that even our chil-
dren will bear no higher net taxes than current Policy implies. The alternative sce-
nario, leaving the burden to our children as well as our grandchildren, is hardly a
solution.

To sum-narize, the lifetime net tax rates of different generations presented in this
table show two things: First, since the generation born in 1900, successive genera-
tions have had to pay, on net, larger and larger fractions of their lifetime incomes
to government. The net taxes of successive generations have been rising, in part,
to finance rising levels of government purchases of goods and services, but they've
also been rising as part of a systematic process of intergenerational redistribution.

The second thing the table shows is that we are on a trajectory to tax future gen-
erations at much much higher rates than we are taxing current generations. How-
ever one views the intergeneration redistribution of the past, we should realize that
the process of making successive generations pay larger and larger fractions of their
incomes to the government must be stopped. To do so we must adopt policies that
raise the net taxes of current generations, thereby permitting lower net taxes for
future generations.

Will President Clinton's program help those coming in the future? Indeed, it will.
The fiscal plan just announced will lower the net tax rate on future generations
from 71 percent to 59 percent. While this reduction may seem inadequate, an effec-
tive health care reform plan could produce an even larger net tax rate reduction.
The President's program will also help today's children. If nothing is done now, to-
day's children could well end up facing lifetime net tax rates of 50 to 60 percent
in order to limit tax increases on future generations. Under the President's fiscal
and health care plans today's children may get away with facing lifetime net tax
rates :f 35 to 40 percent, While tax rates of 35 to 40 percent are far too high, they
are the inevitable and, now unavoidable, consequence of the off-the-books game of
"pass the generational buck" that we've beon playing for a long long time. The
would-be heroes in the President's program are we adults. Our financial sacrifice
will provide the means to keep tax rates on our children and grandchildren from
soaring.

Let me conclude by pointing out that in permitting generations born further in
the past to pay less and making subsequent generations pay more, the government
has permitted those around in the past to consume more than would otherwise have
been the case. Postwar intergenerational redistribution is, in my view, che single
most important explanation for the low rates of U.S. saving that have plagued our
economy for almost two decades. Our low rate of saving has meant a low rate of
investment, which, in turn, has meant slower growth in capital per worker and, as
a result, slower growth in labor productivity. Since real wages reflect labor produc-
tivity, there is a direct connection between U.S. intergenerational policy and the
level and growth of U.S. real wages. Hence, U.S. intergenerational policy is not only
directly expropriating our children by hitting them with, at best, very high lifetime
net tax rates, it is also indirectly exp,-opriatir.g them by reducing the level and
growth of their real wages they would otherwi je have enjoyed.
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SOCIAL SECURITY: A FINANCIAL APPRAISAL ACROSS AND
WITHIN GENERATIONS""

MICIAEL.J II)SKIN, ° LAURENCE J. KOTLIKOFF,' DOUGLAS J. PUFFERT.'** AND
JOHN B. SHOVEN °

ABSTRACT

This paper computes the expected pres-
ent value of Social Security retirement
benefits and taxes for households of dif-
ferent marital circumstances, incomes, and
age cohorts. Also computed are the net gain
or loss from prticipation in the system,
the expected internal rate of return it of-
fers various participants, and the mar-
ginal linkage between benefits and contri-
butions. All computations are made for the
1985 Social Security and income tax laws.
The general results are that Social Secu-
rity offers vastly different terms to house-
holds in different circumstances. The net
ga in or lcss varies by $200,000 and the rel
internal rate of return on contributions
ranges from negative numbers to 6,3 per-
c'nt for households of different ages, in-
come levels, and marital status. These dif-
firences are far greater than the widely
debated distributional effects of relevant
income tax alternatives. We also find that
there is a great deal of variance in the
margril linkage of benefits and taxes with
most households facing a situation where
the incremental present value of benefits
is only zero to thirty cents per extra dollar
of taxes paid.

I. Introduction

FOR most Americans, anticipated So-
cial Security retirement benefits have

a value larger than the total value of their
other financial assets.' Likewise, more
than half of the workers in the United
States pay m6re in OASDHI "contribu-
tions" than they pay in personal income
taxes. Because the program looms so large
in the financial picture of so many, it is
reasonable to assume that there is a sig-

*Stanrnrd Ilnvrrity and N H : R
**1t,%tnn Ilnivrrty and N R K H
*Stanford Univervity

nificant demand for an investment eval-
uation of the deal it offers Americans.
However, the program is extremely com-
plex, with the expected benefits depend.
ing on one's marital status, sex, age-earn-
ings profile, length of career, number of
children, and other factors.

In this paper we simplify the analysis
by exclusively evaluating the retirement
portion of the program. We also only ex-
amine it from the perspective of the
household or the individual and our study
is partial equilibrium in the sense that we
do not tackle the consequences of the pro-
gram for labor force participation or pri-
vate saving behavior. Further, the house-
hold or individual is not particularly
concerned about whether the program is
fully funded or on a pay-as-you-go basis.
What the participant is interested in is
how large are his or her taxes (or "con-
tributions" or "investments") and what is
the expected value of benefits to which he
or she will be entitled. The economically
sophisticated household will also be in-
terested in the marginal linkage between
taxes and benefits. That is, they would like
to know the incremental value of the re-
tirement benefits for an incremental pay-
ment of Social Security taxes. We calcu-
late this marginal linkage as well as the
expected present value of taxes and ben
efits for households of different incom(
levels, marital status, and belonging t(
different age cohorts. In computing tht
present value, we use a three percent rea
discount rate. although some sensitivitN
analysis to that figure is presented in th,
Appendix to the paper. We also calculatA
the present value of transfers offered b'
Social Security as the difference between
the present value of benefits and taxe3
The transfer figure is the surplus or gair
one receives from participating in th,
system (if the figure is positive). Finally
we compute the internal rate of return of
fered by the retirement portion of Socia
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irity. That is, we calculate the rate of
mount which equates the expected pres-
value of benefits with the expected
ent value of taxes. Throughout the
lysis, we assume the participant bears
burden or effectively pays both the
loyer and the employee contributions
ie system.
ie emphasis'of the paper is to calcu-
the financial terms of Social Security
households in different circumstances.
results indicate that the "deal" var-

'normously by marital status, income,
cohort. The difference in the transfer
res for different households examined
approach 200,000 1985 dollars. The
rnal rate of return ranges from over
percent to negative numbers. And. the
.sge between incremental taxes and
fits can be significant or zero, de-
ding on the particular household's cir-
i tances. While some of these differ-
-a are undoubtedly intentional, others
probably not. It is our feeling that both
ttcipants and analysts of Social Secu-

need this information in order to
luate the current structure of the pro-
m.
he remainder of the paper is laid out
ollows: the next section contains a brief
vey of related literature. Then, section
-e describes our methodology and data.
! intergenerational results are con-
ied in section four, while the intragen-
tional results are presented in section
?. Section six looks at the marginal
kage of taxes and benefits. Section
en considers the relationship of bane-
to remaining lifetime taxes. The pa-
concludes with some observations on
importance of our findings.

Literature Review

-;everal studies have attempted to es-
iate the "deal" various households have
eved or can expect to recei" , from So-
,I Security's retirement pr ,am. 2 One
iclusion of this literatur, is that the
rly cohorts of retirees h, i very large
Les of return on their tax 3 and that fu.
re retirees, especially w il off ones, are
ely to fare poorly, with , rate of return
low that available on private assets.

Hurd and Shoven AY)5) document this
pattern of rates of return for various co-
horts. and earnings levels, but their anal.
ysis was made prior to the 1983 amend.
ments and hence does not ir,,-Aqde
consideration of the increased age of elh-
gibility for future retirees or the partial
taxation of benefits. Alo, there have been
some changes in the economic and de-
mographic assumptions used by the So.
cial Security Administration.

Boskin, Avrin, and Cone (1983) report
the average transfer per household for
succeeding ten-year age cohorts, with
transfers defined as the difference in the
expected present value of benefits and
taxes. They also present estimates of how
different cohorts and the system finances
as a whole would be affected by various
policy changes, such as increases in the
retirement age. They conclude that those
retiring recently are receiving benefits
which are about three times as large as
the sum of their employee and employer
contributions plus three percent real in-
terest. Thus, about two-thiids of their
benefits are transfers as defined above.

These results are updated to the pres-
ent, post-1983-amendments case in Bos-
kin (1986). The pattern of transfers re-
mains qualitatively similar to that
mentioned above, but attention is called
to the fact that OASDI is unlikely to be
financially solvent over the next 75 years,
despite the 1983 amendments. The firian-
cial solvency problem is much worse if HI,
hospital insurance, is included.' More,
over, how and when the financial sol-
vency issue is addressed will matter for
the Social Security benefits, taxes prid
transfers of individuals of various ages.
For example, whether changes are made
in the tax rates, benefit formulas, the age
of eligibility for full retirement benefits,
or else the method of financing Social Se-
curity will impact various cohorts quite
differently.

Variation among households within a
enhort is shown in the studies of Bennett
(1979), the Congressional Budget (ffiip
(1986), and Pellechio and G(odfeilow
(1983). The latter st- y examines the net
impact of the 1983 amendments (in var-
ious types of households and is Pimilor In
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spirit to the analysis presented here.
We go beyond thete previous studies in

considering a wider range of cases, up-
dating to the kicial Seurity Administra.
tin', I9M5 asusumptiomn, and in using a
simulation which more precisely models
survival probabilities and income taxa-
tim o4 heim-fits.

Studies by Gordon (19K3), Burkhauser
and Turner 1195) and Browning (1985)
examine the marginal linkage between
taxes paid and benefits received. We dir.
kfr from thege studies in considering spe-
cific wage histories, a distribution of poe-
sibe ages of death, the upcming increase
in retirement age, and income taxation of
benefits.

A further innovation in our work is a
cwmutation of the relationship between
one's future taxes (treating past taxes as"sunk") and benefits. The significance of
such a calculation received ample treat-
ment in the analytical study of Browning
(19751.

3, Methodologky and Date

In the present study, we use a computer
simulation to convert assumptions about
h ,aehl lds' wager, expected mortality, and
economy-wide growth in real wages into
expected values of Social Security taxes,
benefits, net transfers (positive or nega-
tive) and internal rates of return. As-
sumed wage histories lead in a straight-
forward manner (following legal provi-
sions) to derivation of taxes paid during
working lives and benefits received after
retirement.4 A separate procedure, de-
senbed below, determines income-taxa-
tion of benefits. These taxes and net-of-
income.taw. benefits are weighted by the
prnhablitie of household members re-
maining aliVe at each age and discounted
(we consider real rates of 0 percent, 2 per-
cent. 3 percent, and 4 percent) to a comn-
iam year. We als derive the transfer, or
difference between discounted expected
taxes aind benefits, and the internal real
rate of return, the rate at which dis-
eltunt'd expected taxes equal discounted
bnfits.

We consider typical households which
differ in a number of respects: in marital

status, the amount of total household
earnings, and the division of total earn-
ings between wife and husband. We also
compare households born in 1915, 1930,
1945, 1960, 1975, and 1990, since these
cohorts differ in the tax rates they pay,
the economy's level of real wage, and life
expectarnc.s

We assume that individuals work, and
pay Social Security taxes, from age 21 un-
til they become eligible for full retire-
ment benefits-at age 65 for those born
in 1915 and 1930. 66 for those born in
1945, and 67 for later cohorts. We do not
consider unemployment.

Wages vary for individuals both with
economy-wide wage growth (as indexed by
the Social Security Administration's "Av-
eage Wage Series") and according to their
age: we assume that male wages increase
one percent per year of age beyond the
economy-wide growth in wages until age
50 and that female wages increase one-
half percent per year of age until age 50,
and then flatten unti, retirement. The
"eamings levels" reported in the tables
below correspond to the 1960 cobrt-2-
year-olds in 1985. By 2010, when the 1960
cohort is 50 years old, its real wages will
have increased 45 percent with economy-
wide wage growth plus an additional 28.4
percent for males and 13.3 percent for fe-
males in keeping with their age-profile of
wages. The 1930 and 1945 cohorts have
wages in 1985 which vary by the age-pro-
file from the "earnings l-vel" listed. All
cohorts other than the 1960 cohort have
age-25 wages which differ from that re-
ported as the "earnings level" by the dif-
ference in the wage index between 1985
and the year they are 25. In our principal
research we follow the Social Security
Administration's intermediate assump-
tion (Assumption lI-B), 1.5 percent growth
per annum, for future wage growth; how-
ever, we do consider other assumptions as
well below.

he es we present are e ante lot
expected value) calculations for each co-
hor as of age 25. Taxes and benefits for
higher ages are weighted by the proba-
bilities of individuals remaining alive at
ench age. Since wives may collect spouse
or survivor benefits based on their hus-

No. I1I
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ids' earnings histories, we derive their
iefits as the weighted average of ben.
ts for each age of husband death, in-
ding death before retirement.
-lusbands and wives are assumed to be
-n in the same year. Marriages are as-
ned to take place at age 2b, widows are
umed to remain single, and divorce is
considered.

mortality probabilities are considered
srately for males and females. Sepa-
e mortality tables are used for ea'h co-
t. The tables used are those used for
. intermediate assumption (Assump-
n 11) in the 1983 Annual Report of the
ard of Trustees of the Old Age and
rvivors' Insurance and Disability In-
-ance Trust Funds.' The male and fe-
le life expectancies implicit in these
)its, conditional on survival to age 25,
. 70.4 and 78.2 years for those born in
15. 72.0 and 79.6 for 1930, 74.0 and 81.8
1945, 74.6 and 82.1 for 1960, 75.3 and

9 for 1975, and 76.0 and 83.6 for 1990,
rhe recent legislation of taxation of So-
I Security benefits has added subatan-
I complication to our derivations. The
v provides for the taxation as ordinary
-ome of half one's benefits to the extent
it this portion of one's benefits, plus
ier adjusted gross income, exceeds the
-indexed threshold levels of $25,000 for
igles and $32,000 for couples. The chief
faculty arises in deriving adjusted gross
.-ome and marginal tax rates for retired
useholds for which we otherwise make
sumptions only about wage income in
e-retirement years. Our procedure is as
lows: Census Bureau data are used to
termine the percentile rankings of the
usehold earnings levels we consider.7

S data are used to determine the ad-
ired gross income and taxable earnings
taxpayers over age 65 which corre-

ond to these same percentile rankings."
iese figures for adjusted gross income
d taxable earnings are assumed to vary
th our wage index from the year of the
ta to the year five years after a cohort's
tirement, but to vary for each given co-
,rt only with the Consumer Price Index.
ie figures for adjusted gross income de-
rmine the amount of benefits subject to
xation, while the figures for taxable

earnings determine the marginal tax rate
which is applied. Since tax brackets are
indexed by the CPI a common marginal
tax rate is thus derived for all years of
one's retirement. We have not added the
complication of considering that part of
benefits will generally fall within higher
brackets.

4. Intergenerational Transfers in
Social Security

Social Security-when it was intro-
duced and each time it has expanded-has
been a major vehicle for transferring re-
sources from the younger, richer, working
generation to the older, poorer, retired
generation. While part of this public re-
distribution of wealth between genera-
tions may be offset by private intrafamily
intergenerational transfers, it is unlikely
that this offset is sufficient to alter our
general conclusions." While the percent-
age of transfers in benefits is largest for
the first cohort of retirees (who receive
virtually a complete windfall), the posi-
tive intergenerational transfers received
by retirees may continue to be substan-
tial for decades, turning negative for sub-
sequent retirees.

Tables IA and lB highlight the ex-
p.ected intergenerational transfers under
current law and the Social Security
Administration's intermediate (Il-B) eco-
nomic and demographic projections.' Ta-
ble IA compares the expected present
value of benefits, taxes, and transfers (the
difference between benefits and taxes)
across six cohorts of current and future
retirees at various earnings levels. It also
presents the internal rate of return on the
taxes paid, i.e. the rate which equates the
expected present values of taxes and ben-
efits. The dollar figures are discounted at
a real 3 percent rate; sensitivity analyses
to variations in the discount rate are dis-
cussed in the appendix.

The three earnings levels presented
($10,000, $30,000, and $50,000) are wage
indexed levels for 1985, and represent,
roughly, the poverty line, median income,
and well-paid professionals, respectively.
For the 1960 cohort, they represent ac-
tual 1985 wages at age 25. For the 1945

IVol. XL
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Table IA
Comparison Across Cohorts of

Single-earner Couples. Various Earnings Levels
(1985 dollars discounted at rate 3% to 1985)

Earnings Level
(at 1985 wage index)

Year of Birth 10,0001 30.000 50,000I

i

1915 P.V. Benefits 84,356 129.703 118,16C
P.V. Taxes 35,649 67,189 71,053
P.V. Transfer 48,707 62,514 47,107
Rate of Return 6.34% 5.461 4.8A%

1930 P.V. Benefits 72,943 117,089 107,963
P.V. Taxes 48,029 110,155 110,428
P.V. Transfer 24,914 6,934 -2,464
Rate of Return 4.37% 3.22% 2.92%

1945 P.V. Benefits 57,932 101,554 93,783
P.V. Taxes 48,951 136.498 140.253
P.V. Transfer 8,981 -34,944 -46,470
Rate Of Return 3.50% 2.07% 1.74%

1960 P.V. Benefits 42,356 75,845 69,801
P.V. Taxes 41,263 123,788 138,302
P.V. Transfer 1,093 -47,943 -68,501
Rate of Return 3.08% 1.54% 1.02%

1975 P.V..Benefits 33,522 60,886 56,315
P.V. Taxes 33,273 99,819 112,081
P.V. Transfer 249 -38,933 -55,766
Rate Of Return 3.02% 1.54% 1.03%

1990 P.V. Benefits 27,291 48,873 45,467
P.V. Taxes 26,399 79,196 88.866
P.V. Transfer 892 -30,323 -43,399
Rate of Return 3.10% 1.58% 1.09%
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Table 1B
Comparison Across Cohorts of

Single-earner Couples, Various Earnings Levels
(1985 dollars discounted at rate 31

to the year in which cohort is age 25.)

Earnings Level
(at 1985 wage index)

__r ofAIBirth_ 10,000 30,0001 50.000
ar Age 25)111 

1

.5 P.V. Benefits 22,307 34,299 31,246
)40) P.V. Taxes 9,427 17,768 18,789

P.V. Transfer 12,880 16,531 12,457
Rate of Return 6.34% 5.46% 4.83%

30 P.V. Benefits 30,052 48,239 44,480
355) P.V. Taxes 19,787 45,383 45,495

P.V. Transfer 10,265 2,856 -1,015
Rate of Return 4.37% 3.22% 2.92%

45 P.V. Benefits 37,184 65,184 60,196
970) P.V. Taxes 31.420 87,613 90,023

P.V. Transfer 5,764 -22,429 -29,827

Rate of Return 3.50% 2.07% 1.74%

60 P.V. Benefits 42,356 75,845 69,801
985) P.V. Taxes 41,263 123,788 138,302

P.V. Transfer 1,093 -47,943 -68,501

Rate of Return 3.08% 1.54% 1.02%

75 P.V. Benefits 52,226 94,859 87,77
000) P.V. Taxes 51,87) 155,515 174,618

P.V. Transfer 387 -60,656 -86,881
Rate of Return 3.02% 1.54% 1.031

'90 P.V. Benefits 66,241 118,628 110,360
015) P.V. Taxes 64,077 192,229 215,700

P.V. Transfer 1,164 -73,601 -105,340
Rate of Return 3.10% 1.58% 1.09%
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cohort, actual earnings levels at the age
P( 40 for low.waRe males in 1985 would
be $11,610, which exceeds the $10,000
figure by 15 years of movement along their
age earnings profile. For the 1915 cohort.
which is 70 in 1985, these figures must
be deflated by the real wage index to as-
certain their actual wages earlier in their
lives; similarly, for cohorts not yet work-
ing, these figures would be compounded
at real wage growth projections (1.5 per-
cent/annum in the Il-B scenario) to as-
certain the actual future real wages at age
25, and at real wage growth plus the
movement along the age-earnings profile
from age 25 to 50. Thus, as one moves
down a column across cohorts, we are,
roughly speaking, maintaining the rela-
tive position in the income distribution.

Table IA reveals, reading down each
column (within earnings classes, ao age
cohorts), that the internal rate of return
declines rapidly for the first four cohorts;
for example, from 6.3 percent to 3.0 per-
cent for the $10,000 earnings level and
from 4.8 percent to 1.0 percent for the
$50,000 earnings level. The youngest two
cohorts are presently expected to receive
rates of return about equal to the 1960
cohort. This occurs because their increas-
ing life expectancy offsets increased tax-
ation of benefits. However, the returns of
9 percent" orso received by the 1905-1910
cohort (who paid taxes for five to ten fewer
years than the 1915 cohort) are no longer
evident, despite successive expansions of
the system. The start-up effect is roughly
over by the 1945 cohort.

Next, notice that future poor families
will receive only very small transfers-
amounting to a present value of no more
than about $1,000 from 1960 onwards.
Despite the progressive nature of the
benefit formula, current Social Security
law does little for working families earn-
ing about poverty line incomes in the fu-
ture. Or course, the very poor do "better,"
as a larger share of their average indexed
monthly earnings will be on the 90 per-
cent replacement rate segment of the pri.
mAry insurance amount formula (rather
than the 32 percent segment).

The present value of transfers turns
negative as early as the 1945 cohort for

the earnings levels above $10,000. Cor-
respondingly, the internal rates of return
drop below 3 percent. For the $50,000
earnings level, the (negative) transfer
peaks at over $68,000 for the 1960 cohort
(the real wage growth of 1-1/2 percent does
not offset the higher discount rate, so later
cohorts appear to do better, discounted to
1985).

Looking across columns within each age
cohort reveals some interesting results.
First, while for the 1915 cohort, the rates
of return are highest for the poorest fam-
ilies, the absolute dollars of transfers are
higher for the middle-income family. The
mason is that the level of participation in
Social Security is related to earnings.
Higher wage workers in this cohort were
allowed to play in a favorable game for
higher stakes. The deal for the rich, ab-
solutely and relatively, worsens dramat-
ically relative to the other earnings levels
in succeeding cohorts.

Table IB presents numbers analogous
to those in Table IA, but discounted to the
year each cohort reaches age 25-roughly
speaking when they "enter" the system.
Thus, the table shows the increasing scale
of participation in the Social Security
system for succeeding cohorts, as real
wages and tax rates both rise.

In summary, the intergenerational
transfers in Social Security have been, and
continue to be, substantial. The size ofsuch
transfers varies substantially by cohort
and earnings level. In the next section, we
will see that it also depends heavily on
family status. Before doing so, we note two
points. First, the expected present value
of benefits may underestimate the value
to the recipient because benefits are paid
as indexed annuities. In the absence of a
well-functioning market for real annui-
ties, risk averse households Will value the
benefits at more than their expected pres-
ent value. Because the long-run financial
solvency of Social Security is uncertain,
considerable uncertainty exists concern-
ing future benefits, especially for those
retiring many years from now.12 This risk
discount probably partly offsets the an-
nuity bonus for those in the 1945 cohort
or younger. Of course, for those already
retired, the annuity bonus dorminates, and

No. I I
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Table 2
Comparison of Assumptions About Real Wage Grovth
for Single-earner Couples of Lov and High Earnings

(1985 dollars discounted at rate 30 to 1985)

Earnings Levels: ..... $10,000 ........ $50,000---

SSA Assumptions: I 1,,i , iii

Year of Birth

1945 P.V. Benefits 74,378 49,398 120,627 81.735
P.V. Taxes 51.505 47,664 150,071 134.49
P.V. Transfer 22.873 1.733 .29,444 -52,714
Rate of Return 4.131 3.110 2.30, 1.470

1960 P.V. Benefits 62.968 34.089 105,645 56.124
P.V. Taxes 48,242 37.809 163,045 125,528
P.V. Transfer 14,726 -3,720 -57,400 -69,404
Rate of Return 3.81% 2.70% 1.691 0.72%

1975 P.V. Benefits 59.551 25.520 99,100 42,366
P.V. Taxes 44,828 28,366 152,446 94,274
P.V. Transfer 14,723 -2.846 -53.346 -51.908
Rate Of Return 3.86% 2.70% 1.72% 0.76%

1990 P.V. Benefits 55,743 19,353 92,874 31,714
P.V. Taxes 41,345 20.922 140,546 69,484
P.V. Transfer 14,398 -1,569 -47,671 -37.770
Rate of Return 3.90% 2.78% 1.771% 0.81

the deal is probably better than the fig-
ures presented in the tables indicate.

One type of uncertainty is over future
economic and demographic conditions. In
Table 2, we present estimates similar to
those in Table IA for the four cohorts be-
ginning with 1945 under two alternative
real wage growth assumptions: the 2-1/2
percent per year growth assumed by SSA
in their optimistic scenario (I) and the I
percent per year assumed in their pessi-
miRtic scenario (Il). The rates of return
decline as we move from the optimistic to
the intermediate to the pessimistic real
wage growth scenarios. The dollar
amount of transfers also follow this path
except for the wealthy group in the 1975
and 1990 birth cohorts. Thin anomaly is
similar to that reported above for the 1915

cohort, but in reverse: this group is play-
ing for higher stakes for longer in a dis-
advantageous system, and therefore does
better-in terms of Social Security trans-
fers as opposed to lifetime earnings-with
slower wage growth.

5. Intragenerstional Transfers

The current Social Security system not
only ofTers different rates of return to dif-
ferent generational cohorts, but algo pre-
sents different households within a cohort
with significantly different expected rates
of return. We have examined the present
value of expected benefits, tax,., and
transfers for single men and women of
diTfer.nt income levels and for married
couples with different levels and compo-
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sition of income. The results are shown in
Table 3 for the cohort born in 1945."

The uppermost segment of the table
compares each expected present value of
retirement benefits and Social Security
taxes for singles and one-earner couples
with the same level of earnings. In com-
paring the single male with the one-earner
couple with the same earnings history,
note that while the expected present value
of taxes paid is the same, the expected
present value of benefits is more than
twice as great for the married couple. This
is due to the fact that the couples receive
an inflation-indexed joint survivor an-
nuity with the initial benefit level set at
150 percent of the single person's benefit
(as long as both spouses survive). The
surviving member of the couple receives
a benefit exactly equal to that of the sin-
gle person. Thus, the benefits for couples
are 50 percent greater for a period of time,
and have a longer expected period of re-
ceipt. Naturally, these extra benefits for
the same tax payments translate into a
higher expected real rate of return. In fact,
couples, regardless of the division of
earnings, never do worse than two sin-
gles, because the system permits couples
to claim their own benefits as if they were
single. Of course, the fact that half of
benefits may be subject to the personal
income tax alters this relationship some-
what.

A second fact which is evident in the
upper most panel of Table 3 is that single
women receive a larger transfer (or a
smaller negative transfer) and a higher
rate of return than single men. This is
primarily a consequence of the longer life
expectancy of women and the fact that the
benefit levels do not differ according to sex.
Finally, that panel, and the rest of the ta-
ble, illustrates that higher income house-
holds in this cohort receive a lower real
rate of return and larger negative trans-
fers than lower income households. At a
three percent real discount rate (i.e. if the
opportunity cost of funds is three per-
cent), the single male loses $21,326 from
the system if his wage at 25 is $10,000,
but $87,112 if his wage at that age is
$30,000, and $94,469 if his wage is

$50,000. The middle and upper income
single males actually have a negative ex.
pected real rate of return indicating that
they cannot even expect to recoup the
purchasing power of their Social Security
taxes.

How Social Security treats various
members of the same cohort differently
can be expressed in several ways. If we
still concentrate on the upper panel of Ta-
ble 3, note that the rate of return ranges
from -. 79 percent to 3.50 percent. Given
that this is a large program which covers
one's entire adult lifetime, these rates of
return differences translate into transfers
ranging from +$8,981 to -$94,469. These
figures are large relative to the typical
value of a private pension and even ral.
ative to the median value of a house in
the United States in 1985.

The remainder of Table 3 explores the
situation of two-earner couples and com-
pares their outcomes to singles with the
same earnings record. Note that the ex-
pected present value of taxes paid by the
couples is in all cases equal to the sum of
the singles with the same earnings levels.
The couples with a two-third/one-third
income split still benefit from the spousal
survivor benefit, and thus they do better
than their "component singles." The final
panel of Table 3 compares two-earner
couples with a one-half/one-half earnings
split with the corresponding singles. The
general result is that the one-half/one-half
couples do somewhat worse than the two-
third/one-third couples and that they gain
very little from the wives collecting sur-
vivor benefits as widows rather than ben-
efits based on their owa earnings histo-
ries."'

6. Marginal Unkage

Results reported thus far deal with the
total or average relationship between So
cial Security taxes paid and benefits re-
ceived. In this section we consider th(
marginal linkage between taxes and ben
efits.' s _

The marginal linkage between Socia
Security taxes and benefits, and the pub
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iable J
Comparison Across Family Types of

1945 Cohort, Various Earnings Levels

(1985 dollars discounted at race 38 to 19835)

IVol. XL

Earnings Level (at 1935 wage index)
(Husband-Wife earnings split)

Family Type 10,000 30.000

Single-earner Couple
P V. Benefits
P.V. Taxes
P.V. Transfer

Rate of Return

Single Male
P.V. Benefits
P.V. Taxes
P.V. Transfer
Rate of Return

Single Female
P V. Benefits
P.V. Taxes
P V. Transfer

Rate of Return

(10.OCO-0)
57.932
48.951
8.981
3. 50%

(10.000)
27.6275
48.951
-21.326

1.168

(10.000)
37,534
46.900
-9,316
2.348

(30.000-0)
101.554
136.498
.34.944

2.070

(30.000)
49.386

136.498
-87.112
-0.448

(30.000)
68.411
130.802
-62.391

1.00

50,000

(0,.000.0)
93. 783

140.253
-46.470
1.74%

(50.000)
45,784

140.253
.94,469
-0.79%

(50.000)
66.104
144.723
-78.617
0.538

Two-earner Couple (6667-3333) (20.000-10.000) (33.333-16,667)
P.V. Benefits 49,144 87.287 100.414

P.V. Taxes 48.264 144.759 218,118
P.V. Transfer a80 -57.472 -117,704

Rate of Return 3.05 1.461 0.571

Single Male (6667) (20.000) (33.333)
P.V. Benefits 23.011 42,720 49.129
P.V. Taxes 32.635 97.871 139.970

P.V. Transfer -9.624 -55.151 -90.841

Race of Return 1.891 0.310 -0.530

Single Female (3333) (10.000) (16.667)
P.V. Benefits 21.280 , 37.579 50.252

P.V. Taxes 15.630 '46."9- 78.148

P.V. Transfer 5.650 -9,310 -27,896

Rate of Return 3.900 2.348 1.68%

Two-earner Couple (5000-5000) (15.000-15.000) (25.000-25.000)
P.V. Benefits 48.066 80.777 103.178
P.V. Taxes 47.926 143.777 233.433
P.V. Transfer 140 -63,000 -130.253
Rate of Return 3.01 1.22% 0.44%

Single Kale (5000) (15.000) (25.000)
P.V. Benefits 20.114 34.869 47,297
P.V. Taxes 24,476 73.427 119.304
P.V. Transfer .4.362 .38.558 .72,007
late of Return 2.38t 0.59% -0.05

Single Female (5000) (15.000) (25.000)
P.V. Benefits 21.847 47.013 65,742
P.V. Taxes 23.450 70,351 114,129
P.V. Transfer 4.397 -23,338 -48.381
Rate of Return 3.50% 1.401 1.45%
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lic's perception of this linkage, determine
the extent to which individuals treat So-
cial Security taxes as wage taxes or as
forced savings (analogous to pension con-
trihutionsi in their household economic
decisions. To the extent that Social Se-
cunty taxes are treated as wage taxes they
add to the distortionary effects of income
taxes (Auerbach and Kotlikoff (1985)).
Since the ,istortionary effect of taxation
rises with the sqUdre of the marginal tax
rate, the 10.4 percent of trost people's wage
income currently contributed to Old Age
and Survivor's Insurance could be nearly
doubling the labor supply distortionary
effects of income taxation. It may well be
that uncertainty and lack of information
about the benefits which one may expect
reduce the perceived linkage between taxes
and benefits (Boskir, Kotlikoff. and
Shoven (1985)); here we consider the ac-
tual extent of linkage.

Table 4 presents the ratios of marginal
discounted expected benefits divided by
marginal discounted expected taxes for
households of various composition and
various total earnings. The marginal taxes
are distributed over one's life in the same
proportions as all one's Social Security

taxes. The marginal benefits which result
from these taxes depend on three factors:
(1) one's bracket of the graduated, or"piece-wise linear," formula which con-
verts one's earnings history into retire-
ment benefits, (2) whether one collects
benefits based on one's own or one's
spouse's earnings history, and (3) the
marginal income-tax rate which is ap-
plied to up to half one's benefits.

The formula which determines one's
Primary Insurance Amount, the monthly
benefit one can get based on one's own
earnings when one does not retire early,
has brackets in which a function of one's
earnings history is multiplied by 90 per-
cent, by 32 percent, and by 15 percent.
Only those with very low earnings his-
tories have marginal benefits determined
within the 90-percent bracket; this bracket
does not apply to any of the cases in Table
4.

Single males in the 32-percent bracket
have a gross -of-income-tax marginal link-
age ratio of 0.368; in the 15-percent
bracket the linkage ratio is 0.173. Single
females with a higher life expectancy, have
linkage ratios of 0.503 in the 32-percent
bracket and 0.236 in the 15-percent

TABLE 4
DISCOUNTED EXPEC'I'ED MARGINAL BENEFIT PER MARGINAL TAXES PAID. WITH EXTRA

TAXES SPREAD OVER LIFETIME, NET OF INCOME TAXATION FOR 1960 COHORT AT 3% REAL
DISCOUNT RATE

123 reflect an adjustment for the proportion of low-nieneoc household which owe
taxes at all
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acket. In contract to these numbers the
gures reported in Table 4 reflect the re.
action of these linkage ratios due to in.
-me taxation of half one's benefits; hence,
jey are slightly smaller.
In single-earner couples, wives receive
,th spouse benefits of half their hus-
ind's benefits while their husbands live
id survivor benefits, equal to their hus-
inds' full benefits, after their husbands
e. As a result of the "joint survivor an.
aity' which such couples get for the same
.xes as are paid by single males, the
:arginal linkage is more than twice that
,r single males. Gross of income taxation
is 0.760 in the 32-percent bracket and

356 in the 15-percent bracket.
Wives in our two-earner co,'ple exam-

les have histories of earnings slightly
iwer than those of their husbands. As a
result, they can receive higher benefits
ased on their own earnings histories
ather than on their husbands' earnings
istories while their husbands live, but
igher benefits based on their husbands'
arnings histories after they are wid-
wed. Thus, the linkage ratios for such
ouples due to additional tax paid by the
husband are between those for single
ales and for one-earner couples-0.568
n the 32-percent bracket and 0.266 in the
5-percenit bracket--while the linkage ra-
los due to additional tax paid by the wife
ire below those for single females-0.314
n the 32-percent bracket, 0.147 in the 15-
iercent bracket.

In cases (not shown) where wife snd
,usbtind earnings are exactly equal, each
-eceives benefits based only on their own
?arning,, and the marginal linkages are
.he same as for singles (except that as a
:ouple with a combined income they will
be subject to a higher marginal income-
Lax rate). Where the wife's earnings are
greater than the husband's earnings, the

husband will receive survivor benefits
based on the wife's earnings.
V, here the husband's benefits are more

than twice those of the wife, so that the
wife gets a greater benefit as a spouse than
'he would based on her own earnings his-
tory, there is, of course, zero marginal
linkage from her tax to benefits.

The most striking result in Table 4 is

that in no case is the marginal linkage as
high as one. Single-earner couples in the
first row of the Table have a linkage of
nearly three-fourths; all others do sub-
stantially worse. Family status has a sub-
stantial effect on linkage. Thus, the pro-
vision of a joint-survivor annuity to
married males produces more than a dou-
bling of the marginal linkage (as also the
total benefit) given to single males. In
contrast to the male in the 2-earner
$30,000 couple whose marginal linkage is
.517 the corresponding single male's is only
.150. It might also be noted that the sum
of the linkages for husband and wife in
two-earner couples is often about the same
as the linkages for single males and fe-
males with comparable earnings.

1 6

It should also be noted that the extent
of linkage varies with age. For the com-
putation of benefits one's earnings his-
tory is indexed to wage, which are as-
sumed to grow at a real rate of 1-1/2
percent. Our real discount rate is 3 per-
cent. Thus one's later taxes "receive too
low an interest rate" for a shorter period
and one's later marginal taxes yield a
greater amount in discounted marginal
benefits. Furthermore, in the benefit
computation formula only the 35 highest
years of indexed earnings are considered,
so that marginal taxes in other years have
no linkage to benefits. Because we as-
sume that wages increase with age as well
as with economy-wide wage growth, in our
examples all taxes paid through age 31
have no marginal linkage to benefit (the
retirement age for the 1960 cohort is 67).
For taxes paid at age 40, the marginal
linkages for men are about 1.23 times
those reported for taxes proportionally
distributed over one's lifetime; for women
the corresponding multiple is about 1.21
(these figures differ by sex because mor.
tality varies by sex I. For taxes paid at age
55, marginal linkages are 1.64 times
greater for men and 1.55 times greater for
women than the proportionately distrib.
uted taxes.

7. Sunk Taxes as a Political Problem

Table 5 considers the importance of
"sunk" taxes in determining a family's in-

IWol. XL
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Table 5

The Political Issue In Social Security-
Transfers and Rates of Returns Considering

All Taxes Paid (A) vs. Only Tszes from 1991 on (S).
1945 Cohort. (Transfers In 1933 dollars. discounted

at rate 33 to 1935)

Earnings Level I-earner 2-earner Single Single
Couples Couples Male j Fesales

A 8 A B A I A i

$10.,000
P V. Transfer 1.981 33.6S 140 24.s5s .21.12 3.352 -9,31 14.83S
Rate of Return 3.50% 6.941 3.013 1.29b 1.113 3.611 2.34% 5.221

$20. 000
P V. Transfer -11.807 37.515 -32.029 16.101 -55.149 ,5.027 -316.518 1.764
Race of Return 2613 5.571 1.760 & 33% 0.31% 2.400 1.31 4.01%

$30.000
V V Transfer -34.944 2.7134 -613.000 10.244 -37.112 -23.434 -62,391 165
Rate of Return 2.071 4.433 1.22t 3.11 -0.44% 1.19% 1.00 3.Oil

$0.000
P V Transfer -46.470 19.695 -130.253 .14.376 .94,49 -28.301 .73.617 .11.871
Rate of Return t.743 4.043 0.44% 2.42% -0.79% 0.771 0.53 2.291

terest in relation to possible changes in
the Social Security system. It compares
transfers and internal rates of return
which various mid-career households can
expect based only on future taxes with
transfer and internal rates of return based
on past taxes as well.'"

For nearly all households the internal
rate of return (where positive) at least
doubles. For higher-income single-earner
couples a "bad deal" becomes, treating
bygones as bygones, a "good deal" while
for higher-income households of other
configurations a very bad deal becomes
only moderately bad. Thus the $30,000
two-earner couple finds that its present
value of sunk taxes exceeds by $ 10,000 its
expected $63,000 net loss from Social Se-
curity. Single males with negative rates
of return can expect positive rates of re-
turn on their remaining contributions-
while their losses are reduced by seventy
percent or more. For low-income house-
holds of all configurations and all mod-
erate-income households other than sin-
gle males, net transfers considering only
future taxes are solidly positive.

The result of this is that many for whom
Social Security is a bad deal over their

lives as a whole would vote to continue
the system in its present form."

8. Conclusion

The results of this research certainly
indicate that Social Security offerT vastly
different terms to households in various
circumstances. The declining rates of re-
turn and transfers for later cohorts are
probably inescapable given the maturing
and the pay-as-you-go nature of the sys-
tem. However, the magnitude of the dif-
ferences in treatment of households of
different income or marital status are
enormous and receive little attention rel-
ative to the much smaller distributional
issues which are prominently debated
when considering income tax reform. Our
belief is that the desirability of the trans-
fers of the existing Social Security system
deserves more attention.

Our examination of the marginal link-
age of taxes and benefits indicates that
only the extremely poor receive an extra
dollar's worth of benefits for an extra dol-
lar of taxes. For many households, the
marginal benefit is only 15 to 30 cents,
indicating that most of their Social Se-

No. 11
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ity contributions are correctly viewed
,axes; the marginal linkage is zero for
it workers for the first decade or so of
tributions.
'he paper also offers a possible expla-
ion of why Social Security retains
espread political support despite mod-
and very uneven expected rates of re-
n. The reason offered is that it is com-
ely rational for voters to treat their
t Social Security taxes as "sunk" and
,ply evaluate the program according to
ire benefits and taxes. Since the tax
-ments precede the retirement bene-
, any evaluation which truncates the
ly years will bias the resulting rates
return upwards.
combined with the inevitable reexam-
ition of the long-run financial solvency
Social Security, these results suggest
it explicit recognition of the immense
tributional impact of Social Security be
important input into decisions con-

-fing future reforms.

FOOTNOTES

.'This paper is part of the National Bureau of
nomic Research'a ProWram of Research on Taxa-

We wish to thank aeminar participants at Har.
d. UC-Berkeley. UCLA. Stanford. NBER. and
,nymous refer for valuable suggestions, and the
ford University Center for Economic Policy Re-
rch for support of this research.
This value may very well be enhanced by the fact

the benefita are paid out as an inflation adjusted
annuity
Sme Thomoqi 1963) for an overview of the broader
itext of the issues discussed in this paper
Ill is expected to begin running large deficits in
.1990s, whereas OASDI ts then ex pecWd to be run-
g eurpluaea The ultimate III deracit is several times
pro-ected maximum OASI)I surplus

A discussion of the provisions of Social Security
iteit and tax formula may he found in Hoskin ( 19861
any recent report of the Trustees of the Social Se-
-ity system
A matter of ame importance which we do not con-
,er ts the existence of beneficiaries other than re-
er and their spouses-epecially the young chil-
*n of retree and deceased persons Currently about

of OASI henefitA go to Ir to surviving spouses on
half ofo such boneficines, end ahout 4% of bere-

are expected io go to such berefciaie0 in the long.
n future IDeroved from Social S curly Bulletin,
42 Annual Statistical Supplement. Table 54. and
H'i Report of the Trustes of the Old Age and Sur.
.$Pro and Distlity Insurance Trust Funds. Tahle
1 1 For further consideration of this issue see hen-
it 11979)

'social Security Administration. Actuarial Studies
No K4 and No 19. l9K1

"'Money Income of Iluaehnlds. Famul i's. tridl P'r
ona in the United States 19)43 " Itureau if the (e-

sus. Current Population Reports. !,neis '.F1) N 146,
Table 34 The figures are ior wag.. salary. und N-If
employment income for all married houiholds and
unrelated individuals ages 25-64 with some such in-
come

'Dan Ifolik and John Kotielec. "Taxpayers Age 65
or Over. 1977-81." Internal Revenue Service. States.
tics of Income Bulletin 4.1 (Summer 19841: I - 16. Ta-
ble 2 The figures are for all income-tax returns filed
for 19RI by those age 65 or over

'The two sides of this argument are made rmot
forcefully by Barro and Feldstein u1978. see Hoskin
and Kotlhkoff i 1960 for an empirical refutation of the
Barre model.

i'Th re is some ambiguity concerning these as-
sumptions due to the fact that the GASI)I system is
not actuainally solvent over the next 75 y'ars See
Boskin (19861 for a discussion of the magnitude.
soure and implications of this problem

"As reported in Ifurd and Shoven ll'JSS)
"See Baskin t1986i
"'Our standard assumption has been that individ.

uals enter the work force at age 21 We mlvi loinked
at three alternative initial ige, I8. 2,5. and 30 for
members of the 1945 birth cohort The principal re-
sult is that those who dcliv entry into the labor force
earn a higher rate of return and higher tranucrs The
reason is that only the highest 35 years of earniRs
are used in the calculation of Social I--curity ritire-
ment benefits Thus, the miningg years" do not de-
press benefits Looking at it the other way around.
the taxes paid in the years in the labor force before
age 30 have no effect on benerifta and, therefore, no
linkage

Comparable results which eliminate the axg" profile
of wages reduce both the taxes one pays. especially
in ones' later working years. and one's benefits Al.
though one's marginal linkage of henifits to taxes is
greater in oneas later years. the result of this reduced
participation in the Social Swcurity system is still,
usually, to increase both one internal rate of return
and one's net transfer

"We also denved similar intragenerational trans-
fer data for the cohort born in 1960 This cohort works
one more year. and hence doesn't retire until age 67
This implies more taxes and a Phorter annuity period.
OffTetting this. however, is the fact that this gener-
s:im is projected to have a longer life expectarny than
the 1945 cohort How-.ver. the range of transfers and
rates of return is even wider For the tahle as a whoilh.,
the rate of return varies from - 1.40 percent to :3 fi
percent and the transfer figures go from S1.093 to
-$126.666 The general patterns are still that single

women do better than single men. that single earner
couples do better than two earner couples and that
higher earnings hnusehilWd dn worme than lower
earnings households The important point. however.
is the enormous magnitude of the difTerenere, which
are larir thn tOse which generate inleno, deliate
in the perso-isl inrceie tax. such as changing the ex

empt ion lesel
'tj .ilor. t19I).l llurkhauser and Turner i I)LSi. and

Brownini 19K.9S give substantial consideration to

IVol. XL
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marginal linkage and the extent to which the payroll
tax in wen a a tax or a fored savir. We concur
with lrownng that the foxrer two studies are flowed
by the-or consideration or only the 32%, bracket in ben.
efit determination Idscumed below) and by their uwe
of extremely low real interest rates: 1%, by Burkhaua-
er and Turner and not much more by Gordon. To-
g.-th-r three consideration multiply the derived link.
are by a factor of three or four compared to our
calculations. for households in the 151% bracket.

We go beyond Browningl' work by considering fu-
ture increased retirement age and income taxation o(
honfits and by considering a true distribution of poa-
ihile as of death, before and after retirement. The
latter coniderstion capture@ the impact of more yem
of discounting of benefits received later.

Browning has an excellent treatment of the ana-
lytical issues and ainificance of marginal linkage.
lie also shows how use of vinous discount rates af-
fects one's resulted

"In viewing Table 4. one should be aware of the
following anomaly The net-of-tax linkage@ for one-
earner couples 'ith earning levels of 620.000 or mare
are not based simply on the grosa-o(-tax linkages for
the 15-percent bracket There ts aome possibility that
the husband will die before reMirement with an ear-
ings history which puts the determination of his wi-
ow's benefit in the 32-percent bracket. The linkaes
for such case are weighted by their probability.

"See Browning 11975 for an excellent analyieal
treatment of the issues discussed here.

'lndee- they might vote to increase both taxes an
benefits, leaving later generation with greater neg-
ative transfers.
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Appendix

Sensitivity of Results to Real
Discount Rates

The extent of one's gains or losses under the
Social Security system depends in large pert
on the real discount rate one applies to one's
expected streams of taxes and benefits. Be-
cause benefit come later in lire than taxes, a
higher discount rate corresponds to a lower net
transfer.

Economists differ in the discount rate they
consider appropriate for calculations such as
those in this paper. Some argue for a zerm-per-
cent real return as comparable to what is pre-
sumably available for truly safe assets in the
market, while others argue that a rate as high
as six percent con-esponds to people's observed
behavior (Browning (1985)). While we believe
a real rate of three percent is most reasonable,
we here present-result for zero, two. and four
percent a well.

Table 6 examines some of the case from Ta.
ble 3 to compare the present values of taxes.
benefits, and transfers which result from ap-
plying these different real discount rates. The
low-income couples, whose internal rates of re-
turn tire between three percent and four per-
cent have negative transfers when the higher
ditunt rate is used instead of the three per-
cent used in Table 3. The higher-income sin-
gle-earner couple, which has a negative trans-
fer at a discount rate of three percent. has a
positive transfer at a rate of two percent. The
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Table 6
Sensitivity of Present Values of Benefits. Taxes, and Transfers

to Different Discount Rates for
1945 Cohort. Various Family Types and Earnings Levels

(1985 dollars discounted to 1985)

Discount Rates

3rnings Level and 01 21 % 4
family Type

10,000 Single-earner Couple
Rate of Return 3.50%)
P.V. Benefits 172,388 82.483 57,932 41,069
P.V. Taxes 54,976 50,097 48,951 48,553
P.V. Transfer 117,412 32,386 8,981 -7,484

;10,000 Two-earner Couple
:Rate of Return 3.010)
P.V. Benefits 141,126 68,152 48,066 34,206
P.V. Taxes 53,666 48,991 47,926 47,597
P.V. Transfer 87,460 19,161 140 -13,391

$30.000 Single-earner Couple
(Rate of Return 2.07%)
P.V. Benefits 301,694 144,517 101,554 72,029
P.V. Taxes 157,995 141,229 136,498 133,830
P.V. Transfer 143,699 3,290 -34,944 -61,801

$30,000 Two-earner Couple
(each earns .5)
(Rate of Return 1.220)
P.V. Benefits 237,034 114,512 80,777 57,496
P.V. Taxes 160,999 146,973 143,777 142,791
P.V. Transfer 76,035 -32,460 -63,000 -85,295

nigher.income two earner couple, however, ha each of the four discount rates. This is because
a negative transfer even at a rate of two per- diwounting is done tosbout the middle of their
cent taxpaying years While later taxes are dis-

it will be noted that the parent valvn of counted more heavily at higher discount rates.
taxes for the cases here are roughly equal at earlier taxes are alsi grossed up more heavily.
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F. GENERATIONAL ACCOUNTS PRESENTATION

GCoverntnt deftts, taxes, transfer praymf, and
other expenditer affect the distribution of Income
and wealth among diffeet generations. Gerrattonal
accowtings a new method for considering the fcal
treatment of difrent generations.1 It is still being de-
veloped, and a number of the assumptions used to
estimate the accunts are controversial.

Pwrther dervelopment of generational accounts and
other analyws of the Itergene. tional effect of the
budget are needed to improve the quality of the esti-
mates and the usefubness of the method. A dpter
in the fscal year 1993 Budget explained the concept
and presented some illustative results. Thb section
updates the results for the baseline generational ac-
counts and esnimtes the effects of new alternative pol-
cies It also extends the analysis of generabonal ac-
counts for the first time to lifetime net tax rate*-
the taxes that a generation'pays, less the social seuri
and other tran.sfer benefits it receives, as a percentage
of income over its entire lifetine.

The new analysis provides the following mafor con-
clusions.

* The lifetime net tax rates paid by Americans in
the "baby boom" and successive generations is
much higher t an the net tax rates paid by Amer-
Icans born earlier

a Fwer'cmore, the net tax rates paid by tutre gen-
erations wl be substantialU) higher than Lhse
paid by the baby boom and other current gelera-
ttons, unless policy actions are talen now to m -
gate this increase.

* The generational imbalance between newly born
and fture Americans coWd be largely elin-ted
by imposing a cap on mandatory spending (ex-
cluding social security) from 1993 through 2004
or by an appropriate surtax. both policies would
significantly increase the net taxes-the taxes paid
less the transfers received-that are paid by cur-
rent Americans. The increase for the newly born
current Awericans would be considerably more
under a ;urtax thin under a mandatory cap.

The Nature of GenraUonal Accounts
The budget normally measures receipts and outlays

for one year at a time, and it usually shows thee
esti mates for only a few years into the future. TM

C 8Ii... in-4 -W .. Oel AhKA I A.V%6 5.pi- C&Ab SA
La&q. * I 5a.Inh Awwz CS.AMh w4 Xw "k O'Cwm A016- A

it V_7 FP OCT t1 . 5 N81014 O5ft. 01 Iin-MV 5.WVO M)~
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yoga's budgasFy sitat hewevie, ,sows 11n."m
psvjectiom in Part Thm ad abo shows
to 2D30 i Section I f Apendix Or*, 'A Daane
SPme n." T1e w Nd kbdget peeseuton,

soeow,, wke It divides 7p f " ud outlays I
a munbr o ,ssadoK &Ot M aro oepla the M,-
sults In way a mpeeh e0MeMs Wa pocy a
different generations.

eraidoa accounts, In nIst, look Ahed eany
decade; and oey c F bs h paiw and a wtmn I.
ee ved--S@a sdal eclty, mwdlare, arid fbed
atainps-eccordisg to "h generation tWt pays or re-
ceives the money. For an uidanrg g ti"M on, they mi.
mate its txes and tarsfes year.-lyyur ever to ,sie
remalwN6 Kaps, and they sunarize these Amounts
or that genern ion ile f one rioer, the prese

value of its entire annual fis of average futu, ix
py'nents net of transfers received, For future ma-
Lirkms, generational 5CCounW etirate Uhe net paymel
ased eo the prop tion tat the overnWna 10

wil havt to be ped eite by people Oa an mew
alive or by fu" generstim. They alc.late how
much future generation wi have to pay on average
o the government, above the amounts they wi' re-

,eive in transfers, if the goverrner total spending
Ja not reduced Froms th projeeted path and it Lhe Poo
ple now alive do m pay uoe than preoeced.

Defined more precuely, genemtionl accounts m s-
tare, as of a partcular bate year, the present value
of the average future taxes that a member of each
lrven generation is estimated to pay to the governuret
sinus the present value of the average future traJ's
that a vne'mber b estimated to receive. Ts diferenve
is called the "net payn "l In the following ds.-usion
A generation Is defLaed as all the males or fe.ules
Wo are born in A given year.

Gener a tna accownt. can be wd to male two
types of comparson. Frst, they can be wmd to com-
pare the lieime net payments by future generations,
by th generation of people juo born, and by difcnent
gp-nerations o4 people born i the pest. The bWeunc
net payments by geneahons NOr in the past are bod
ot estimated of actua Uxes pald and transfr payment
received In past years up trough 1991 as weu as
pro)ecs'fis of taxes is be PAid and tyansfer Paymen
to be received in the fuure.

!kcondly. generatonal acos.znts an be to cor
pare the effects of actul or proposed poli charge.
on he reminig lifeti.,ie net pa)-ments of gSnera,.ons
cur t)y abve and on future gencrahonso C5 :} c
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pa~rsn can be wade etqUy well beth or pobclies
that change the totals of receipts or experAlures and
for those that change the composition of the budget
without affectng tte def-t.

GerneMtional ,'c0uAts have a smmber of Jlhdatians
a they an 3Cw corstructed. These accounts, unlike
alst every €,ther table in this budget, Ircdude the
taxes and trapskms of all levels of govurnwt aike-.
Fedem, State, and local. The baweline geneitional ac-

amias thus CIo not show the septarle effect of tle
Federal budget as a whole. However, the difermnce
l generational accounts due to a Federal Government
policy change can be analyzed alone. Thus, thb .mt-
want does root lmit generational accounts as a method

kw assesing the effects of a change in Federal policy.
Generational accounts reflect only taxes paid to the

government and transfers received. They do not im-
pute to particular generations the value of the govern-
ment purchases of goods and services made to provide
them with education, highways, national defense, and
other ster ces Therefore, they do not show the full
net benefit or burden that any generation receives from
government hscal policy as a whole, although they
can show a generation's net benefit or burden from
a particular policy change that affects only taxes and
transfers. Ir, the future, it may be feasible to impute
the value of certain types of government purchases
to specihc generations

Generational accounting does not, as yet, incorporate
any feedback of policy on the economy's growth and
inerest rates Feedback effects can be sigruficant, but
they generally occur slowly, so their impact on the
discounted values umed in the generational accounts
may be srral Moreoyer, there is reason to believe
they would reinforce the conclusions derived here. For
eumple, policies that decrease the net payment by
csurrt generations and increase the net payment by
future generations are likely to reduce investment over
time. This, in turn, will lower real wage growth and
raise real interest rates, which on balance wl harm
fut-are gener"ahons in absolute terms

Generational accounting divides the people born in
tie same year into only two categories, males and
females, each designated a "generation." This is an
ienportant distinction, for males and females differ sig-
aificantly in characteristics such as lifetime earrings
and longevity. However, it does not reveal differences
with respect to other characteristics, such as income
level or race, nor does it reveal the wide diversity
among individuals within any grouping. The categories
would be expanded if more data were available.

Even within the scope of generahonal acco nts as
now constructed, the results in this chapter should
be viewed as experimental and illustrative They are
limited by the availabt lty and quality of data, espe-
cially for erler years In additon, they arc necessarily

based Os a number of simplifying assumptions, about
which reasonable people may dtiasgee, concernig the
pattern of future taxes and spending, the interest rate
used to discount future taxes and transfers to form
prest vahws, uortality and biftb rates, and so forth.

he absolute amounts of the generatiorul accounts are
msitive to these assumptions. However, the genera-
tlonal accounts can be illuminating when considered
in the light of theLr assumptions, as has been the case
for the 75-year projections made every yes! by the
miocal security trutees. Moreover, the mos' fundamen-
ta result holds for a wide range of mscrable changes
In th assumptions: the net payment .future genera-
toiks is elatively much larger than the ne i)'ment
by the generation Jst born.

The following sections illustrate the rests of
generational accounting. A technical note at the end
explains the concepts, calculbtions, and other assump-
tions more fully.

The Remaining Net Payments by Existing
Generations

Tables F-1 and F-2 show the generabonal accounts
as of calendar year 1991 for every fifth gerLaton of
males and females alive in that year. The first column,
"net payment," is the difference between the present
value of taxes that a member of each generator will
pay, on average, over his or her reru'ing life and
the present value of the transfers he or she will receive
The other columns show the -e rage present values
of the different taxes and tr.',fri'r- All Federal, State,
and local taxes and transfers are Lncluded in these
calculations. Because of the fi-e needed to prepare
these estimates, Federal spending and receipts are
based on the baseline in the Mid-Session Re%-iew of
the 1993 Budget rather than the projecbon in the
present budgetary statement.

The present value of the futre taxes to be paid
by the young and middle aged generations is m-h
more than the present value of the future transfers
they will receive. For males who were age 40 in 1991,
for example, the present value of future taxes is
$180,000 more than the present value of future trans-
fers. The amounts are large because these gencra'ions
are close to their peak tax paying years For ne,hrn
males, on the other hand, the present value of the
net payment is much smaller, $79,000, because they
will not pay much n taxes for a number of years

The older generations, who are largely ret.re, wAll
receive more social security, medicare, and othcr futur
benefits than they wll pay' in future taxeS That W,
they have negabve net pay'menrts Femrales hase smaer
net payments than males, mostly because they earn
less income and therefore pay less income and s.c*-i
security taxes
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Since the 11gw-es in these tables show the yriing
lifetme net payments of particular generations, they
do not include the taxes a generation paid in the past
or the transfer payments it received in the past This
needs to be kept in mind in considering the niet pay-
vernts by those now alive. The portion of a genera-
tion's remaining Ubwu net payments depends on
whether it is 10, 40, or 65 years old The fact th~at

40 year-old males can expect to pay more in the P-:Ire
than they receive, in present value terms, %h~c the
reverse is true for 65 year-old males, doe-- no, mean
the Federal, State, and local govemmenis arrez.-S
40 year-old males unfairly. Males who are nowk 65
paid considerable taxe-s when they were yourgcr, and
thesw past taxes are rot included in the re'.1..L
biet-ie net paymnLnt shovvn in their -;~. ac-
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ounts. Therefore, the remaining lifetme net payment
by ome edsting generation annot be directly compared
with that of another. The liftie net payments of
different generations can only be compared uing the
bfe net tax rates dis - below.

The estimates of future net paymats by gene.ton
are affected by the amounts of taxes, transfers, and
other government expenditurs assumed year-by-year
bs the baseline proecton. These assumptions could dif.
fer widely. As explained in the technical rsie, the
methods of projection generally seek to maintain cur-

ln policy in some sense. However, "current policy"
can be interpneted in different ways, especially for
expenditures such as defense; and the long-term pro-
Jections for medicare and medicaid assume that even-
tually pobcy actions or other forces will hold the
spending growth to the overall rate of economic expan-
sion (adjusted for shifts in the age and sex composition
of the population), even though the growth rate is
sti quite rapid for the next few decades,-'

The Net Payments by Future Generations

Future genera tions-those born in 1992 and later-
are estimated to nike a 111 percent larger Pet payment
to the government, on average, than those born in
1991. The $166,000 average net payment by future
males and the $83,000 average net payment by future
females are calculated assunug that the ratio of net
payments by males to that of females is the same
for future generations as those born in 1991. The cal-
culations also assume that all people of a particular
sex born in the htuxe ^ll make the same average
net pa)'ment over their lifetmes after adjusting for
economic growth.

A growth adjustment is needed to the average pay-
went because future generations wiU pay more in
taxes, net of the transfers they receive, simply because
their incomes will be higher. To properly assess the
net payrnent by future generations reladve to the
newly born, it is necessary to calculate the net payment
they would make above and beyond the amount due
to economic growth. The generational accounts assume
that all future generations pay the same net amount
apart from the adjustment for growth. This net amount
is the number shown in the table for all future genera-
tons of the same sex.

A generational imbalance, as defined before, is cal-
culated in such a way that the gtnerations now alive,
including the newly born, do not pay any more taxes
(or receive any less transfers) than projected in the
baseline, This assumption is an &nalytcal device for
delerriuning the size of the Nation's ftscal imbaLnce,
it is not nrnant to suggest that future generations will
tn fact close the gap all by themselves. Any actual

BE

policy change is almost ctanin to bear in some degree
on generations now livings. well as those to be born
In the future. U such a policy cange is made, the
percetage diffe re n net payments between the
newly born generotons and fu , generations would
be less ttan shown in this table. Policy changes of
this kind are Illustrated below.

The Wit of the Imbalance between future generations
and the newly born Is sensitive to the assumptions
about the Inteaest nte ued for discountiLg and the
growth rate of the economy. Table F-3 shows the per-
centage differential under alternative assumptions. It
considers trite'est rates of 3, 6. and 9 percent and pro-
ductivity growth rates of 025, 0.75, and 1.25 percent.
The central assumptions used in this chapter were an
interest rate of 6 percent and a growth rate of 0.75
percent. This led to a 111 percert -rger net pa)-ment
by future generations than the newly born. Under the
alternatives in table F-3, the difference ranges from
65 percent to 228 percent. Vhile this range is la-ge,
the basic conclusion holds for all alternatives Future
generations are estimated to make a much larger pay-
ment of taxes to the go enemnent, net of transfers re-
ceived, than those just bcrn.

Tasbl F-S PEACtN'TAGE DOITEO'ENCE tN NT PAtYbhl'TS O FUVTr"
GENERATIONS AND AGE ZLRO (Of ALTERMNATivi Assukl-p

oer ,m

3 0 117 S

The generational imbalance also depends on the pol-
icy assumption that all future generations of the same
sex have the same net payment (after adjusting for
growth). Alternatively, suppose that the future genera-
tions born during 1992-2001 pay only the same arnount
as the generation born in 1991. Because these future
generations pay less than previously assumed, the fu-
ture generations born after 2001 wiU have to make
a net payment that is 186 percet larger, rather than
I11 percent larger, than the net payment of the 1991
g, ,rration. The greater the number of future genera-
tions who pay no more than current newbors, the
larger is the net payment that will be required of gen-
erations who are born stWlJ later.

Change n the Imbalance Between 1990 and 1991

The estimated I11 percent imbalance in 1991 be-
tween newborns and future generations can be com-
pared with the est-iated 79 percent imrbalancr in 1992
reported Li the fiscal year 1993 Budget The ddqferevnce
primarily reflects lower baseline receipts projected for
1993-2004 Based on last year's pro;etions, the esti-
mated 1991 imbalance would be 81 percert A second
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factor is tt one more genemton, the generation born
in 1991, does not make the higher Wetime W pay-
ment required of future generations.

11Juat-atfie PolUCY Canges
Table F-4 ompares two alternative polices to netify

the iscal Ibilance between the gerntio Just born
and future generations. They would remove the irbal-
ance to about the same degree but would have quite
different distributive effects among different genera-
tions.

The fast of these poicies is a cop on the spending
of all mundatory programs except social security and
deposit Insurance. From 1993 to 2004, the savings from
the cap would be calculated for each 'undatory pro-
gr-m ith beneficiaries as the difference between (1)
baseline spending and (2) spending Limited to the
gro t h rate in the number of beneficiaries plus the
inflation rate (with a Lttle additional growth allowed
in the first two years for transition). Medicare and
medicaid are the largest mandatory programs, and
they produce most of the total savings. For these two
programs, pending would be hImited to the arrount
deleruned by the calculzhon of the cap. For al other
mandatory programs (except social security and de-
posit insurance), the rqunu-ed savings would be spread
across-the-board as a proportionate reduction in spend-
ing. Employing the econorrc assumpbons used for the
1993 Mhd-Session Review (and extended to t)e years
after 1997), the consobdated budget is projced to be
balanced under the cap in 2004.3 Thereafter, the spend-

* T*, bp 9 F e& - bLLa-c LPt L y C A:a. h..

in& growth rates for mandatoy programs would be
the same as in the baseline. However, because the
level of Iandatory spending in 2004 would be lower
than under the baseline, applying these "me growth
rates would produce permanently lower levels of sub-
isequent spending.

The cap on mandatory spending would largely elimi-
rate the Lmbalance in net payments between futu"
generation and those Just born. Future generation
would pay 12 percent -ore, instead of 111 percent

ore. The net payment by males in future genera bons
would be $71,00 less than under the baseline, on aver-
age, and the net payment by females would be 633,000
less.

All existing generations woAud have a larger net pay-
mwnt. In terms of age, the largest incease would be
for people who are now around 55 to 60 years old.
This is because the cap would mostly reduce transfer
payments for health care, especially medicare, and
medicare is received almost only by Oe elderly. The
increase in net payments would be higher for ferrales
than males at almost every age, b cause they bye
longer and the cap primarily reduce- transfers to the
elderly.

The second policy is a surtax on the Federal irdivid-
ual income tax. From 1993 to 20o4,.the amount of
the surtax would equal the amount of the spend&_
reduction that would be required under the mandatory
cap. After 2004, the amount of the surux would
increase at the same rate as other taxes generally
in crea se
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The sUwx would reduce the generatonal imbalance
by Alsot as much as the mandatory cap. Future gen-
eatiori would pay 15 percent more than hoe Just
bon, cmpared to 12 pe-cent wsder the cal and I11
pecent under the baseline. The average male member
of future generations would pay $57000 less, and the
average fmsale would pay $29,000 less. Ali existing
genera dtos would pay more.

However, the distributional effect of the surtax
would be quite different from the mandatory cap. The
surtax would bear much more on the relatively young;
the cap, on the relatively old. For example, a 65-year
old male would pay 53,000 mor under the surtax
than the baseline but would pay $20,000 more under
the cap; in contrast, a 20-year old male would pay
$26,000 more under the su-tax but $11,000 more under
the cap. This is because the surtax is paid dispropor-
tionately by younger people earning income, whereas
the cap disproportonately reduces transfer payments
to older People.

The second distributional difference is between
males and females The surtax bears more on males;
the cap, on females, This -is prin'arily because males
tend to have ugher incorres and pay more income
taxes, whereas ferrules tend to live longer and receive
more health care transfers.

The two pobcies also have different distributional
-*ffcts~'cn~exstcg ad fturegenratonsThe-

reduction n net pa)-ments by futue generabons is
less under the suritax- 14,000 less for males, on aver-
age, and $4,DX less for females, This is partly because
a larger imbalance rernaiu-s between future generations
and those jus! born, 15 percent compared to 12 percent
The improvement for future generatons is less under
the surtax, because the older generations do not pay
as much mere.

Historical Lifetime Tax Rates

The analysis so far has been prospective, considering
ory the pr-sc't value of future taxes and transfers
as of 1991 for e)as ng generations and generabon yet

to be bon- A prospective analysis can compare policy
changes; and it can compare the lifetime fcal buzders

of the newly born and future g"erations, because their
entire lteties are in the future. However, it cai.nnot
Compare the let" fiscal burden on one existing gen-
eration with the lifetime fiscal burden on another exist-
Ing generation born In a different year--or with future
generatsdons-becau.e part of any living generaton's
taxes and tansfers were in the past and therefore are
not take r nto account.

A comparison of one exdsting generation with an-
other must be based on its entire lifetime taxes and
transfers. Table F-5 shows the result in terms of life-
time net tax rates for different generations born since
1900 and future generations. The lifedme net tax rate
of a generation is defined as the present value of its
lifetime net taxes (taxes less transfers) dbided by the
present value of its lifetim- income. The present values
are calculated 13s of the generation's year of birth, so
that each generation can be compared from the stand-
point of when it was born. The lifetime net taxes a-"
the sarne as the generational account for a generanon
in the yeAr of its birth. (As shown in table F-I, te
lifetime net taxes of the males born in 1991 was
$78,900.) Since lifetime taxes, transfers, and income
have trended upward and have fluctuated to some
extent, it is more appropriate to compare the relabve

fiscal burden on different generations in terms o-f Oie-
tine net tax rates rather than in terms of absl ure
a rnoun ts-

The lifetime net tax rates are calculated from hason-
cal data on taxes, transfers, and income up to 1931
and projections of future data as described for the
previous sections KHstorical data, however, are no!
available to the same extent as the data for recent
years that underle the projections, and in some cases
they are not available at all A technical note at the
end of this secton surr.n- rizes the methc-ds of crn-
structing the historical series.

Tabk F-4. LFITIME NET TSA RATES, TAX RATES, A TRANFER RATES
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.lfetbre calculations also introduce a number of con-
ceptis! Issues. For example, Now should lifetime in-
come be zm asiur? LUfetme Income is defined as a
present value, le Wetim taxes and transfers. The
present vahe cakulation should Incude all income
that increases a generation' resources: labor earnigs,
inherited wealth, and capital gains over and above
the normal turn to saving. The normal retrn to
saving is not itself i ncuded in Income, because that
would be double counting. Saving and earning a nor-
vl rate of return does not increase the present value
of a household's resources. Data do not exist on the
share of each generation's income that has come from
inherited wealth or supernormal capital gains, so labor
earnings are used to represent income.

4

The lfetime nt tax rate for males in the base cawe
exhibits a strong upward trend, rising from 18 percent
in 1900 to 34 percent in 1970 and succtedig years,
The lifetime n-t tax rate for females exhibits a quite
different behavior. It started much higher than males,
at 35 percent, declined Irregularly for a half century,
and afterwards rose sbghtly. Since 1950 the -et tax
rate hs bee.i about the same for males and females.

The behavIor of the female net tax rate is an artifact
of increasing labor force participation and the method
used to attribute labor earnigs and taxes witl-Jn a
family. Labor earr,-s are attributed to the person
who receives them; some taxes, including excises, are
attributed equally to husband and wife. The lower fe-
male earnings thus contribute to a higher female tax
rate, especially in the early decades of the century.
At the same time, the rLse in female labor force partci-
pation over time has caused female earnings to in-
crease faster than male eornings without duectly in-
creasing those taxes that are attributed equaly to hus-
band and wife. This has offset the general increase
in taxes that contributed to the rising _net tax rates
observed in the series for males.

This pattern emphasizes a conceptual question in
calculating generational accounts. How should income,
taxes, and transfers be attributed within a fan-dly? Ex-
ce taxes could alternatively have been attributed in
proportion to labor earnings, or labor earnings could
have beer. attributed equally between husband and
wife. Table F-5 displays one answer to this question
by also showing.life me net tax rates for males and
females together, calculated as a weighted average of
the net tax rate for each sex. The average net tax
rate rises significantly for mosst of this century, increas-
ing from 22 per-,:ent for the generation born In 1900
to 32 percent for the generation born in 1960, and

to about 33 percent for the generations born since 1970.

This trend reflects the growing ftcal role of govern

n,. do o _ j 1 -5). .'oo&&: I. Wba Mr poft kbo

ent. The average e tax rate for future generations
is 71 percent, which is the same percentage difference
compared to people newly born in 1991 as the percent.
age difference shown in tables F-1 and F-2. The male
and famle net tax rates ar virt .aUy the same for
furure generations.

Table F-S also breaks down the net tax rates between
$ross tax rates and transfer rates. To calculate these
latter rates, the present value of a generation's lifetri
taxes (or transfers) is divided by the present value
of its lftime income. This breakdown reveals the ex.
handed role of governent transfer payments dur'n
the past century. The lifetime transfer rate for males
and females taken together nearly quadrupled between
the generations born in 1900 and those born in 1991,
starting at 3.3 percent and increasing each decade to
a rate of 12.2 percent. The increase was more rapid.
in both relative and absolute terms, for the generations
born before World War i than afterwards.

Because of the growth in the transfer rate, the gross
tax rate '.as not leveled off in the past two decades
to the same extent as the net tax rate. The gross tax
rate for males and females taken together nearly dou-
bled between the generations born in 1903 and 1991,
starting at 24.8 percent and increasing each decade
to a rate of 45.8 percent. A generation's lifetime taxes
pay for the purchases of goods and services as well
as tansfers and pay for transfers to other generations
as well as its ow-n.

The breakdown further shows that the similarity be-
tween males and ferrales in lifetime net tax rates
masks very different gross tax and _a nsfer rates -Each-
rate is much higher for females, which reflects such
factors as fernales' lower lifetime income and greater
longevity (as well as the attribution assurnpbons for
taxes and income within the fam.y).

Table F-6 shows how policy changes des-grod to
rectify the generational imbalance would affec the Wlie-
tire net tax rates of different generations For future
generations, the cap on mandatory spendiLng reduces
the lifetime net tax rate on males ind females together
from 71 percent to 41 percent, and the surtax reduces
it to 46 percent.

For existing generations, the effect of the poicy
change on lifetime net tax rates is greater as the gen-
eration is younger; and for the very youngest genera-
tions, born in 1991, it is quite significant Under the
tnandatory cap, the lifetime net tax rate of the genera-
tion born in 1991 increases by 2 7 perc tage pcrts
for males. For females, who will live longer, the in-
crease is 4.5 percentage points, A surtax wcufd raise
the burden on this generation still rnrrc an. increase
over the basline of 69 percentage points for males
and 63 percentage points for females For older gen-
eratiorLs, the increase in the lifet-ime re tax rate is
smallcT, Primarilv because the absolute effects of the
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egpendltwues, and (2) those that are 3ore Anrly pure
public goods, such as defense and public safety. Pur-
Chas per person in each of the three ae groups,
ad pu-bh ses of public goods per capital, all Ineaseu
at the assumed rate of productivity growth.

The economic value of the governmn'nrs assets that
yield Income, less the goveurient debt, was estimated
to be the cumulatlve amount of the NIPA delid4 since
190 converted to cortait doLars by the GDP defstor.

The average growth-ad ousted net poyment to be
uiade by future generations was detemined using the
aggregate present value of the net payment (as derived
through the present value budget constraint), the as-
sined productivity growth, and the projected size of
future generations. The size of future generations was
estimated using the scial security alternative 1 projec-
tion through 2066 and the demographic assu-ptions
for 2066 applied to later years.

Historical Liffimr Net Tax Rates.-Lifetime net tax
rates for genera bons born between 1900 and 1991 were
calculated by dividing the generational account of each
oe'nerabon at birth by its 'hur an wealth--4he present
value at birth of its future Labor eamnirps The calcula-
tion of a generation's huran w-alth ;cquires knowing
its average labor earnings Jr, each fut-w year, The

average labor urns-s received by paracur gen.
erations in palycuar years was determined by dis-
tibuttng aggregate labor incme by age and sex using
ovwection distributions of labor income found in

ao-acton survey data. ."he lifetime generational ac-
counts for generations born between 1900 and 1991
are based on actual taxes ard transfers between 1900
and 1991 and projected taxes ,nd transfers in years
after 1991.

Aggregate labor earnings, taxts, and transfers were
obtained from the national income and product ac-
counts for 1929 and later years. Pre-1929 aggregate
labor earnings were from seri. in Historical Stat scs
of the United States, Colonial Tines go 1970. Pre-1929
taxes and transfers were from the 1982 Census of Gov-
ernments, Historical Statistics m Gocernnent Finance
and Employment, Various c'oss-section surveys were
used to distribute aggregate Lx), earnings, taxes, and
transfers by age and sex. Cross-section surveys prior
to the early 1960s were not available for this study,
s "o surveys from years after 1960 were used for earlier
years. The Current Population Surveys were used for
labor earnings and taxes on labor eurrwrgs in 194
and later years, and te 1964 survey was used fcv
earlier years.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN

We meet this morning for a regular -oversight hearing of the Finance Committee
on the Social Security program. Today's topic is the "money's worth" of Social Secu-
rity.

We are interested to hear the views of our distinguished witnesses on a recent
paper by Robert J. Myers and Bruce D. Schobel entitled "An Updated Money's-
Worth Analysis of Social Security Retirement Benefits." Bob Myers, as most here
would know, is the former chief actuary of Social Security who in 1934 was a mem-
ber of that inestimable group that created our Social Security system. Bruce
Schobel, his younger colleague, is also an actuary of distinction who was formerly
with the Social Security Administration and now is with the New York Life Insur-
ance Company.

Their analysis compares the amounts that workers paid into Social Security in
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance taxes, with interest, to the amounts that they can
expect to get back in retirement benefits. The analysis suggests that, under the as-
sumptions used by the authors, workers who retired in the past received or are re-
ceiving benefits of greater value than the Social Security taxes they and their em-
ployers paid, but that some workers retiring now and in the future will not get their
money back.

Of course, this is not the whole story, and the authors do not suggest that it is.
Even if we exclude from the calculations the taxes workers pay for disability insur-
ance and Medicare, as Myers and Schobel have done, there is still the value of sur-
vivors insurance to consider. We often think of Social Security as a program for the
elderly. But survivors insurance also protects children against the loss of a working
parent. At the end of 1992 there were approximately 7.3 million recipients of survi-
vors benefits, of whom 1.8 million were children. And Social Security assures young
workers that their parents and grandparents will enjoy a retirement income that
will enable them to live independently and with dignity.

We must consider, oo, that the program has certain redistributive goals. Benefits
are figured according to a progressive formula that replaces a higher percentage of
lower wages than higher wages. If the goal were simpI y to pay back to workers the
amounts that they paid in, we would pay much less in retirement benefits to those
who spent their lives working in low-paying jobs. We have seen fit to do otherwise.
We seek, in essence, to strike a balance between individual equity and social ade-
quacy.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Our purpose, then, is to ask our expert witnesses for their respective views on
the appropriate use of a money's worth analysis of Social Security. We do so out
of recognition of the fact, and it is a fact, that the Social Security program is our
Nations most important and successful domestic program, and that it is a duty of
this Committee to take care that it be properly maintained.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT J. MYERS

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: My name is Robert J. Myers.
I served in various actuarial capacities with the Social Security Administration and
its predecessor agencies during 1934-70, being Chief Actuary for the last 23 of those
years. In 1981-82, I was Deputy Commissioner of Social Security, and in 1982-83,
I was Executive Director of the National Commission on Social Security Reform. In
1983-85, I was Chairman of the Railroad Unemployment Compensation Committee,
and in 1987-90, 1 was Chairman of the Commission on Railroad Retirement Reform.

There has always been widespread interest among the general public as to wheth-
er people get their money's worth under the Social Security program (Old-Age, Sur-
vivors, and Disability Insurance) from the taxes (or contributions) paid. Certainly,
the program should be reasonably fair and equitable in this respect in order to have
widespread public support. However, the program need not pass a rigid, precise test
such that relatively small failures to meet it would mean that the program is unac-
ceptable.

In the broad aggregate, the Social Security program does meet the money's worth
criterion, because almost all of the contributions collected are used to pay benefits,
either currently or in the future. Specifically, administrative expenses use up well
less than 1% of the taxes collected--actually, 0.8% currently.

On the other hand, under the very narrow (and unacceptable) definition of mon-
ey's worth as being the return of at least the contributions plus appropriate interest
in every single case-as is true for bank deposits-the program would fail to meet
the test. However, like almost any insurance or pension program, the value of the
protection must be considered, regardless of the fact that, for some persons, the dol-
lar amount of the benefits actually received will be less than the contributions
made.

There are many cases, both under Social Security and under private insurance,
where no benefits at all are paid. This is so under Social Security for an individual
who dies before retirement and leaves no surviving dependent-just as is also the
case for a fire insurance policy when the house does not burn down during the term
of the policy. What counts under these circumstances is that the individual had po-
tential benefit protection at various times-as, for instance, under Social Security,
against the risk of becoming disabled, or the risk of reaching retirement age and
living many years beyond, or the risk of having dependents who could draw benefits
at the death of the worker.

In considering the money's-worth question, there is the important matter as to
whether to take into account only the employee contributions, or whether to use the
employer contributions as well. As to self-employed persons (who pay the combined
employer-employee contributions), it is fair to say that the person involved is both
an employee and an employer.

Economists generally believe that the employer contributions are a part of em-
ployee remuneration and therefore are really paid by the employees. I believe that
this is reasonably so when considered in the aggregate, but not necessarily so when
considered individual by individual. In other words, I do not believe that the em-
ployer contributions are individually assignable under all circumstances. In the ab-
sence of Social Security, it is not a certainty that each employee would receive addi-
tional pay equal to the employer contributions. Rather, the employer might estab-
lish pension and other benefit programs which would not distribute the monies on
a proportionate basis, but might give more to some groups, such as those near re-
tirement age, and less to others.

It is important to recognize that, if one considered the combined employer-em-
ployee contribution rate in money's-worth analyses, some people will get more that
their money's worth, and other people must inevitably get less. This is so because,
on the whole, the program is intended to be fully self-supporting from the contribu-
tions, and some must "lose" if others "win." Those who get more than their money's
worth consist of groups like those who retired in the early decades of operation and
those who have low earnings. On the other hand, those who get less than their mon-
ey's worth are essentially high-paid persons who are covered under the program for
many years, especially off in the future.
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The combined employer-employee basis for measuring money's worth is a valid
test as to the extent of so-called "windfalls" for retirees, both currently and in he
past. The basis of considering only the employee contributions is desirable as an ex-
treme test of whether there is any extensive unfairness under the program.

The analytical approach that Bruce Schobel and I have adopted in our study 'An
Updated Money's-Worth Analysis of Social Security Benefits' is intended to be on
a relatively simplified basis, so that persons who are not actuaries can readily un-
derstand it, and even replicate the results. We accumulated the past employee OASI
contributions with interest up to the Normal Retirement Age, using the actual aver-
age interest rates earned by the trust funds each year in thepast and the assumed
interest rates in the intermediate-cost estimate in the 1991 Trustees Report for fu-
ture years. We excluded the DI and Medicare HI contributions, because we did not
value these benefits. Further, we considered only the retirement benefits of OASI,
and thus disregarded the pre-retirement survivor benefits. We thus implicitly as-
sumed that the latter have, on the average, a value equal to the OASI contributions
accumulated at intrest; we believe that this is a reasonably good assumption.

In valuing the retirement benefits as of the date of the Normal Retirement Age,
we assumed alternatively that mortality rates in the future remain the same as at
present, and that mortality rates decrease according to the assumptions in the inter-
mediate-cost estimates of the 1991 Trustees Report. Further, we used several as-
sumed "real" interest rates (i.e., net of inflation) in valuing the future stream of ben-
efits, so that in this manner we take into account the annual Cost-of-Living-Adjust-
ments. Among the several alternative bases of valuing the benefits, we believe that
the most reasonable one is that involving cohort mortality (i.e., decreasing in the
future) and 2% interest.

The money's-worth ratio then is the present value of the retirement benefits ex-
pressed as a percentage of the accumulated employee contributions. Quite obviously,
if it is desired to make the comparison on the basis of the combined employer-em-
ployee contributions, the money s worth ratio is merely half of the ratio based on
using only the employee contributions.

Finally, let us look at what conclusions may be drawn from our study, using the
basis of cohort mortality and 2% interest. The resulting money's-worth ratios for av-
erage-wage workers and maximum-wage workers for various years of retirement at
the Normal Retirement Age are shown in Table 4 of our study, separately by sex.

As would be expected "om the nature of the Social Security program, the mon-
ey's-worth ratios were relatively high in the early years of the program, because of
the underlying philosophy that adequate benefit amounts should be paid from the
very beginning. These ratios for the early years of retirement are higher than for
the later years, both as to the past and out into the future. Also, for a given year
of retirement, the ratios for women are higher than those for men, because of the
lower mortality rates of the former. Further, the ratios are higher for average earn-
ers than for maximum earners, because of the social-adequacy features of the pro-
gram, resulting from the weighted benefit formula.

Considering the money's-worth ratios based on the combined employer-employee
contributions, they first fell below 100% for maximum earners a few years ago for
men (i.e., below 200% when based on the employee contributions alone), and will
do so for women in a few years to come. So, in the aggregate, it may be said that,
for maximum earners, the time has just come when, on the average, the benefits
have been fully "purchased" by the employer-employee taxes. For average earners,
this point will come at about the end of the 1990s.

However, when the money's-worth ratios are examined on the basis of the em-
ployee contributions alone, under present law they will eventually (in about 35
years) be about 100% for maximum earners, which means that, for these persons,
the benefits will have a value of about what the contributions would have purchased
on an equitable actuarial basis. For average earners, such money's-worth ratios will,
in the aggregate, be about 170% in the eventual situation. In the very long run,
under the intermediate-cost estimate, higher contribution rates will be required
than are now scheduled in law if the benefit provisions remain unchanged. This
means that the long-term money's worth ratios discussed above are probably some-
what higher than what will ultimately be the case, although this will be partially
offset by still further increases in longevity.

In summary, it is fair to say that people retiring currently who are maximum
earners have just about purchased their benefits with the contributions which they
and their employers have paid, so that no windfalls are really present for them.
Further, it may be said that, in the long run, the vast majority of persons will re-
ceive retirement benefits which will be a fair return for the contributions that they
personally have made (i.e., without regard to the employer contributions). However,
the relatively few persons who are maximum earners during virtually all of their
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working lifetimes might fall a little short of this criterion, but not really excessively
0.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF BRUCE D. SCHOBEL
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: I am Bruce Schobel, Corporate VicePresident & Actuary at New York Life Insurance Company in New York City. Be-fore joining New York Life in 1990, I was a consultant on Social Security mattersfor 2 years. Before that, I spent 9 years at the Social Security Administration in

a variety of actuarial and policy-development positions, including staff actuary to
the National Commission on Social Security Reform and Senior Advisor for Policy,Office of the Commissioner. I am a Fellow of the Society of Actuaries and the Con-
ference of Consulting Actuaries, a Member of the American Academy of Actuaries,
and a Founding Member of the National Academy of Social Insurance.

Bob Myers, my good friend and co-author of "An Updated Money's-Worth Analysis
of Social Security Retirement Benefits," has already explained many of the issuesthat we covered in our paper and the reasons for performing money's-worth analy-ses in the first place. Also, I understand that the paper itself will be included in
the hearing record. Still, a few points should be emphasized.

From the broadest possible perspective, the Social Security program (Old-Age,
Survivors, and Disability Insurance, or OASDI) passes the money's-worth "test," be-cause its administrative expenses are less than 1 cent out of every dollar that it
collects in taxes. The rest is paid to people as benefits, sooner or later. Thus, thesociety as a whole gets its money's worth from the program. Of course, some individ-
uals do better than others.

We removed the differences that will always be present within any year-of-birth
cohort by analyzing the situation for hypothetical workers with steady earnings his-
tories who survive to normal retirement age in various years. By using this ap-proach, we can see the trend over time in the ratio of present value of Social Secu-
rity benefits to accumulated Social Security taxes.

We limited the money's-worth analysis in our paper to retirement benefits, exclud-
ing survivors and disability benefits because they do not lend themselves to the hy-
pothetical-worker approach that we prefer to use. Clearly, no worker would volun-
tarily die or become disabled solely .to get a high ratio of benefits to taxes. On the
other hand, workers pl.n their retirements and do expect to get a reasonable return
on their Social Security retirement contributions.

People who retired many years ago got (and in many cases continue to get) better
returns on the average than do current retirees, mostly because Social Security
taxes did not start until 1937, and the tax rates increased slowly over many years.
Thus, retirees in the program's early years did not pay taxes at today's higher rates
for their whole working lives, but their benefits were not reduced in any way for
that reason. Similarly, current retirees get better returns than will those in the fu-
ture, although the differences will not be so large.

This pattern of declining rates of return is inherent in any social insurance pro-
gram--or private defined-benefit pension plan-that pays significant benefits in its
early years. The earliest retirees simply don't have enough time to pay for their ben-
efits with their own contributions, but later retirees do. While declining ratios of
benefits to accumulated employee taxes may be unavoidable, policymakers shouldbe sensitive to these ratios dropping much below 100 percent. If that happens, pub-
lic support for the program can be expected to erode, because many workers could
do better investing their taxes on their own.

Our analysis shows that Social Security's money's-worth ratios will reach the crit-
ical 100-percent level in about 35 years for workers with lifetime earnings at the
maximum amount covered by the program, taking into account employee taxes only
and using our "best-estimate" assumptions of 2-percent real interest (after inflation)
and declining (so-called "cohort") mortality rates. The corresponding ratios for menwho are high earners are already below 100 percent if the employer's matchirg
taxes are also included, and they will drop below 100 percent for high-earning
women very soon. (I agree with Bob Myers that one cannot be certain who really
bears the burden of the employer taxes; however, many employees believe that they
do.) The ratios of the present value of benefits to the accumulated value of the com-
bined employee and employer taxes will continue to decline for many years into the
future, reaching 100 percent even for workers with average lifetime earnings within
about a decade from now.
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AN UPDATED MONEY'S-WORTH ANALYSIS
OF SOCIAL SECURITY RETIREMENT BENEFITS

ROBERT J. MYERS AND BRUCE D. SCHOBEL

ABSTRACr

The question is frequently raised: Do workers get their money's worth
from the payroll taxes that they pay under the U.S. Social Security program?
Analyses by nonactuaries are usually faulty because of incorrect methodol-
ogy and/or incorrect assumptions. This paper presents an analysis of cash
retirement benefits for various cases of workers at two earnings levels who
attained age 65 and retired in the past and who will attain the normal retire-
ment age and retire at several dates in the future.

In summary, the vast majority of workers who retired in the past received,
and are receiving, benefits of far greater value than the taxes that they paid.
This situation will change in the future, especially if tax rates rise to a level
sufficient to support the program over the long run. Many workers who
retire in the future will not get their money's worth when the combined
employer-employee taxes are considered. This result would be expected
eventually for a program that is financed almost entirely by these payroll
taxes; however, the vast majority of workers will get their money's worth
if only the employee tax is considered.

1. INTRODUCTION

A subject that is widely discussed in connection with the Social Security
cash-benefits program (Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance, or
OASDI) is whether individuals receive their "money's worth" from the
Social Security taxes that they pay. Such a question is easier to ask than to
answer precisely because of the many variables and intangibles involved.
Nonactuaries frequently analyze this issue inadequately, by using inconsis-
tent assumptions (such as interest rates that are too high relative to assumed
earnings growth), ignoring important benefit features, or having incorrect
methodology. While perhaps no analysis can provide precise answers to this
money's-worth question, a proper analysis can produce approximate ratios
that can be used to make valid comparisons among classes of workers retiring
at various times.
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This paper updates "A Money's-Worth Analysis of Social Security Re-
tirement Benefits," by Myers and Schobel, TSA XXXV (1983): 533-45.
That paper was based on the law in effect before the very significant Social
Security Amendments of 1983 (Public Law 98-21), although the new law
was reflected to a large extent in the Authors' Review of Discussion (pp.
555-61). This paper uses essentially the same methodology as the original
paper, but it reflects the current law completely and uses the latest economic
and demographic assumptions of Social Security's Board of Trustees. The
latest assumptions, which were the subject of a review in 1990 by a Technical
Panel of Actuaries and Economists appointed by the quadrennial Advisory
Council on Social Security, are significantly different from the ones used in
1983.

II. METHODOLOGY

A major element in any money's-worth analysis is whether only the em-
ployee taxes or the combined employer-employee taxes should be the basis
for comparison between accumulated taxes and the present value of future
benefits. Some individuals (including many economists) believe that the
latter basis is more appropriate, because they believe that the employer tax
is borne entirely by employees through lower wages than would otherwise
be paid, although this would not necessarily be the case on an individual-
by-individual basis. Others believe, however, that-at least in part-the
employer tax is passed on to consumers in general (who, in the aggregate,
consist largely of employees and their families) in the form of higher prices.
Under these circumstances, one cannot determine whether employees bear
the employer tax, either individually or in the aggregate. Still others believe
that some portion of the employer tax may be reflected in lower corporate
profits, Which implies that the stockholders (who also may consist partially
of employees, at least through employee pension funds) may bear some of
the burden in that way.

For this paper, only the employee tax is used. Obviously, all the results
can be adjusted to a combined employer-employee tax basis by multiplying
the accumulated tax figures by two, thus halving the ratios of the value of
the benefits to the value of the taxes. (In the original money's-worth paper,
in 1983, we took the opposite approach, showing ratios based on employer-
employee taxes. We have changed our view on which approach is more
appropriate, but conversion from one to the other is a trivial calculation in
any event.)
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Self-employed workers pose a special problem. They pay "payroll" taxes
at the combined employer-employee rate but, since 1990 (and in a somewhat
different manner in 1984--89), receive income-tax deductions equal to 50
percent of these taxes. In our view, the most appropriate analysis considers
only the portion of their tax that represents the employee e share and treats
the remainder as an employer tax, which is poole- for the benefits of high-
cost categories.

An-other problem of money's-worth comparisons is the technical one of
precisely evaluating the very complex OASDI benefit structure. A proper
analysis must consider not only the provisions for computing initial benefits,
but also the automatic-adjustment provisions applicable to benefits in pay-
ment status. Moreover, the analysis should consider the possible entitlement
of other family members to auxiliary or survivor benefits.

To simplify the concepts (and the computations), such comparisons fre-
quently deal only with retirement benefits--as does this paper-and are
applicable to individuals who have attained retirement age. The failure to
consider disability benefits, survivor benefits payable in the case of death
before retirement age, and Hospital Insurance (HI) benefits can be mitigated
to a considerable extent by taking into account only the Old-Age and Sur-
vivors Insurance (OASI) portion of the total payroll tax, which supports both
the OASDI and the Hi programs.

This an"' is based on the OASI tax -ates scheduled in present law,
which actually decline slightly from the current rate, starting in 2000, and
remain level thereafter. We recognize, however, that these rates are likely
to be inadequate in the very long term. For example, under the intermediate
(alternative II) assumptions in the 1991 OASDI Trustees Report,' a higher
OASI tax rate will be required some 50 years from now to support the present
benefit structure. The effects of higher future tax rates on the money's-worth
situation are discussed in general terms. Of course, we cannot predict with
any certainty how anticipated future financial difficulties would be resolved,
even if the assumptions turn out to be exactly right. The last time that Social
Security had major financial problems, in 1983, they were corrected by a
combination of tax increases, benefit reductions, and other changes not so
easily characterized. A similar combination of changes would be likely to
occur in the future as well.

11991 Annual Report of the Board of Trustees of the Federal Old-Ag and Swvivmors lsuoance
and Disabiiity Insurance Trust Funds (House Document No. 102-88), House of Representativs,
Washington, D.C., May 17, 1991, pp. 38-44.
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The basic procedure used in the money's-worth analysis is to relate (1)
the OASI taxes accumulated with interest to the retirement age to (2) the
present value of the future benefits measured as of that same time. None-
theless, comparability is still incomplete, because the value of survivor ben-
efits in the case of death occurring prior to attaining retirement age is thereby
implicitly presumed to be the accumulated taxes as of the time of death. Of
course, in actual practice the value of these benefits could range from zero,
if no surviving spouse or children are left, to a very high figure, if such
beneficiaries are present and are young.

We- believe that this implicit assumption as to the value of preretirement
survivor benefits is reasonably accurate, because in the aggregate the taxes
and benefits have roughly equal values for any cohort of workers. In any
event, because so few workers die before reaching retirement age, these
benefits have a relatively small value. 2 (The value of postretirement survivor
benefits, as well as spousal benefits, is discussed later.) The use of this
simple approach produces reasonably precise and accurate results, while
being easy for nonactuaries to understand. Moreover, the hypothetical-worker
approach does not lend itself to any other methodology.

Another technical problem is choosing the appropriate interest rates for
the preretirement and postretirement periods. In accumulating taxes paid
during the preretirement period, we use the yearly average interest rate (nom-
inal, compounded semiannually) payable on new special-issue investments
of the Social Security trust funds: an assumed rate of 2.25 percent for 1937-
50, the actual experience for 1951-90, and the nominal rates projected for
the future under the intermediate assumptions of the 1991 OASDI Trustec
Report for 1991 and after (see Table 1).

The same interest rates could theoretically be used to discount the stream
of future benefits as, of the retirement date, based on the benefit amounts
that were actually payable before 1991 and on the estimated benefit amounts
that would be payable after 1991, based on the intermediate assumptions of
the 1991 OASDI Trustees Report. This procedure would directly take into
account postretirement increases in Social Security benefits. Such increases
were on an ad hoc basis before 1975; since then, they have been based on

2Under current mortality conditions, 11 percent of male workers die before age 55, by which
time relatively few of them still have children who ae eligible for Social Security suzyivo benefits.
For those who do have such children, the potential period of benefit receipt is relatively short. The
corresponding percentage for women is lower, of course. Also, such percentages will dera in

the future as mortality rates decline.
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increases in the Consumer Price Index (CPI).' An essentially equivalent
procedure, however, is to use a "real" interest rate (relative to the CPI) to
compute annuity factors that can be applied to the initial benefit amount.
We believe that the best interest rate to use in this analysis for obtaining the
present value of benefits after retirement, either in the past or in the future,
is 2 percent. This is a good approximation of the real interest rate relative
to the CPI-and thus implicitly adjusts for benefit increases after retirement.
Because the results are sensitive to the real interest rate chosen, figures are
also presented for interest rates of 0, 1, and 3 percent. Although 2 percent
is an appropriate interest rate generally, in some periods a slightly higher or
lower rate might have applied (for example, in 1969-72, the benefit increases
far exceeded the increases in the CPI). We do not believe that the use of a
constant real rate to discount future benefits introduces any material distor-
tion in the money's-worth results.

The choice of 2 percent as the best (or most appropriate) real interest rate
could be questioned. This is approximately the long-term rate that was used
for the intermediate (alternative H or 11-B) assumptions in the annual Trustees
Reports for many years. Several decades ago, some people believed that a
3 percent real rate would be better, but the experience in the 1960s, when
the real interest rate was less than 1 percent, caused most analysts to lower
their sights. Most recently, in the 1991 OASDI Trustees Report, the inter-
mediate nomina! "-rest-rate assumption was raised slightly to 6.3 percent,
compounded semiannually; when considered along with assumed CPI in-
creases of 4.0 percent annually, this nominal rate represents an effective
annual real interest rate of 2.31 percent. Obviously, the use of an interest
rate higher than 2 percent for obtaining the present value of the benefits
results in lower ratios of benefits to taxes.

Another problem is the selection of an appropriate mortality basis for the
valuation of the future retirement benefits, especially considering the in-
creases in longevity that have occurred in the past and are likely t'- occur in
the future. The best procedure considers the decreases in mortality rattz that
occurred or will occur, as the case may be, after the date of retirement,
rather than merely the mortality conditions prevailing at the time of retire-
ment. Such "cohort" mortality rates have been developed by the Social
Security Administration using the "period" rates derived from the U.S.

'More specifically, Social Security regulations require the use of the Cosumcr Price Index for

Urban Wage Eamners and Clerical Workers, or CPI-W.
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decennial life tables (the latest ones available being those for 1979-81) and
from projected future rates developed for the annual Trustees Reports.' How-
ever, results are also presented on a static-mortality basis.

This analysis focuses on workers retiring at the normal retirement age
(NRA), the earliest age at which unreduced retirement benefits can be ob-
tained. Retirement is assumed to occur at the beginning of various years, as
follows: 1960, 1970, 1980, 991, 2002 (the last year in which workers can
retire at an NRA of 65), 2009 (the first year in which workers can retire at
an NRA of 66), 2020(the last year in which workers can retire at an NRA
of 66), and 2027 (the first year ir which workers can retire at an NRA of
67). 5

This paper also presents a supplementary analysis of the so-called "notch"
issue: the significantly different benefit amounts that can be paid to people
with essentially the same earnings histories who were born in slightly dif-
ferent years. Specifically, people born in the "notch" years, 1917-21, can
receive less than people born earlier. No significant differences occur when
retirement occurs at age 62, but for later retirement the "notch babies" can
receive as much as $200 per month less than those born earlier (with the
same earnings history in each case). In addition, some believe, although
erroneously, that the notch babies are treated worse than those born after
1921.

All the hypothetical workers considered in this paper are assumed to have
begun working in Social Security-covered employment at age 21 (or 1937,
if lat-.r) and stopped working at the end of the year before retirement. Two
alternative earnings levels are assumed:

1. Average. Defined to be earnings equal to the national average wage in
every year. The national average wage has been computed and officially

IThe Office of the Actuary, Social Security Administration, occasionally publishes its mortality

srudies (see, for e=ple, Life Tables for the United States: 1900-2050, Actuial Study No. 87,
September 1982). The mortality rates used in this paper were developed for the 1991 Trustees
Repot and are unpublished to date. The authors thank Alice H. Wade for her assistance in providing
tables of mortality races and annuity factors.

'For more details on the normal reinrment age and how it is scheduled to inamse under present
law, see Robert 1. Myms and Bruce D. Schobel, "Eary.Rctirement Reduction an( Delayed-
Retirement Increase Factors under U.S. Social Security Law," TSA XLI (1990): 295-320.
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promulgated by the Social Security Administration for 1937-90 (al-
though the 1990 figure was not released until after this paper was writ-
ten)." The series was extended forward after 1989 on the basis of the
intermediate (alternative II) assumptions in the 1991 OASDI Trustees
Report.

2. Maximum. Defined to be earnings equal to the maximum taxable earn-
ings for OASDI purposes7 in each year, extended beyond 1991 on the
basis of the same intermediate assumptions used to project the national
average wage.

The average and maximum earnings levels, as well as the OASI tax rates,

are shown in Table 1 for each year in the period 1937-2030.
The relationship between the average wage and the OASDI maximum

taxable earnings amount is significant, both in the past and in the future,

under the provisions of present law. When the program began operations in

1937, the maximum taxable amount was about 270 percent of the average

wage. This ratio fell during the 1940s and was only 118 percent in 1950,

because the maximum taxable amount, which was specified in the law, was

never increased in that period. Beginning with 1951, the maximum amount

was raised several times, and its ratio to the average wage fluctuated between

114 percent and 129 percent during 1951-61. The ratio decreased to a L.w

of 103 percent in 1965 and then, in 1966-73, fluctuated between 120 percent

and 142 percent. The maximum taxable amount was raised substantially by

lega,,tion during the 1970s and became subject to automatic adjustment

after 1974. As a result, the ratio of this amount to the average wage rose to

about 165 percent during 1974-78 and further each subsequent year, until

reaching a level of about 235 percent in 1983-89. In 1990 and after, the

ratio is (and will be, under present law) about 240 percent.
The hypothetical workers are assumed to have no periods of unemploy-

ment in their lives. Thus, contributions are assumed to be made continuously

6Since 1979, this national average wage series has been used to index such program parameters

as the maximum taxable earnings amounts for Social Security and Medicare (HO payroll taxes, the

amount of earnings needed to earn a "quarter of coverage," the exempt amounts under the retirement

earnings test, and the so-callcd "bend points" of the benefit formulas. In addition, this series is

used to index the actual earnings of workers in computing their average indexed monthly earnings

(ANME).
MThe maximum taxable amount for OASDI purposes in 1991 was S53,400. This needs to be

distingushed from the maxiruxn taxable amount for Medicare (HI) pyrMll taxes, which was $125,000.

Before 1991, these amounts were identical. Starting in 1991, they are different, and the difference

will continue because both amounts are indexed by changes in the national average wage.
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TABLE I

INTEREST RATE USED To ACCJMJLATE TAxEs DURING PRERETIREMENT PERIOD,
OASI TAx RATE, AND AVERoc. AND MAXmMum ERNINGs LEVELS

AND OASI TAXES, 1937-2030

OASI Ayvap Eanset F Macmum Eamc

Yew frater Rate Tax Rae EiJuutp OASI Tax E.3mnp OASI Tax

1937 ... 2.250% 1.000% S 1,150.45 S 11.50 S 3,000.00 S 30.00
1938 ... 2.250 1.000 1,053.23 10.53 3,000.00 30.00
1939 ... 2.250 1.000 1,142.35 11.42 3.000.00 30.00
1940 ... 2.250 1.000 1,195.01 11.95 3,000.00 30.00
1941 ... 2.250 1.000 1,276.03 12.76 3,000.00 30.00
1942 ... 2.250 1.000 1,454.27 14.54 3,000.00 30.00
1943 ... 2.250 1.000 1,713.52 17.14 3,000.00 30.00
1944... 2.250 1.000 1,936.32 19.36 3,000.00 30.00
1945 ... 2.250 1.000 2,021.39 20.21 3,000.00 30.00
1946 ... 2.250 1.000 1,891.76 18.92 3,000.00 30.00
1947 ... 2.250 1.000 2,175.32 21.75 3,000.00 30.00
1948 ... 2.250 1.000 2,361.66 23.62 3,000.00 30.00
1949.. 2.250 1.000 2,483.19 24.83 3,000.00 30.00
1950.. 2.250 1.500 2,543.95 38.16 3,000.00 45.00

1951 ... 2.188 1.500 2,799.16 41.99 3,600.00 54.00
1952 ... 2.250 1.500 2,973.32 44.60 3,600.00 54.00
1953 ... 2.354 1.500 3,139.44 47.09 3,600.00 54.00
1954 ... 2.302 2.000 3,155.64 63.11 3,600.00 72.00
1955 ... 2.292 2.000 3,301.44 66.03 4,200.00 84.00
1956 ... 2.469 2.000 3,532.36 70.65 4,200.00 84.00
1957 ... 2.500 2.000 3,641.72 72.83 4,200.00 84.00
1958 ... 2.562 2.000 3,673.80 73.48 4,200.00 84.00
1959 ... 2.625 -7 -, 3,855.80 86.76 4,800.00 108.00
1960 2.917 2.750 4,007.12 119.20 4,800.00 132.00
1961 3.812 2.750 4,086.76 112.39 4,800.00 132.00
1962 ... 3.854 2.875 4,291.40 123.38 4,80,.00 138.00
1963 ... 3.906 3.375 4,396.64 148.39 4,300.00 162.00
1964 ... 4.136 3.375 4,576.32 154.45 4,800.00 162.00
1965 4.198 3.375 4,658.72 157.23 4,800.00 162.00
1966 4.948 3.500 4,938.36 172.34 6,600.00 231.00
1967 ... 4.958 3.550 5,213.44 185.08 6,600.00 234.30
1968 ... 5.490 3.35 5,571.76 185.26 7,800.00 259.35
1969 ... 6.594 3.75 5,893.76 219.54 7,800.00 290.55
1970 ... 7.260 3.650 6,186.24 2 5.80 7,800.00 284.70
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TABLE 1-Continued

OASI Avag Earnei Mammum Ex3net
Year We-nu R ate Tx Rae Eamminp OASI Tax Eanup OA.Sl Tax

1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1937
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
19992000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

5.979%
5.927
6.646
7.490
7.396
7.146
7.083
8.198
9.115

11.000
13.333
12.781
11.031
12.396
10.781
7.990
8.396
8.323
8.656
8.625
8.000
7.600
7.200
6.800
6.800
6.700
6.600
6.500
6.500
6.400
6.300
6.300
6.300
6.300
6.300
6.300
6.300
6.300
6.300
6.300

4.050%
4.050
4.300
4.375
4.375
4.375
4.375
4.275
4.330
4.520
4.700
4.575
4.775
5.200
5.200
5.200
5.200
5.530
5.530
5.600
5.600
5.600
5.600
5.600
5.600
5.600
5.600
5.600
5.600
5.490
5.490
5.490
5.490
5.490
5.490
5.490
5.490
5.490
5.490
5.490

$ 6,497.08
7,133.80
7,580.16
8,030.76
8,630.92
9,226.48
9,779.44

10,556.03
11,479.46
12,513.46
13,773.10
14,531.34
15,239.24
16,135.07
16,822.51
17,321.82
18,426.51
19,334.04
20,099.55
21,024.11
21,780.69
22,925.64
24,143.42
25,384.98
26,137.74
28,141.2
29,613.54
31,147.78
32,765.11
34,464.16
36,221.83
38,069.15
40,010.67
42,051.22
44,195.83
46,449.32
48,818.76
51,308.5 1
53,925.25
56,675.43

S 263.13
288.92
325.95
351.35
377.60
403.66
427.85
451.27
497.06
565.61
647.34
664.81
727.67
839.02
874.77
900.73
958.18

1,069.17
1,111.51
1,177.35
1,219.72
1,283.84
1,352.03
1,421.56
1,497.31
1,575.91
1,658.36
1,7 144.28
1,334.85
1,892.08
1,988.58
2,090.00
2,196.59
2,308.61
2,426.35
2,550.092,680.1I5
2,816.84
2,960.50
3,111.48

$ 7,800.00
9,000.00

10,800.00
13,200.00
14,100.00
15,300.00
16,500.00
17,700.00
22,900.00
25,900.00
29,700.00
32,400.00
35,700.00
37,800.00
39,600.00
42,000.00
43,800.00
45,000.00
48,000.00
51,300.00
53,400.00
55,800.00
57,900.00
60,900.00
64,200.00
67,500.00
71,100.00
74,700.00
78,600.00
82,800.00
87,000.00
91,500.00
96,300.00
101,100.00
106,200.00
111,600.00
117,300.00
123,300.00
129,600.00
136,200.00

S 315.90
364.50
464.40
577.50
616.88
669.38
721.88
756.68
991.57

1,170.68
1,395.90
1,482.30
1,704.68
1,965.60
2,059.20
2,184.00
2,277.60
2,488.50
2,654.40
2,872.80
2,990.40
3,124.80
3,242.40
3,410.40
3,595.20
3,780.00
3,981.60
4,183.20
4,401.60
4,545.72
4,776.30
5,023.35
5,286.87
5,550.39
5,830.38
6,126.84
6,439.77
6,769.17
7,115.04
7,477.38
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TABLE 1-Continued

OASi Avr2ge E3mner Mamum Lin

Year tntenat Ratu Tax Rate Eaminp OAStax I ____ _p_ OASI Tax

2011 ... 6.300% 5.490% S 59,565.88 S3,270.17 S143,100.00 S 7,856.19
2012 ... 6.300 5.490 62,603.74 3,436.95 150,300.00 8,251.47
2013 ... 6.300 5.490 65,796.53 3,612.23 158,100.00 8,679.69
2014 ... 6.300 5.490 69,152.16 3,796.45 166,200.00 9,124.38
2015 ... 6.300 5.490 72,678.92 3,990.07 174,600.00 9,585.54
2016 ... 6.300 5.490 76,385.54 4,193.57 183,600.00 10,079.64
2017 ... 6.300 5.490 80,281.20 4,407.44 192,900.00 10,590.21
2018 ... 6.300 5.490 84,375.54 4,632.22 202,800.00 11,133.72
2019 ... 6.300 5.490 88,678.70 4,868.46 213,000.00 11,693.70
2020 ... 6.300 5.490 93,201.31 5,116.75 223,800.00 12,286.62
2021 ... 6.300 5.490 97,954.58 5,377.71 235,200.00 12,912.48
2022 ... 6.300 5.490 102,950.26 5,651.97 247,200.00 13,571.28
2023 ... 6.300 5.490 108,200.72 5,940.22 259,800.00 14,263.02
2024 ... 6.300 5.490 113,718.96 6,243.17 273,000.00 14,987.70
2025 ... 6.300 5.490 119,518.63 6,;61.57 286,800.00 15,745.32
2026 ... 6.300 5.490 125,614.08 6,896.21 301,500.00 16,552.35
2027 ... 6.300 5.490 132,020.40 7,247.92 316,800.00 17,392.32
2028 ... 6.300 5.490 138,753.44 7,617.56 333,000.00 18,281.70
2029 ... 6.300 5.490 145,829.86 8.005.06 350,100.00 19,220.49
2030 ... 6.300 5.490 153,267.18 8,414.37 368,100.00 20,208.69

Notes:
1. Interest rates are nominal, compounded semiannually. Figures are iual through 1990, pro-

jected thereafter.
2. Tax rates are employee rats only. Figures are actual through 1991, scheduled in law thereafter.
3. Average earnings amounts are actual through 1989, projected thereafter.
4. Maximum earnings amounts are actual through 1991, projected thereafter.
5. All projections are based on the intermediate (alternative II) assumptions of the 1991 OASDI

Trustees Report (footnote 1).

in every year. If periods of unemployment were assumed, these would re-
duce the accumulated taxes, but not necessarily the benefits payable, because
the dropout-years provision of the Social Security benefit computation has
a much greater effect for fluctuating earnings history than for a steady one.

Because of the assumption of no unemployment and for other reasons,
the two hypothetical earnings patterns used are really not "typical." The
relative earnings levels of workers tend to vary over their lifetimes, with
earnings usually being below average in the early working years, being above
average in the middle years, and declining somewhat in later years. Tbese
patterns often reflect service increases, promotions, and so on.

If a typical average-eamings pattern could be developed, including periods
of unemployment and a more usual trend of earnings, the money's-worth
analysis would not be very different from that shown here for steady average
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earners. The present value of benefits would be slightly higher, because of
the dropout-years provision, which would eliminate years with signific, t
unemployment and the early years with low earnings; while the accumulated
value of taxes paid would be somewhat lower, because of unemployment
and because relatively !-irger tax payments would be made in later years,
when the effects of interest would be less. The overall effect might be an
increase in the benefits/taxes ratios of about 10-20 percent relatively.

The steady maximum earner was once common but is becoming less so.
Because of the many ad hoc increases in the maximum taxable amount that
occurred in 1972-81, few workers in their 20s and early 30s today are able
to earn the maximum, although this was not so uncommon in the past. Thus,
the lifetime maximum earner will not often occur in the future. A typical
future maximum earner might not reach maximum earnings until perhaps
age 30. Because such a worker would still have time to earn the maximum
amount for the 35 years that are needed for maximum benefits, the effect
on the present value of retirement benefits would be insignificant, but the
accumulated value of taxes would be somewhat lower. Therefore, the ratio
of the value of the benefits to the value of the taxes would be higher than
those shown in this analysis, by perhaps 5-10 percent relatively.

Results are shown separately for men and women. No computations were
made for the c' ,,- nf a married couple, became most people retiring currently
receive benefits on their own earnings records, with perhaps residual spouse
benefits, rather thai solely on the earnings records of their spouses. This
will be even more true in the future, because of greater labor-force partici-
pation by women. Thus, in a very large proportion of cases, both husband
and wife will have benefits based on their own earnings records and will not
receive spouse benefits at all, or else one spouse will receive a small residual
benefit.

However, in past years and even to a considerable extent for those retiring
currently, spousal auxiliary and survivor benefits have had considerable value.
For example, considering a couple of the same age, with the man being the
only earner, the value of the wife's benefits is 85-90 percent of the value
of the husband's retired-worker benefits. Under these circumstances, the
ratios of the present value of benefits to the accumulated taxes for retirement
cases would be almost twice as large, thus further enlarging the "bargain"
nature of the benefit protection provided for those who retired in the pro-
gram's early decades of operation.

These hypothetical workers are assumed to have no children eligible for
benefits. This assumption, which was made to simplify the calculations,
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does not distort the results. The Office of the Actuary, Social Security
Administration, estimates that, over the long run, benefits to children of
retired workers will represent only about 1 percent of the total cost of re-
tirement benefits. Therefore, the ratios of benefits to taxes would be only
slightly affected if eligible children were assumed to be present.

Figures are shown for retirement at the NRA only (except for two cases
in the supplementary "notch" analysis). The ratios of the present value of
future benefits to the accumulated taxes would not be very much different
for retirement at ages between 62 and the NRA, because the early-retirement
reduction factors are close to being "actuarial,'" and the amount of taxes
not paid in the several years before the NRA would be counterbalanced, in
part, by the lower benefits resulting from not having earnings in those years.
(The earnings assumed to occur in those years are somewhat higher than
those in the previous years and thus produce a larger benefit.) On balance,
the ratios of benefits to taxes for retirement at ages between 62 and the NRA
would be slightly higher than those for retirement at the NRA.

On the other hand, for those reaching the NRA before 2009, the ratios
would be significantly lower for retirement at ages after the NRA, because
the delayed-retirement increases are less than the actuarial equivalent, and
the additional taxes paid would more than counterbalance the effect of the
increase in th,. benefit resulting from the higher additional earnings. For
those reaching the NRA in 2009 and after, the delayed-retirement increase
is 8 percent per year of delay (until age 70), which is approximately the
acturial-equivalent factor.

As noted earlier, as to economic assumptions, the future wage and CPI
increases are those used for the intermediate (alternative U) assumptions of
the 1991 OASDI Trustees Report. No changes in the law as it was at the
end of 1991 are assumed to occur, even though this assumption is probably
not valid for the tax rates if the benefit structure remains unchanged. Based
on such intermediate assumptions, higher tax rates will be necessary by 2040
at the latest if the program is to continue to be self-supporting.

'For more information about the adjustment of Social Security benefits, see the Myers and Schobel
paper (footnote 5).
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No consideration is given in this analysis to the income taxation of OASDI
benefits. Since 1984, relatively high-income beneficiaries 9 have been re-
quired to include in their taxable incomes up to one-half of their OASDI
benefits. At current tax rates, this can result in an effective benefit reduction
of about 16 percent. We believe that this income taxation is not an appro-
priate element in a Social Security money's-worth analysis, because it de-
pends on a number of factors outside the scope of Social Security. Moreover,
including its effects would require estimating future income-tax rates, v. hich
are considerably more volatile and unpredictable than payroll-tax rates. Only
about 15 percent of beneficiaries currently pay any income taxes on their
benefits; this proportion is expected to rise to about 40 percent ultimately if
no changes in the laws are made. 10 One obvious change that could occur is
indexing of the earnings thresholds, which have remained unchanged since
1984. If this occurs, then the proportion of beneficiaries paying income taxes
on their benefits will not rise very much.

Digressing a moment, we would like to point out that some readers may

be aware of another money's-worth analysis (which we believe involves
faulty methodology). The Congressional Research Service (part of the Li-

brary of Congress) recently prepared such an analysis of Social Security
retirement benefits." The approach taken was to reduce the combined OASDI-
HI tax rate by deducting (1) the HI rate, (2) the DI rate, and (3) the estimated
portion ot cne OASI rate that finances survivor benefits. The remainder-,
the portion of the OASI rate that finances retirement benefits-was then

applied to the assumed earnings history and accumulated at interest to the

retirement age. The accumulated tax amount was then compared to the value

of projected future benefits.

9The earnings thresholds are S25,O00 for single individuals and heads of households, $32.,000

for married couples filing joint returns, and SO for married persons filing separate remrns if they

lived with their spouses at any time during the year. At present, many individuals with maximum

Social Security-covered earnings have no wncome-tax liability attributable to their OASDI benefits.

On the other hand, some individuals with relatively small OASDI benefits must pay income taxes
on them because of substantial other income, which may include their own earnings or those of a
spouse.

I°AZ first glance, one might expect even those with small OASDI benefits to pay taxes on them
eventually, because the earnings thresholds in the law are not indexed. In fact, this will not occur,
because the personal exemption and standard deductions (including the additional standard deduc-
tions for those age 65 and over) in the income tax law are indexed by changes in the CPT.

"See 1991 Green Book-Backgound Afaternal and Data on Progrun WuIJn the JurisdicaOn of
the Committee on Ways and Means (WMCP 102-9), House of Representatives, Wpshington, D.C.,

May 7, 1991, pp. 1120-31.
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The significant error in this methodology is that the taxes should have
been accumulated to retirement age using both interest and mortality (sur-
vival rates). Otherwise, the analysis implicitly assumes a preretirement death
benefit equal to taxes plus accumulated interest. Use of the proper procedure
would have resulted in larger accumulations of taxes at retirement and lower
ratios of benefits to taxes.

A "perfect" money's-worth analysis would consider all members of a
cohort, rather than just the hypothetical cases considered here. For example,
to analyze the situations of workers retiring at age 65 in 2000, one could
theoretically consider all persons born in 1935 and compare all the taxes
paid by those persons (including appropriate interest) with the present value
of all the benefits that they (and their family members) actually receive.
Such an analysis would show precisely the declining rate of return for suc-
ceeding cohorts and even the relative proportions of "winners" and "los-
ers." Unfortunately, the Social Security Administration does not collect the
required data, not even on a sample basis; therefore, such an analysis would
seem to be impossible.

Ill. RESULTS AIND INTERPRETATION

A. "Most Reasonable" Basis

This paper focuses on figures based on what we consider the "most rea-
sonable" assumptions, namely, cohort mortality and a 2 percent "real"
interest rate after retirement. The tables, however, show a broader range of
results, using intcrest rates of 0, 1, 2, and 3 percent and both static and
cohort mortality, for men and women separately.

Table 2 shows certain figures that do not vary according to postretirement
interest and .mortality: the employee OASI taxes accumulated at interest to
NRA and the initial monthly benefit amount payable then (to a single worker),
for average earners and maximum earners. Table 3 shows the present value
of future benefits as of NRA, based on the assumptions described previously.
Table 4 shows the ratios of the present value of benefits to the accumulated
taxes.

For single average-earning men, the ratio of the present value of retirement
benefits to the accumulated value of taxes was 1,417 percent for the 1960
case. In other words, the value of the benefits was 14 times the value of the
employee taxes. This ratio steadily decreased to 232 percent for the 1991
case and is expected to decrease further, until it stabilizes at about 155
percent for those retiring in 2009 and later. The corresponding ratios for



TABLE 2

l)cscw1 RION OF IYr'OlII[1ICAL WORKERS, ACCUMULAIE-D OASIS TAXNS AT NRA,
AND INITIAL MONIIII.Y lIrNr*Fir AMoUNIs

Accumulated OAS[

Taxes at NRA Iniil Monthly tkncfit Armiunt
Nvumal Year of Maximum Dim

Rclirecmnt Atlaining Average Maximum Avrae axm.

Year of Lifill Are NRA Earner [i3ncr Men Women Men Wncn

1895 ....... 65 1960 $ 987 $ 1,378 $ 10.00 $ 105.00 $ 11810 $ 118.10

1905 ....... 65 1970 3.510 4,520 168.40 173.90 189.80 196.40

1915 ....... 65 1980 12,251 17,129 450.90 450.90 572.00 572.00

1926 ....... 65 1991 50,542 83,361 751.10 751.10 1,022.90 1,022.90 U'

1937 ....... 65 2002 118.661 219,777 1,257.50 1,257.50 1,850.00 1,850.00
i943 ....... 66 2009 184,881 367,559 1,776.50 1,776.50 2,736.40 2,736.40

1954 ....... 66 2020 326,517 740,894 3,071.10 3,071.10 4,874.80 4,874.80

1960 ........ 67 2027 444.655 1,098,515 4,334.50 4,334.50 6,872.30 6,872.30

Note: Initial benefit amounts are before deduction of monthly premiums for Medicare Part B (Supplementary Medical

Insurance) and rounding down to whole dollars, whicc applicable. Medicare was available beginning in 1966, and the

dollar-rounding rule was first applied in 1982.



TAIIIE 3

PRCsrNT VAt tor H II LIRLMENT BrNErItS ULING VARIOUS INIFREST RATLS AND MoRrALIIY BASES

Year of Rclcmrwnl at NKA

1960 1-970 19IND t99t 2002 210W 21)20 I 2027

. .. . .__ , A.... .. r
Cohort Morality 

- A ]

0% Men S16.637 S28,002 S 80.298 $142.594 $247.451 $340.662 S605.673 1 831.882
Women 21,912 38.779 103.648 178.794 306.275 422.547 748,777 1,032,116

1% Men 15,213 25,512 72.874 128,991 223,275 30P.0IO0 f .-28 751.947Women 19,676 34.6.58 92.377 158,863 i271.456 375.364 !  66" 510 916,696
2% Men 13.986 23.376 66.531 117.409 202.760 280.228 49ouJJ 683,981

Women 17,788 31.198 82.948 142.257 242.545 336,066 592,737 820,606
1% Men 12.922 21.531 61.075 107.478 185.226 256.424 453.012 625.777

WomenI 16,184 28,270 74,999 128,306 218.335 303,068 533,492 739.948
Stalic Mortality

0% Men 16.215 26.458 75.743 137.978 239.986 330.334 587.533 807.686
Wonien 19,968 35.622 99.084 171.177 295.863 408.179 723.555 998.078

1% Men 14,881 24,246 69.113 125.241 217.312 299.749 531,896 732.629
Womc, 18.120 32,125 88.801 i12.924 263.454 364.251 644.110 890.409

2% Men 13.722 22.331 63.404 114.340 197.960 273.575 484.437 668.439
Woncn 16,535 29.152 80.128 137.590 236.346 327.405 577,694 800.138

1% Me, 12.711 20.662 58.456 1 104.947 181.333 251.024 I 443.670 613,184
Women 15,167 26.Q7 72,749 1 124,615 213,497 296.263 [ 521,736 723.886

Cohort Mortality
0% Men S18,712 $31.560 S101.863 $194.194 $364.043 S524.733 $ 961,392 $1,318.940

Women 24.646 43,796 131.485 243.494 450,583 650.863 1.188,544 1,636,407
I% Men 17.111 28.755 92,447 175.669 328,476 474,437 867.194 1.192.204

Womcn 22,130 39,142 117,187 216,351 399,359 578,185 1.053,199 1,453,412
2% Men 15.731 26.347 84.400 159,896 298.295 431,644 787,309 1.084.443

Women 20,008 35,234 105,226 193,735 356,826 517,654 940.860 1,301,061
3% Men 14,534 24.267 77.478 14;,.371 272.499 394,979 719,072 992.162

Women 18,203 31,928 95,.41I 171.736 321,20R 466.825 846,819 1.173.179
Static Mortality

0% Men 18.239 29.820 96,086 187.908 353,061 508.824 932.600 1,280.576
Women 22,460 40,230 125.695 233.121 435.265 628.731 1,148,509 1.582.441

1% Men 16.737 27.327 87,675 170.562 319,703 461.713 844.286 1,161,575
Women 20.380 36.281 112.651 208,262 387,586 561.067 1.022,405 1,411,733

2% Men 15,434 25.168 80,433 155.716 291.234 421.396 768,953 1,059.802
Women 18.597 32,924 101.648 187.380 347.706 504,312 916.981 1.268.610

3% Men 14,297 23.288 74.156 142,924 266,771 386.661 704,243 972.197
Women 17.059 1 30.050 92,300 169,709 314.091 456,344 828,158 1,147,713
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TABLE 4

RATIO OF PRESLy-,rT VALUE OF RETIREME.NTr BENErs
TO ACCu.MULATED VALUE OF OASI TAxEs

Yc& of Retrvmcnm v1 NRA

1-19w 197,0 19- 1991 1009 :M7

AveragpeEaT

Cohort Mortality
0%7 Men 1,686%o 798% 6559o 282%7 209% 184% 185% 181%

Women 2,220 1,105 846 354 258 229 229 232
1% Men 1,541 727 595 255 188 167 167 1-)

Women 1,993 987 754 314 229 203 203 206
2% Men 1,417 666 543 2.32 171 152 152 .154

Women 1,802 889 677 281 204 182 182 185
3% Men 1,309 613 499 213 156 139 139 141

Women 1,640 805 612 24 184 164 163 166
Static Mortality

0% Men 1,643 754 618 273 202 179 180 182
Women 2,023 1,015 809 339 249 2121 222 224

1% Men 1,508 691 564 248 183 162 163 165
Women 1,836 915 725 303 222 197 197 200

2% Men 1.390 636 518 226 167 148 148 150
Women 1,675 831 654 272 199 177 177 180

3% Men 1,288 589 477 208 153 136 136 138
Women 1,537 758 594 247 180 1160 160 1 163

%4vamum Eaumer

Cohort Mortality I I
0% Men 1,358% 698% 595% 2-3% 166% 143% 130% 120%

Women L,788 969 768 292 205 177 160 149
11' 1,241 636 r540 211 149 129 117 109
Women 1,605 866 684 260 182 157 142 132

2% Men 1141 583 493 192 136 117 106 99
Women 1,452 780 614 232 162 141 127 118

3% Men 1,054 537 452 176 124 107 97 90
Women 1,321 706 555 210 146 127 114 107

Static Mortality
0% Men 1,323 660 561 225 161 138 126 117

Women 1,629 890 734 280 198 171 155 14
1% Men 1,214 605 512 205 145 126 114 106

Women 1,479 803 658 250 176 153 138 129
2% Men 1,120 557 470 187 133 3 115 104 96

Women 1,349 728 593 225 158 137 124 115
3% Men 1,037 515 433 171 121 105 95 89

Women 11,238 665 539 204 143 124 112 104
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,"ngle average-earning women are about 20 percent higher relatively than
those for men; this is due almost entirely to the greater longevity of women. '2

As noted earlier, the foregoing analysis is based on the tax rates scheduled
in present law. Based on the intermediate (alternative II) assumptions in the
1991 OASDI Trustees Report, these scheduled rates are not quite adequate
in the long term. If the program is to be financed on the pay-as-you-go (or
current-cost) basis completely through payroll taxes, then, based on the
intermediate assumptions, the ultimate combined employer-employee OASI
tax rate (for 2065 and later) would be about 15 percent.' 3 On this basis, the
ultimate benefits/taxes ratios for average earners would be about 115 percent
for single men and 135 percent fo single women.

The benefits/taxes ratios for maximum-earning workers are significantly
lower than those for average-earning workers. This result reflects the weighted
nature of the OASDI benefit formula, which favors lower-paid individuals
over higher-paid ones. Nonetheless, the benefits/taxes ratios have been well
above 100 percent for all maximum-earning retirees in the past, being 192
percent for single men retiring in 1991, as compared to 232 percent for the
average-wage case. (The difference would have been larger except that, in
1951-73, the maximum taxable amount was not much higher than the av-
erage wage, as mentioned previously.)

The ratios for maximum earners decrease significantly in the future and
approach the 100 percent break-even point by 2027 for single men. Mo:.>
over, if future tax rates are increased to an adequate level, these ratios would
fall below 100 percent. Ultimately, the ratios would be 73 percent for single
men and 86 percent for single women. Thus, if one considers only the
employee taxes paid, the maximum earners who retired in the past have
easily received their money's worth, even ignoring the possibility of auxil-
iary and survivor benefits for spouses and children. In the very long run,
however, if tax rates are increased to a level sufficient to finance the sched-
uled benefits, based on the intermediate (alternative II) assumptions of the
1991 OASDI Trustees Report, then maximum earning single workers will
not receive benefits equal to the value of their accumulated taxes.

The only exception shown is the case of workers attaining age 65 and retiring in 1970. For
workers born in 1897-1912 (a penod that includes 1905, the year of birth for the workers in this
example), women had their average earnings computed over a shorter period than did men born in
the same year. Thus, women received slightly larger benefits than did men with identical earnings.

u3See 1991 OASDI Trustees Report (footnote 1), Table 26, pp. 77-78.
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If one considers the combined employer-employee taxes (halving the ratios
of benefits to taxes shown in the tables), until about now the value of the
benefits has exceeded the accumulated taxes for maximum earners. For men
now and for women in about five years, the situation is reversed. This is
not surprising in a program that is intended to be self-supporting primarily
from payroll taxes, because not everybody can receive benefits worth more
than the combined empluyer-employee taxes. In essence-and quite prop-
erly, in our opinion-the employer tax can be viewed as being used for the
benefit of the lower-paid persons and those near retirement age when the
system began (or when coverage was extended to them).

B. Static Mortality

The preceding analysis was based on mortality rates after retirement that
decline, as actually occurred in the past, where applicable, and as projected
to occur in the future, using the intermediate (alternative II) assumptions in
the 1991 OASDI Trustees Report. Alternatively, we have also computed
ratios based on static mortality. In other words, workers retiring in any
particular year are assumed to experience, in all future years thereafter (whether
prior to the present time or after it), the mortality rates that occurred or are
assumed to occur in that year of retirement.

un the whole, the use of static mortality reduces the present value of the
benefits by about 2-3 percent relative to the use of cohort mortality. The
ratio of the present value of benefits to accumulated taxes is reduced
correspondingly.

C. Various Postretirement Interest Rates

A. noted previously, we believe that the most reasonable postretirement
real interest rate is 2 percent; however, we also computed benefits/taxes
ratios using real interest rates of 0, 1, and 3 percent. As would be expected,
these ratios increase as the interest rate declines, by about 10 percent rela-
tively for each 1 percent decrease in the interest rate.

Using an interest rate of 3 percent, for single maximum-earning men, with
the currently scheduled tax rates, the money's-worth test based on employee
taxes alone is not met beginning with retirements in the mid-2010s. In all
cases, for interest rates ' 0 and 1 percent, the test is met.
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D. Payback Periods

Table 5 shows the number of months required for the aggregate retirement
benefits to exceed the employee CASI taxes accumulated at interest to NRA
for each of the cases described previouslv. These figures do not reflect (1)
any interest earnings on the accum,ated taxes after retirement, (2) any cost-
of-living increases in monthly benefits, or (3) mortality of the beneficiaries.
For 1991 retirees, the "payback period" for single average earners is 68
months, while for maximum earners it is 82 months. Ultimately, this period
will be about 81/2 years for single average earners and about 13 1/2 years for
single maximum earners.

TABLE 5

NUMBER OF MONTHS REQUiRED To R.EcovER ACC,.MULATEV OASIS TAXES

Avermg Ea rn Me n mmum Eat
.'k4 Wome~n

1960 .............. 10 10 12 12
1970 .............. 21 21 24 24
1980 .............. 28 28 30 30
1991 .............. 68 68 82 ?z
2002 .............. 95 95 119 119
2009 .............. 105 105 135 135
2020 .............. 1 07 107 152 152
2027 ...... . .... 103 103 160 160

Note: Assumes no postretirement :nerest on accumulated taxes and no cosc-of-living adjustments
in benefits.

E. Money's- Worth and the "Notch"

Table 6 shows money's-worth results for three pairs of closely adjacent
individuals who are just in and just out of the so-called "notch-baby" cohorts
(births in 1917-21).

The first pair is workers retiring at age 62 who are (1) born in December
1916, just before the "notch-baby" cohort, and (2) born in January 1917,11
at the beginning of the cohort. As can be seen from both the initial monthly
benefits payable and the present values of the benefits, no really significant
difference is present between these two cases.

t"SpecWal rules apply to people born on January 1. Those special cases are not considered in this
paper.



TABLE 6

ANALYSIS OF SO-CALLED "NoTciI" SITUATION

Pair I Pair 2 rair 3

Month of Birth Dec. 1916 Jan. 1917 Dc. 1916 Jan. 1917 Dcc. 1921 Jan. 1922
Month of Retirement Jan. 1979 Jan. 1979 Jan. 1982 Jan. 1982 Jan. 1987 Jan. 1987
Retirement Age 62:1 62:0 65:1 65:0 65:1 65:0

Accumulated OAS[
Taxes at Retircmcnt

Average Earner $10,675 $10,675 $16,806 $16,806 $33,149 $33,149
Maximum Earner 14,574 14,574 24,384 24,384 51,962 51,962

Initial Monthly lcncfit
Amounts

Average Earner $312.80 $306.50 $623.70 $535.40 $589.10 $593.50
Maximum Earner 395.70 388.90 789.90 679.30 785.20 789.20

Present Value of
Retirement Dencfils

Average Earner
Cohort Mortality
2% Men

Women
Maximum Earner

Cohort Mortality
2% Men

Women

Ratio of Present Value of
Retirement Benefits to
Accumulated Value of
OAS[ Taxes

Average Earner
Cohort Mortality
2% Men

Women
Maximum Earner

Cohort Mortality
2% Men

Women

$51,510
63,276

$65,161
80,046

483%
593

447%
549

$50,472
62,002

$64,041
78,670

473%
581

439%
540

$ 93,210
115,368

$118,048

146,110

555%
686

484%
599

$ 80,014
99,035

$101,519
125,652

476%
589

$ 90,490110,534
$ 91,16511,,360

$120,612 $121,226
147,329 148,079

273%
333

275%
336

416% 232% I 233%
515 284 285
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The second pair is the same workers, excePt :ha: the' a:ir t age 65.
For these workers, a significant difference is evident. For the single average-
earning men, the present value of the retirement benefits is $13,196 (or 16
percent) higher for the 1916 year-of-birth case as compared to the person
born in 1917 (possibly as little as 2 days later). However, the latter worker
is really not treated unfairly, because the present value of his benefits is
$63,208 (or 376 percent) higher than his accumulated employee taxes-
quite an "actuarial bargain"!

For the corresponding maximum-earning men, the'excess of the present
value of benefits for the 1916 case over that for the 1917 case is $16,529
(or 16 percent), but nonetheless the latter is receiving benefits with a present
value that is $77,135 (or 316 percent) more than the accumulated value of
his taxes. Thus, the "notch baby" (the 1917 case) is not being treated
unfairly, but rather the "bonanza baby" (the 1916 case) is getting a windfall.

The last pair is workers retiring at age 65 who are (1) born in December
1921, at the end of the "notch-baby" cohort, and (2) born in January 1922,
at the beginning of the post-notch cohort. Once again, as can be seen from
both the initial monthly benefits payable and the present values of the ben-
efits, no significant difference is present between these two cases. This is
true despite what some "notch-baby" advocates assert-that their cohort is
worse off than those born after them.

F. Money's Worth and the Medicare Program

The foregoing analysis and discussion have related solely to the Social
Security cash-benefits program (OASDI), although primarily to the retire-
ment benefits portion. How does the money's-worth concept apply to the
Medicare program?

Applying the money's-worth concept to the Medicare program is difficult,
because its two parts-Hospital Insurance (HI) and Supplementary Medical
Insurance (SMI)-are financed in very different ways. Also, future projec-
tion of Medicare costs-and especially of how they are distributed among
various categories of persons-is more uncertain than projections of cash
benefits.

For HI benefits, which are financed almost entirely by payroll taxes,
exactly the same benefit protection is provided regardless of earnings and,
thus, regardless of taxes paid (although not the same benefits for each in-
dividual, of course). Because HI taxes have been payable only since 1966,
clearly those who retired in the past have received far more in present value
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of HI benefits than the accumula:2d HI employee taxes paid. For example,
such accumulated taxes for a maximum earner retiring at age 65 at the
beginning of 1991 amounted to $15,434. If this amuunt is annuitized at 2
percent interest and male cohort mortality, it results in an initial annual
payment of $1,185 (actually, a lower interest rate, yielding a smaller initial
payment, would be justified because hospital costs have risen more rapidly
than the CPI). This is only 60 percent of the average per-capita cost of the
HI program in 1990: $1,990 (benefit outgo of $66.2 billion divided by 33.2
million average monthly number of beneficiaries). Thus, all current bene-
ficiaries have received far more than their money's worth from their HI
employee taxes.

This situation will gradually change in the future as workers pay HI taxes
over their entire working careers. This is especially so for high earners,
because beginning in 1991, the maximum taxable amount for HI was "de-
coupled" from the OASDI amount and was made 134 percent higher ($125,000
versus $53,400). This relationship will continue in the future under the
automatic-adjustment provisions applicable to both maximum amounts. By
the same reasoning, the HI maximum amount will always be about 5.6 times
the national average wage.

For SMI benefits, which are financed by enrollee premiums and payments
from the general fund of the Treasury, the money's-worth situation is quite
clear. For all enrollees, the premium structure is the same ($29.90 per month
in 1991 for those who enroll when first eligible), and it pays 25 percent of
the avctige cost of the program tor the aged (those 65 and older). Thus, all
enrollees-both low-income and high-income-receive far more than their
money's worth, even if the situation is looked at on a term-insurance ap-
proach, under which the annual cost for an enrollee aged 65 is only about
half of that for enrollees at, say, age 85 and over. Of course, the general-
fund contribution, which pays the remaining 75 percent of the cost, is paid
by the public as well, but its incidence cannot be determined with any
precision.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This analysis clearly shows that, on the average, workers who retired in
the past have received benefits of far greater value than the accumulated
employee taxes paid and likewise even more than the accumulated employer-
employee taxes. Furthermore, this situation will continue in the near future.
For each succeeding cohort of retirees, however, the ratio of the present
value of future retirement benefits to the accumulated OASI employee taxes
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will decrease toward 100 percent. Over the long run, as shown in Table 4,
this situation will eventually reach the point at which the maximum earner
cannot expect to receive morc in benefits than was "paid for" in taxes-
not even with the inadequate tax rates scheduled in present law.

If the payroll-tax rates are increased in the long term to a sufficiently high
level so that the program is again self-supporting, then the failure to receive
one's money's worth will apply to a small extent for the maximum earner,
but not for the average earner.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN B. SHOVEN

I would like to begin by congratulating the Senate Finance Committee for holding this session
regarding the rates of return offered by the Social Security system to people of different generations and
with different income levels. The Social Security system is incredibly iit )ortant to almost all American
workers. For the majority of them, their Social Security taxes exceed ' ei federal personal income taxes.
When they retire, Social Security will be by far their largest finanLial asset for the vast majority of
Americans. Social Security benefits form the foundation of their economic security in retirement.
Therefore, American workers need the system to be monitored closely and have the right to expect timely
information about it and attention to be paid to its shortcomings.

The focus of this particular session is the recent paper by Robert Myers and Bruce SLhobel on the
rates of return that different individuals have experienced (or can anticipate experiencing) on the
retirement portion of their Social Security contributions. Let me begin with some direct comments about
their study. First, I think that it is fair to say that almost all economists, if faced with the choice of
attributing both the employer and the employee contributions to the worker or just the employee
contributions, would choose the former. It just doesn't make any difference whether the money is shown
on your check stub and deducted before you are paid (which is how the employee half of total
contributions is typically treated) or whether it doesn't show up as gross income on the check at all
(which is how the employer contribution is treated). It is completely arbitrary to think that the worker
only bears the burden of the half that shows up as a payroll deduction.

If you think that the worker bears all of payments to Social Security made on their behalf, then you
must halve the numbers in Table 4 of Myers and Schobel. Notice that this adjustment alone means that
high earning single men who retire today at age 65 cannot expect to get the present value of their taxes
back. Using the authors' favorite real discount rate of 2 percent, the maximum earner single male can
expect benefits which amount to roughly 90 percent of their tax payments. For future high earners the
average rate of return will be much worse. For men retiring 35 years from now, the expected return
ratio will be less than 50 percent; that is they can expect to get less than half their money back in present
value terms. At that time, they only get 60 percent of their money back even at a zero percent interest
rate. Note that the situation, while better, isn't all that good for the average earner in the future either.
Using a two percent real interest rate, average earners (both single men and single women) cannot expect
to get their money back from Social Security if they retire more than abo,,t 10 years from now. Let me
just say that I have done some similar calculations with Professors Michae 3oskin, Larry Kotlikoff, and
Douglas Puffert (1987) and, while we have some methodological differences, our results are generally
consistent with these findings of Myers and Schobel. Social Security was a good deal for almost
everyone who is retired today; it is not going to be a particularly good deal for many people who retire
in the future.

Another point that should be made is that the two percent real interest rate that Myers and Schobel
use to discount retirement benefits is very low. That is approximately the average real rate of interest
on long term government bonds, but it is significantly lower than the average return on capital in the
economy or the long term average real return on the stock market (which are in the seven to eight percent
range). I have done some work which finds that diversified stock market investments have always offered
a higher return than bonds over long term horizons, so it is not quite accurate to say that stock market
investments are riskier over such horizons. I only bring this up to emphasize that two percent is a very
low standard to hold a pension system to. Therefore it is quite disturbing that Social Security will not
be offering that level of return in the future for single individuals.

Sometimes Social Security is characterized as a mandatory government operated pension plan. With
this image, one can think of Social Security contributions or taxes as deferred income. They aren't taxes
at all, only compensation that the worker receives later in retirement. The Myers-Schobel article, linking
the present value of benefits and taxes makes most sense with this model of how Social Security
functions. However, at other 'imes academic economists treat Social Security as consisting of a tax
system and a transfer syster . i this view, the link between what one gets out of the system and what
one pays into it is so weak ti it it is best to act as if there is no connection whatsoever. The contributions
are really taxes, money that the government takes out of your compensation with no additional payback
in the future. Which of these views is more accurate? Clearly the truth lies somewhere in between, but
unfortunately, in my opinion, the tax and transfer model is more accurate for most Americans.

67-638 0 - 93 - 5
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The Myers and Schobel paper calculates the relationship between average benefits that a person can
expect to receive and the taxes paid into the system. To settle the choice between these two model.,
however, one would want to look at the marginal linkage between payins and payouts. That is, if
someone earns more money and pays more into the system, what is the relationship between the present
value of extra benefits that she will enjoy in retirement to the extra taxes that she pays now? The answer
to this question is not the 90 cents on the dollar or even 50 cents on the dollar that Myers and Schobel
predict t;ir the average linkage in the future. Rather tbr many people it is zero cents on the dollar, or
15 cents, or in some cases 35 cents. The zero connection occurs for people with very long careers (over
35 years) or very short careers (less than 10 years) or whose spouse has a much higher earnings history
than their own. These zero and low linkages mean that the Social Security tax rate has to be added to
the personal income tax rates in determining how much taxes are distorting the efficiency of the economy.
Professors Boskin, Kotlikoff and 1 (1988) once suggested a sweeping reform of Scial Security which
would greatly tighten the marginal liks between taxes and benefits while still preserving the basic
redistributionary nature of the system. While such a broad reform is probably not it the political cards
at this time, some features of it could be easily and desiratly adopted.

A major shortcoming of Social Security, in my opinion, is that it does not keep its participants well
informed as to what their situation is in the system. A private, defined contribution system would send
all participants a statement of their financial position in the [,an at least once per year. There is no
reason that Social Security should do less. It is my view tha'. we save far too little for the future both
individually and as a country. The government could t'se this annual mailing of Social Security
statements to educate and inform people about their likely Social Security benefits and the need for
additional saving in order to p vide adequate resources for a comfortable retirement. All private
financial services institutions ust their periodic statement mailings as an opportunity to promote their
products. The government should follow suit and institute annual Social Security statement mailings
which also include material promoting saving.

Let me summarize with a few points. Social Security is not going broke. It is financially secure for
the next forty years or more and the necessary adjustments will be made to keep it financially secure for
a much longer horizon than that. However, the rate of return offered by Social Security to successive
cohorts of participants has been and is falling. It is no longer true that new retirees can expect benefits
which vastly exceed the taxes that they have paid into the system. In fact, single men are already in a
situation where they won't on average get their money back using a two percent real interest rate to
present value future benefits. The rate of return situation will with certainty get worse for future cohorts
of workers and retirees. Some can be done about this, but perhaps not much. It is a product of our
demographic structure and our slow rate of growth of productivity. To be fair, it is also a product of
a system which is strongly redistributionary and also extraordinarily complex. What can be done and
what should be done is to inform the system's participants about their benefits and the necessity for
additional saving either in a private pension system or outside of one. If I can influence policy a little
bit in only one dimension, let me urge that the Social Security Administration moves rapidly to initiate
mailing annual statements to all participants so that American workers can know more about their most
important asset and prepare knr wI Igeably for their future.
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Personal Security Accounts:
A Proposal for Fundamental
Social Security Reform

Michael J. Boskin
Laurence 1. Kotlikoff
John B. Shoven

A ter Defense Department spending, Social Security is the largest pro.

gram in the federal budget. For more than half the working-age
households in the United States, Social Security taxes exceed personal

income taxes. Further, for most elderly households, the future payments they
ill receive from Social Security constitute their most valuable asset, with the

possible exception of their house. Social Security is not oniy large; it is also
effective. It has pro, ided substantial income security to the elderly, kept many
elderl. out of extreme poverty, and transferred hundreds of billions of dollars
from % ounger, wealthier generations to older, poorer generations. For cohorts
of elderly in the 1950s, 1960s, 1970s, and even 1980s, it has offered a relatively
high. if declining, rate of return on tax contributions.

The success of Social Security has diverted attention from a number of
significant shortcomings in its design. These problems fall into four categories:

1. Financial solvency
2. Equity
3. Efficiency
4. Uncertaint) and lack of information

It is well known that the Social Security system is not funded; its financial
assets at an)' point in time amount to only a trivial fraction of the future pay.
ment obligations of the system. The true funding source to meet these future
obligations is the taxes or contributions of future workers. The system is in
Perpetual bankruptcy if these future tax receipts are ignored. But Social Security

%e thI NnaL % n Feldrin. Jame Tobin. and Sncij! Security * Office of the Actuar) for helpful
*."MYent. Dnup~.. Puffert prnidcd excellenl research is$tant,
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is not strictly a pay.as-you-go plan. Such a plan would simply pa) to N nrtl.
ciaries the money that was collected each period from payroll ta3.es. ,
Security does not have the inherent flexibility of such a plan. Instead. i m,,,
closely resembles an unfunded defined benefit pension plan, where tht bent:,,
formula is not explicitly adjusted to changes in the cash flow of the system. ',
major problem with an unfunded defined benefit plan is that it is Vert wu
ceptible to financial crises. If the benefits are slighty more generous than h4
taxes collected for a period of time, the system quickly runs into a liquidnii
problem. The financial position of Social Security depend- to a much greater
extent on short-run business cycles and on long-run productivity change% Jiij

demographic developments than would a true pay-as-you-go system. Th, .
a~ong with the difficulty in forecasting both demographic and economrn
developments, explains the repetitive financial crises of Social Security.'

The Social Security system is not equitable in that it offers very different
rates of return to households in similar circumstances. Some of the distinct.
tions seem quite arbitrary and yet can cause benefits to differ by tens of ihout.
ands of dollars. For example, a divorced woman who did not work 'Ahle
married is not entitled to any benefits based on her former husband's Smij
Security if the marriage lasted less than ten years. If, however, the couple kas
married for more than ten years, the divorced woman might be entitled to
benefits worth S100,000 or more-. To us, this seems inequitable, inappro-
priate, and probably unintentional social engineering. There are other e%-
amples of such inequity. Two-earner married couples often receive a muh
lower rate of return on contributions than one-earner families, and single
people, on average, do worse than both. Large families benefit from cerin
aspects of the insurance programs without paying more than smaller fimilies.
Those covered participants with short working careers or short careers in
jobs covered by Social Security earn a higher rate of return than those with
longer careers. In general, the system seems highly inequitable and capricious
in its treatment of a vast number of households.

The uneven treatment and the complicated procedures involved in ac.
curately determining or even roughly assessing one's future benefits leads to
the third problem, economic inefficiency. The link between contributions
and payouts is sufficiently weak that most workers may view their benefits as
unrelated at the margin to their tax contributions. This means that the nearl.
15 percent contribution rate for Social Security (including the hospital pan of
Medicare) must be added to the marginal tax rate of the personal income ta
in order to compute the total marginal tax rate on earnings. Given that the
economic waste due to distortionary taxation rises with the square of the
marginal tax rate, it is easy to see that the Social Security payroll tax could be
doubling the distortionary costs of the tax system. These extra distortions are
unnecessary. If taxes and benefits were linked more closely, from the indilid-
ual's perspective, Social Security contributions would be viewed not as akes,
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but primarily as a form of deferred compensation similar to pension contribu-
tions, albeit yielding a potentially lower than market return. Social Security
contributions would, to a very large extent, be a use of income rather than a
tax and would not have the sizable disincentive effects of the latter.

The complicated benefit formulas just mentioned bring us to our final
category of problems with Social Security: uncertainty and lack of informa-
tion. The typical worker is given no concrete information regarding insur-
ance coverage by Social Security. It takes an extreme effort to determine what
a survior's benefits would be in case of death of a spouse or what would be a
reasonable expectation of one's future retirement annuity. Even at the time of
retirement, there are numerous stories of different offices of Social Security
coming up %% ith different benefit amounts for the same individual. There is a
similar lack of information regarding the disability insurance part of the
Social Security program. Most Aorkers have no idea about whether they
qualif. for disability insurar'e, let alone how much they would receive
should the% become disabled. The point is that people face a situation of
great uncertaint and lack of information and therefore make uninformed
and probably. inefficient decisions regarding private insurance coverage and
sa% ings.

The re% visions of the Social Securit) system, such as those that occurred in
1983, ha% e been prompted b) the system's recurring financial crises. The out-
comes have been to change the contribution rates or the benefit formulas or
to tax part of the benefits, but the fundamental design of the system has been
neither changed nor studied. It is our believe that what is needed to address
the four problem areas m e ha e identified is structural reform of the system
rather than tampering %ith tax or benefit schedules.

The Personal Security Accounts (PSA) proposal incorporates many
reform ideas th.t have been preuousl) advanced by members of Congress
and goernment commissions. Chief among these is earning sharing, which
%as recommended b) the 1979 Social Security Advisory Council and b) the
fie members of the National Commission on Social Security Rrform
'Greenspan Commission) selected b) the D,-mocratic leadership. In addition,
there are se% eral features of the PSA plan that reflect principles of and prac-
tices in prii ate saving and insurance markets. These include actuarial benefit
calculations, a tight and clear link between contributions made to and
benefits received from Social Security, the individual ownership and port.
abilit) of PSAs, and annual PSA reports.

Our goal in proposing a reform in the structure of Social Securit) is not to
alter the goals of the system, but rather to meet those goals more eflectisel)
and efficientl%. In our PSA proposal, Ae recognize the need for mandator)
public provision of social insurance. Pri% ate insur.lnce marLets are hampered
b% severe problems of adverse selection, making their pricing far front .ctu.
ariall) fair, and the) fail to offer nflition-prutected life annuities. We, there.
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fore, retain the five insurance functions of Social Security (old age. di.sb,?s:,
spousal survivor, child survivor, and old age hospital insurance?. U t,
recognize the desirability of a progressive social security system. The r,,,

Social Security system is redistributive in that it offers a better rate nf ro-l**.
to low.income participants than to high-income ones. This kind of rei-tril'.,
tion, which is clearly intentional, could not be accomplished by priair in
surers. Our proposed reform retains redistribution from high- to Io%.,nto,,nli
households. In fact, it makes it much more explicit and also elminatv, ih,

capricious redistribution from low. to high-income households that n,,%
occurs.

A discussion of Social Security reform must include the extent to uh,,h
past policy constrains current options. We have had an unfunded s.-Aem I,,
nearly fifty years and have accumulated an unfunded liability of 'r.,I
trillion dollars. While the merits of having a funded system can be dwuwJ
in theory, switching to a funded system at this point -- ould cause an en,,r.
mous intergenerational transfer. One generation would be asked to p.i. I..
two retirements, their own and that of the retired tlderl% at the time of the
s\ itch. Since this is undesirable from our perspective and likely% to be polit.
icall. infeasible, we accept the continuing nature of the plan. We also bclele
that the system cannot be changed for the currently retired or for those %ish
are near retirement. Therefore, we propose that at the initiation of the PSA
reform, only those under forty.five be enrolled in the new plan; those fort%.
fie and older at the plan's initiation would remain under the current Soil
Securit) s% stem.

The basic idea of our reform is to tighten the link between contribution'

and benefits and to offer households an insurance package more customizeJ
to their needs. Despite the continued unfunded nature of the plan and its pro.

gressivity, the new system would mimic private insurance in man% more

respects than does the current system. Each individual would hase a PSA.
Contributions credited to these accounts would be spent (in an accounting

sense) for the five types of insurance policies mentioned abo~e in proportions

that % ould depend on the age structure of the fimil). The progressit it% of the

PSA system results from grossing up credited contributions for those ,,ith Io"

incomes and grossing down credited contributions for those with high in.

comes. The rate of return implicit in the annual purchase (in an accounting

sense) of additional insurance policies will vary from year to year according

to the overall financial circumstances of the system. In this way, the system

will have the increased flexibility necessary to avoid periodic financial cries.

However, previous rates of return used in calculating benefits received for

previous contributions are fixed and guaranteed. The system %ill be more

equitable in that rates of return would not systematically differ for one- .tnJ

two-earner couples and for single individuals and married couples. The eiti.

ciency advantage of.our plan stems directly from the tighter link betr cen p.t .
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ins and insurance coverage; thus, calling the payments contributions rather
than taxes becomes more appropriate. Finally, the uncertainty regarding
one's coverage and accrued benefits will be eliminated by sending each parti-
cipant an annual statement detailing taxes paid, credits received, and insur-
ance benefits purchased with the credits.

In the next section, we describe the proposal in detail. We then analyze
problems'of inequity and inefficiency under the current system, pointing out
how these problems would be resolved with PSAs. Finally, we summarize the
advantages of the PSA alternative.

The PSA System

The PSA proposal changes Social Securit)'s determination of Old Age, Sur-
vivors and Disability Insurance (OASDI) benefits. It also modifies OASDI
taaxrion. The proposal does not deal -with the Hospital Insurance (HI) com-
ponent of Social Security, although reforms similar to those proposed for
OASDI seem feisible. The PSA system is designed to adjust The generosit) of
Social Securit. automaticall) to changes in financial projections, but these
adjustments are made at the mrgin-that is, they affect the accumulation of
additional Social Securit. benefits but do not alter benefits that % ere accumu-
lated in the past. These features, as well as the pro% isions for the transition to
PSAs. are discussed here.

The main issue with respect to the transition is the establishment of initial
PSA accounts for those under age fort.-fiie; those fort.-fise and older at the
initiation of PSAs %sll not become PSA participants but will continue receiv-
ing benefits under the current Social Security s.stem.: While we attempt to be
as specific as possible in laying out the PSA plan, it should be clear that %%e are
describing a generic alternative to the current structure of Social Securit., so
man% of the specifics of this scheme could be modified some%hat without
altering the basic ad% ant ages of PS.As. Our description of PSAs begins %s ith in
illustration of the determination of PSA credits and benefits.

Benefit Deternirpa:on under PSAs: Apt )Ihu5traitop

The pro% ision of benefits under PSAs can be easily understood b) considering
the example of John and Sailly Doe, sho are ages fort)-one and thirty-fase in
the )ear 1999. John and Sailly hase a daughter, Jose). All dollar figures in the
example are in 1986 dollars and are purel) h% pathetical in the sense that thev
might be subsiantiall) greater or smaller than those that %sould actu.ill. arise
under the PSA pl.,n. In the year 1999, John pays $2,000 and Sally p.i.s
S1,000 in Social Seurit. taxe%. Their combined tax pa)ment of S3,0(00 is
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less than the average tax payment for married couples, so they re:e.e thir
six hundred PSA credits.' This illustrates that:

The PSA system maintains progressivity under Social Security b% pr,,iJ
ing poorer (richer) families with PSA credits that are larger (smaller. th in
actual family tax contributions.

The thirty-six hundred PSA credits are divided equally between John .inj
Sally, each of whom receives eighteen hundred credits worth of insur.ir,
benefits. Hence:

The PSA system involves complete earnings sharing in its determint.,,,n
of benefits.

The Social Security system spends John's eighteen hundred credits on tlw
follo%% ing four insurance policies. These policies are additions to thow pur.
chased for John in previous years based on previous accumulations ii PS'
credits. The four policies are:

I. An additional old age annuity

2. An additional disability annuity

3. An additional old age spousal survivor annuit% pa able to Salh if Jihn
dies

4. An additional child survivor annuity payable to Josey if John dies.

Four corresponding addirional insurance policies are purchased for Sill'. %ih
her eighteen hundred credits. If John and Sally-were childless, Social Se,.urii
would spend none of their credits on child survivor annuities. If John %%ere
single with no children, all his PSA credits would be spent on an additional
old age annuity and an additional disability annuity. In sum:

Each of OASDI's four major types 'of insurance are provided b% PSAs.
Social Security tailors its purchase of these policies to the specific needJ oi
each family.

The allocation of John's eighteen hundred credits to the four additional
insurance policies is determined exclusively by Social Security in light of
John's family composition; that is:

Like the current Social Security system, the PSA system entails IorAeJ
saving and forced purchase of disability, survivor, and old ige health
insurance.
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John's eighteen hundred PSA credits are sWent by Social Security in the
following way: twelve hundred credits are spent on an additional old age
annuity, two hundred seventy credits are spent on an additional disability
annuity, two hundred are spent on an additional spousal survivor annuity,
and one hundred thirty are spent on an additional child survivor annuity.
This allocation is purely hypothetical. The Social Security Administration
(SSA) would establish a simple formula for allocating credits among the
insurance policies that would take into account the composition of the family
and the age of the participant. Thus, Social Security would allocate relatively
more credits to the purchase of disability insurance for younger participants
tha' for older participants, since the need for disability insurance is obviously
much greater for a worker age thirty than for one age sixty.

Actuartil Bec it Calculitons

The amount of each annuity purchased with the PSA credits is based on an
actuarial calculation that equates the present expected value of each annuity's
payments to the amount of credits spent on that annuity. The rate of return
used by Social Securit. in 1999 in these actuarial calculations is identical for
all policies and all PSA participants. Thus, apart from the explicitly progres.
sive provision of PSA credits,

All PSA participants receive identical rates of return on heir PSA credited
contributions.'

Old Age Annuit). Thi' annuit) is available starting at age sixty-two indepen.
den" of the recipient's labor earnings. For a participant age a in year r, the
additional old age annuity, A (a,), purchased with PSA age a, year I credits,
CGa~). is determined b) the following:

C(a,t) = A(a, 0i ' (7.1)
,I ., (I + ,,)'" -

%here P,., is the probabilit) that the PSA participant will survive to age t given
that he or she is currently age a. In equation 7.1 , A (a,t) and C(ar) are both
measured in dollars of constant purchasing power; that is:

PSA annuities are ful indexed for inflation.

The term P, is the guaranteed real rate of return paid on all PSA credits in year
I. We describe below Social Securit)"s annual determination of this rate of
relurn. The total indcxed old age annuity received by PSA participants start-
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ing at age fifty-two is the sum of the annuities, A(a,r)'s, purchased it e.,%

age.

Spousal Survivor Annuity. Surviving spouses age sixty-two and uwer ir

eligible to receive the sum of all spousal survivor annuities purchased in .il
year by any deceased spouse. The actuarial formula determining the purh.e
of additional spousal survivor annuities in exchange for additional PSA rrJ.
its is presented in Appendix 7A.

Child Survivor Annuity. This annuity is the sum of all child survivor Jnnui.
ties that are still in effect and that were purchased by any deceased parent-wn
behalf of the child. The annuity is paid to surviving children prinr ti, the

child's attaining age eighteen. Unlike the spousal survivor annuity , the ,hOW
survivor annuities are five-year term insurance policies providing an annuity
to a surviving child based on the natural parent's death within five ,e.ar% of

the time PSA credits are spent on this form of insurance. The five.ear term
policy ensures an adequate level of child survivor protection in the case a pir.
ent dies when the child is quite young. They also assure continued insurintl
protection (for five years) in case a parent or parents become unemployed .nd

suffer a drop in their accumulation of PSA credits. The actuarial formula

determining these five-year term child survivor annuities is presented in the
appendix.

Disability Annuity. Like the child survivor annuity, PSA disability annuities

are designed as five-year term policies, providing benefits in exchange for

PSA credits if the insured participant becomes disabled within five %ears of

the purchase of the policy and is under age sixty-two at the time of the onset

of the disability. Each year's expenditure of PSA credits on disabilit. insur.

ance will provide additional five-year term disability annuities to the partici-

pant. In the event of disability, the disabled participant will collect the sum of

the annuities purchased in the current year and the preceding four years. PSA

disability insurance will provide annual payments to disabled workers prior

to their reaching age sixty-two. In addition, this insurance policy will have a

PSA credit surrender value at age sixty-two that will be spent on an additional

old age annuity. This feature will ensure that workers who become disabled

%hen quite young will receive adequate old age income after age sixt.-.%o

despite their having accumulated a relatively small old age annuity prior to

age sixty-two. Since the age sixty-two cash surrender value is designed to pro.

tect the young disabled, its size relative to the disability annuity mill be 3

decreasing function of the participant's age. The actuarial formula determin.

ing this annuity is presented in the appendix.
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Annual Reports

Tables 7- 1 and 7-2 present a hypothetical PSA report for John Doe in 1999
with the dollar amounts expressed in 1986 dollars (the actual 1999 report
would have dollar amounts expressed in 1999 dollars). Table 7-1 indicates
John Doe's past and current tax payments and accumulation of total PSA
credits, as well as the allocation of these credits to the four insurance policies.
Table 7-2 shows the annuities that are purchased with John Doe's PSA
credits and indicates the extent to which these purchased annuities are pay.
able; recall that child survivor and disability annuities purchased more than
fie-y ear term policies.

Consider table 7- 1. Since John does not marry Sally until he is age
thirty-six and Josey is born when John is thirty.eight, no credits are allocated
to spousal survivor insurance and to child survivor insurance until John
reaches ages thirty-six and thirt)-eight, respectively. In the first )ear that
john begins working (at age twent)-one), Social Security allocates a dispro-
portionatel) large share of his credits to the purchase of an initial disability
annuit%. This adjusts for the fact that if John becomes disabled aher one year,
he will receoe only the disability annuit) purchased at age twenty .one, v-hile
if he becomes disabled at, for example, age thiny, John will receive the sum
of the five disability annuities purchased at ages twenty-five, twen-tysix,
t',.nt%-se~en, twent)-eight, and t ,enty-nine. A similarl) disproportionately
large share of PSA credits is allocated to the purchase of child survivor
benefits in the first )ear that Jose) appears, since the child survivor policies
also are fis e-year term policies.

The annuities indicated in table 7- 2 are purel% hypothetical; the) do not
reflect an actual actuarial calculation based on the PSA credits of table 7- 1.
The point of the table is to illustrate PSA reporting. As mentioned, the age
s,\ts-fie disability credit surrender amounts finance additional old age an-
nuilles for those who become disabled prior to age sixty-fi'.e.

I',, iduyl Ou'nershlp and Portal:litv of PSAs

like John, Sail) owns her own PSA account. If John and Sall) become
d, orced, the) keep their PSA accounts and, assuming the) or subsequent
',,uses pa) Social Security taxes, the) continue to accumulate PSA credits
and PSA insurance annuities. For example, in the case of old age annuities,
ihe additional annuities purchased when young simply add to those pur-
%Ej'ed when divorced ip determining the total old age annuity . While a
J1n(rced person spends none of his or her additiunall) accumulated PSA
Srdis on sur% iv or insurance for his or her former spouse, the former spouse

%fill eligible to collect an old ag survi'or annuity) based on purch.ies of
• ,nnuities b% the former spouse during their %cars of ni.arriage. If the



Table 7-1
Samplc Personal Security Account: PSA Credits and Tax Payments

JOHN DOE
1999 PERSONAL SECURITY ACCOUNT

Social Security 1 123 - 4S- 6789 Current Age 41
Spouse Sally Doe f I Child 'osey Doe

PSA Credits
Age Toa Old Al, rnjl,,hy Sp ,skl $wiv., Dl Chid Sinvs$mw-.-
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divorced couple have children from their marriage, each former situ ,,-,
quired to buy child survivor benefits for each of their children. Hrnq.¢

PSA accounts are individually owned and are completely portl. t..
the PSA system requires divorced parents to continue to purch.r, ut.
vivor insurance for children of previous marriages.

Ta'.avion and Accrual of PSA Credits

Social Security tax collection would be changed slightly from current pr.,¢.
by taxing combined earnings of spouses at scheduled rates rather than t. mn
each spouse separately. For married couples under age sixty-two. the prt.
posal establishes a covered earnings ceiling on the couple's combined earmnin,
and collects taxes on earnings up to this ceiling. For single heads of hau.
holds, a 30 percent lower earnings ceiling is euablished. These chingre .ire
appropriate because single individuals typically have smaller insurance ierd,
than married couples. Relative to the current system, only high-incme.
single-earner couples will experience tax increases. The proposal leaves un.
changed the time path of scheduled Social Security tax rates.

Under the fully phased-in PSA system, Social Security taxation and the
accrual of PSA credits and benefits ceases once a participant reaches age
sixt) -two. In the case of married couples. younger spouses are taxed as single
individuals once the older spouse reaches age sixty-two. Assuming thewe
.ounger spouses are still working. they will continue to accrue PSA credit
and purchase benefits that enter into their own PSAs. The earnings of spoues
oer age sixty-two will be taken into account in the progressive pro% ision of
PSA credits in exchange for Social Security taxes.

Social Security Financing and Choice of
Annual Guaranteed Rates of Return

The PSA proposal involves no significant change in the time path of iggregate
Social Security taxes or aggregate benefits. Under PSAs, Social Securit.
would continue to be self-financing, with benefits paid to older retired
generations financed by taxes on young and middle-age workers. Unlike the
current system, how ever, the PSA system has provisions that would .a'ciJ
short-term funding crises such as those of 1977 and 1983 and that %%ould

automatically eliminate long-run deficits.
The choice of the term r,. the guaranteed rate of return to be used in cal-

culating each year's purchase of additional annuities, which appears in equa-

tion 7.1 and the equations in the appendix, will be chosen each year b% an
independent board of actuaries to ensure long-run balance betv~een benefits
and taxes and the preservation through ti-le of a significant trust fund equ.il
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to at least three years of benefit payments. The significant trust fund will
insulate the system from short-run fluctuations in tax receipts due to reces-
sions, and the annual rate of return will be automatically adjusted to main-
tain balance in present value between tax recipts and benefit payments over
the succeeding ieventy-five years. Hence, as demographic or economic pro-
iections change, the annual rate of return will be adjusted downward in the
case of projected se%'enty-fi'e-year deficits and-upward in the case of pro-
jected sevent)-five-)ear surpluses. Since the government will guarantee the
payment of all purchased annuities., the board of actuaries will use conser-
vative projections in determining the annual rate of return. It is important to
note that changes in the annual rate of return affect onl) the purchase of addl.
tional benefits and leae unchanged PSA policies purchased in the past. Thus,

The choice of each year's rate of return will affect only the calculation of
the purchase of retirement, surivi or, and disabilit. annuities in that year;
annuities purchased in previous years based on previous rates of return
%ill ne~er be altered.

TI.'1 Trji. mon to PS.4.

To minime disruptions for those retired, those soon to retire, and those
tho are disabled.

All Americans fort%-fie years and older and those currently receiving
Social Securit.' disability payments are exempt hom the PSA system and
%%ill continue to pa. ta'ses and receive benefits as mandated under current
la%%.

For Americans under age fort)-five at the time of the introduction of PSAs,
benefits ,illl be determined based on their PSA credits.

Determination of Initial PSA Credits. At the start-up of the PSA system, all
PSA participants %,ill receie an initial allocation of PSA annuities. These
annuities %ill be calculated by treating each initial PSA participant (those
under age fort)-fie) as if he or she had always been enrolled in the PSA sys.
tem. Thus, Social Security will use information on past tax contributions,
P.%,t marital status, and past birth of children to determine the PSA credits
,hat would hase been earned and the PSA annuities that would hase been
Purhsed in each %ear in the participant's past.

While Ae realize that this counterfactual historical simulation %%ill
require somewhat more information than is currently available to Social
%e*rir1ty .particul.trl m.rit.tl and hirth of children histories, Ae feel such
ifrmation could e.isily he obtained from PS. p.trticip.int,. R.indonl audit-

'' -if this inform, .in plu ptn.hl s for fr.iudulent %tatementi should mini-
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mize problems of cheating. In simulating PSA histories, we propo"e 1hjt t ,
board of actuaries use a 3 percent real rate of return for each past %jar',
annual PSA rate of return. 5

During the transitic i to complete PSA participation, there will be couple%
in which one spouse participates in PSA and the other does not-that n. -em
spouse is younger than forty.five and one spouse is forty-five or older jt the
time of the initiation of PSAs (this includes participants and nonpartKcVpant%
who subsequently marry). In these cases, Social Security will calculate MA
credits and annuities for the participant, pretending that his or her spoue is
also a participant. For the nonparticipant; Social Security will calculate Sucul
Security benefits based on current law, pretending, where relevant, that the
PSA participant is a nonparticipant.

Taxation during the Transition. At the initiation of PSAs, all couplet.
including nonparticipants, will be taxed based on the PSA method of taxj.
tion, which has a higher taxable earnings ceiling for couples. For high.
earning PSA nonparticipants who are single, this will mean a small reduction
in taxes relative to the current system, and for certain high-earning couplet.
this might mean a small increase in taxes. But, as described below, such a
change would reduce some of the current system's more egregious inequities.

Other Features of PSAs

Initia! Age of PSA Participation. The initial age of participation is eighteen.
Participantsmarried to nonparticipants under age eighteen will receive PSA
credits and annuities in the same manner as described above for the case of
older participant.nonparticipant couples.

Universal Coverage. All Americans under age forty-five at the initiation of
PSAs will be enrolled in the program. The method of allocating initial PSA
annuities described above avoids the problem of giving excessively large
returns to many new enrollees. Such a problem would arise if the current
Social Security system immediately instituted universal coverage.

Eliminating Earnings Testing and Income Taxation of IPSA Benefits. Under
the PSA system, benefits would not be subject to an earnings test, nor would
benefits be subject to income taxation.
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Problems of Inequity and Inefficiency under the
Curmnt System and Their Resolution under PSA

Equity Ismes

Under the current Social Security system, a variety of benefits beyond the
worker's basic retirement annuity are available tc qualifying dependents,
with no requirement that the worker contribute additional amounts to pay
kor these benefits. These marginally free benefits include dependent benefits
for current and former spouses, survivor benefits for current and former
spouses, and survivor benefits for children. Since these marginally free extra
benefits are not earnings tested, many of the recipients of these transfers are
quite Aell-to-do middle- and upper-income households. Those who pay for
thew transfers are single workers with no dependents and low.. middle., and
upper-income two-earner couples that qualify for either no or quite small
dependent benefits. These workers are taxed the same as those with qualify-
ing dependents, but their families receive little or none of the system's margin-
ally free benefits.

The amount of lifetime marginally free benefits can be sizable relative to
the Worker's lifetime tax payments. Table 7-3 presents projections of life-
time Old Age and Survivors Insurance (OASI) benefits and taxes for different
middle-income households under current law.' The households are married
couples in three cohorts in which the husband's share of total household
labor earnings ranges from 50 to 100 percent. The calculations take 1985
total household labor earnings of $25,000 as a benchmark. The three cohorts
are the cohort born in 1930, the cohort born in 1960, and the cohort that will
be born in 2005. In the calculations, total household labor earnings prior to
1985 equal $25,000 deflated by a wage growth factor reflecting growth in
average - ages bet%%een the year in question and 1985. Total household earn.
wings in future years equal S25,000 times a growth rate factor reflecting the
groth in real wages projected by the Social Security actuaries in their inter-
mediate 1985 projection and the projected age profile of earnings. Lifetime
benefits and taxes, including income taxation of Social Security benefits, are
calculated as present expected values as of age twenty-five using male and
Irmale mortality probabilities. Lifetime benefits include retirement and
spousal survivor benefits but do not include child survivor benefits, disability
benefits, or health insurance benefits. Lifetime Social Security taxes exclude
disability and health insurance taxes. All dollar figures are expressed in 1985
dollars. A 3 percent real interest rate is used in forming present values.

The table points out two well-known types of redistribution in the cur-
rent system. First, there is an intergenerational redistribution. Earlier cohorts
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Table 7-3
intergenerational and Intrageneratdonal Inequity:
Middle-Income Households with 525.000 of Earnings in 1985

HusbandIs Swe of Totfal Ln.ms
100% 47% 3o".

1930 Cohort (age 25 in 195$)
PV benefits S$0,231 S44,79 $41.491
PV taxes 42.09 41.817 41.11.
FV transfer 7.722 4,0i - 6.9'V
1960 Cohort (age 25 in 1935)
PV benefits 73,257 65,906 60. i
pV taxes 103.157 101.699 Ifw.*-t
PV transfer - 24.899 - 3.5792 - 40.It

2005 Cohort (age 23 in 2030)
PV benefits 149.971 126.414 11.'101
PV taxes 198,009 195,102 193.e.
PV ifansfer -4,036 -68.688 - "6.363

'All figures are present expected valws measured in 1913 dollars discounted to the %eir ei h
cohort vas age Ixent. -five. A 3 percent real interest rote was assumed m forming thew r-wm
values. Earnings prwr to and after 1985 equal. respecti'ely, 523.000 times a . ear-speifi. fi.tuf
rejecting historic and projected growth in real wages.

are projected to fare much better under Social Security than later colors.
Thus, for the 1930 one-earner couple, the present expected value of benefits
exceeds the present expected value of taxes by $7,722; this difference is
- 548,036 for the middle-income, one-earner couple born in 2005. These
intergenerational transfers are associated with the unfunded financing of
Social Security, as well as projected changes in the age structure of the popu-
lation. Most observers believe, as do we, that this intergenerational redistri-
bution, while probably not fully intended, cannot and should not be changed
radically or rapidly for political and other reasons.

The second type of redistribution, intragenerational redistribution, is
another story.-As mentioned, redistribution between one- and two-erner
couples arises because dependent and survivor benefits are available to non.
working spouses, with no additional tax contributions required from the
wurking spouse. The redistribution between such couples is substantial, and
it is projected to continue indefinitely.

Compare for the 1960 cohort the current system's treatment of one-
earner couples and two-earner couples in which both .spouses are equal ern-
ers. The difference, in expected present value, of lifetime benefits less lifetime
taxes for these two couples is S15,309 [- 24,899 - (- 40,208)), which rep.
resents more than three fifths of the couple's 1985 earnings. This redistribu-
tion occurs for older cohorts and is projected to continue into the indefinite
future; for the 2005 cohort, this difference in treatment of one- and ts-o-
earner couples represents $28,713.
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Measured as a fraction of age twenty.five annual earnings, the redistribu-
tion from two-earner to one-earner couples is even larger for lower-income
and higher-income households (see table 7-4). For couples born in 1960
with $35,000 in earnings in 1985, the difference in treatment between one-
tamer and rwo.(equal)earner couples is almost a year's earnings. For couples
with $50,000 in 1985 earnings, the difference in treatment is more than a
year's earnings. The progressivity of the benefit schedule provides larger
dependent as well as retirement benefits per dollar contributed for lower.
income couples; hence, the inequality between one- and two-earner couples
measured as a fraction of earnings is greater for lower-income than for
middle-income households. In the case of higher-income households, the ceil-
ing on taxable earnings limits the amount of taxes that a single high-earner
couple pa.s, although, over a range, it does not limit the amount of taxes
paid by the high-income, two-earner couple. Thus, a single-earner couple
ith S50.000 of 1985 earnings is projected to pay $138,302 in present value

in Social Security taxes, while a t% o-earner couple in v, hich each spouse earns
$25,000 is projected to pay S201.956 in present ,alue in takes.

An issue not addressed in tables 7-.3 and 7-4 is the redistribution
bemeen two-earner couples in Ahich both spouses al%%a's %%ork and t%%o.
earner couples in %%hich one spouse works sporadically. The tables are also
deficient in that they take account neither of child surii'or benefits nor of
liability benefits and taxes.

Table 7-4 also demonstrates the unequal treatment bet%%een single indi-
%iduals and one-earner married couples, as well as betm, een single indi iduals
and married couples in which one spouse accounts for most of the
household's total earnings. Take the case of a ts.o-earner couple sAith
SIS,000 of earnings, S10,000 of which is earned b% the husband. The pre-
wnt %salue transfer is - S6,565 per spouse. For a single male earning S7,500,
ie present valuee transfer is - $I 1.565, or S5,000 less than the per spouse
tranfer of - S6.565. Another element of redistribution from single persons
lo married couples not included in these calculations is the provision of sur-
%nour benefits to children.

In addition to transfers from single individuals and tM -earner couples to
,we-earner or close-to-one-earner couples, the Social Securitm si stern also sys-
"matically transfers from men to %omen. In table 7-4, the 125,000 male
f.iner %ho neier marries is projected to lose S25.845 frem participating in
%.il Security. The corresponding female Aho ne'er marries loses only
S14.604. This difference is due to the greater lnnge% it), of females.

SanJd PS.Vc

': PSA proposal eliminates the redistribution from single individuals and
'-eirner couples to one-earner or primarily one-ea.'fner couples. It does so
4',k still maintaining progressive in Social Securit%. Under a PSA system.
.. Oil% are tightly tied to tas p.iment,. Household% do not receive add,-



Table 7-4
Intragenerational InequitY: Present Value Transfer for 1960 Cohort (Age 2S irn 198S)

Co~pISini

Huslwwt Shorr of 1oiel Fdvrmip

Totai t985 Ee 'nu 100% 67% So% 1955 &arnuwSS Mel, Fema
$10,000 55.233 S-1.203 5-2.762 ss.(ow S-4331 5-2.75614Z.(0 -13,129 -15.312 7.500 -I11.5S -3.14025.000 - 24,199 - 35.792 - 40.20N 12.100 - 25.15 - 14.60450.000 -61,459 - 11.1,377 - 120.2061 I5.nno "AmO -47.38S80.000 - 64779 - 119.607 - 192,07J 40.ooo "A"69 -86.112

NP
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tional benefits unless they receive additional PSA credits, and households
making identical tax payments (per spouse in the case of couples) receive
identical credits (per spouse). Thus, the progressive formula relating taxes to
credits would be based on taxes paid in the case of single individuals and on
taxes paid per spouse in the case of couples.

Since it appears politically infeasible to us gender-specific mortality
probabilities in calculating PSA insurance policies, the PSA plan, like the cur-
rent system, would systematically redistribute from men to women. This
redistribution would not, however, be connected to the choice of labor sup-
ply of married women; that is, wives in one-earner couples and wives in two-
earner couples, where each couple has identical total earnings, would receive
identical PSA credits.

The earnings-sharing feature of PSAs ensures that nonworking spouses
wiho become divorced receive, during their marriage, PSA credits equal to
those received by their working spouses. Hence, divorced persons leave their
marriage with Social Security benefits, regardless of the length of marriage.

Abstracting from changes with time in the PSA discount rate, the ac-
tuarial discounting feature of PSAs ensures that workers who start con-
tributing earlier in life, non-college graduates, receive as good a return on
the PSA credits the) earn when young as they do on credits they earn when
old. This means that those who start working at an early age are not
penalized relative to those who start work at a later age, as is true under the
current system.

Another equalizing feature of PSAs is that the system eliminates those
work disincentives facing spouses who will collect as dependents under the
current system. At present wives and husbands with low earning potential
v ho can collect dependent benefits on their spouse's account receive nothing
in return for their own tax payments to Social Security. Hence, they face a
greater work disincentive due to Social Security than do their working
houses . B) basing the determination of PSA credits on total taxes paid, no
matter which spouse paid these taxes, an additional dollar of taxes paid b)
e,,.er spouse provides the same additional benefits to the household.

In addition to discouraging the labor supply of second-earner spouses,
the current system might be needlessly discouraging the labor effort of

F'imary earners. The next section addresses the strong possibility that Social
Security taxpayers do not understand the connection between their tax
Pjrments and future Social Security benefits and view Social Security taxes as
I'fotiding no additional benefits at the margin.

ful Security and Econow-c Efficiency:
44. bsue of Labor Supply Disincentives

741 combined employer-emplo)ee Social Security payroll tax rate is currentl)'
6"rI than 14 percent.' Recent estimates suggct that the average marginal
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income tax rate is roughly 27 percent (Barro and Sahasakul 19%.
marginal OASDI and HI payroll taxes provided no marginal Social Sc, ufrn
benefits or were incorrectly perceived to provide no marginal benett. h
effective marginal federal government taxation of labor suppi. %,,u~j
average roughly 41 percent. Since the efficiency costs of distortionir. t...
tion increase as roughly the square of the tax rate, the Social Securit. P.%fl
tax might be more than doubling the deadweight loss of labor income iJaj.
tion.

Auerbach and Kotlikoff (1985) use a simulation model to stud% the nh,.
ciency costs of running an unlinked rather than a linked Social Seutrv
system. In an unlinked system, benefits are unrelated (at the margin' to tj.
contributions, while in a linked system every dollar of taxes paid increow..
benefits at the margin by less than a dollar, a dollar, or more than a dioll.t
depending on the design of the benefit schedule.

Calculations based on Auerbach and Kotlikoff's model suggest %crs
sizable potential efficiency gains from having a linked rather than an unlinLvd
Social Security system. Their results are illustrative and should not be %,irJ
is providing concrete estimates for the United States. If. however, Amer, in
workers systematically underestimate actual marginal linkage. the result,
suggest that the efficiency of the U.S. fiscal structure could be gret.
enhanced, at a minimum, by providing better information to workers about
the m.rginal return on their payroll tax dollars and, at a maximum. b
substantially increasing the extent of the marginal linkage. Assuming %orLer%
incorrectly believe that they receive nothing at the margin in return for Soci.l
Security taxes, the model suggests that the efficiency gains from annual
reporting of marginal bevmefit accrual could be as large as 1 percent of the
gross national product (GNP) on an annual basis. That means that the pot.
sible efficiency gain is equivalent to a I percent larger level of GINP this .ear
and every year in the future. This potential efficiency gain is quite substantial
relative to other potential efficiency improvements that have been reported in
the literature (see, for example, Ballard, Fullerton, Shoven, and Walle. 1985;
Auerbach and Kotlikoff 1983).

Actual marginal benefit-tax linkage under the current system can be quite
significant for certain workers (Blinder. Gordon, and Wise 198t01. but it
appears doubtful that many Americans accurately understand the linLage. In-
deed, casual conversation among the authors of this proposal and colle.1gues
who are not students of Social Security suggest that most Ameriin
economists have no understanding of the extent of marginal linkage.

Efficiency and PSAs

An important objective of the PSA plan is making perfectly clear the extent of
benefit-tax linkage. The PSA proposal includes annual reports that detail
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exactly what additional benefits workers receive in exchange for their addi.
tional taxes. For certain workers, such as spouses who would collect as
dependents under the current system and, therefore, receive nothing in ex-
change for their Social Security tax contributions, the PSA proposal signifi-
candy lowers the tax on labor effort. Under the PSA plan, additional Social
Security tax contributions imply additional PSA credits regardless of which
spouse pays the taxes. For other workers, who now mistakenly believe that
they receive no marginal benefits in exchange for marginal taxes, the PSA
reports would indicate precisely the additional benefits purchased wi!, their ,
additional tax contributions. Finally, for older workers the elimination of the
earnings test under the PSA system will eliminate the significant work dis-
incentie confronting the aged under the current syst.m.

Summary.

The PSA proposal addresses certain long-standing inequities, inefficiencies,
and informational problems within Social Security. While it calls for a major
restructuring of Social Security for younger and future generations, the pro-
posal preserves the most important feature of the present system; it
strengthens rather than weakens the government's role and responsibility in
running Social Security, and it retains Social Security's four major types of
benefits: old age annuities, spous.il survior annuities, child surivor annui-
ties, and disability annuities. The proposal also maintains the progressive
nature of Social Securit) and leaves unchanged Social Security's pay-as-you-
go financing.

U while firm in our basic support of Social Security, we believe that the
current Social Securit% s% stem has serious fla%, s that cannot be redressed with
minor modifications. These design defects appear to generate major inequi-
ties. significant %,ork disincenti'es, and considerable uncertainty about the
receipt of benefits. If Social Securri Aere a minor feature in U.S. economic
life, modernizing Social Securiv's design would be of small importance. Such
is not the case.

Our scheme for modernizing Social Security involves the following:

I. Pro%,ding, on a progressive basis, credits for taxes

2. Sharing credits equally% between spouses

3. Appropritehl allocating credits to the purchase of the PSA plan's four in-
surance policies

4. Using actuarial formul.is to determine the size of policies purchased with
PSA credits

5. Pro% hiding annual PSA reports detailing taxes paid and benefits received
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By sharing earnings, PSAs eliminate redistribution from single m,,
viduals and two-earner couples to one-eamer or primarily otcrjrt,
couples. By allocating credits to specific needs, the PSA plan imprst% , ,"
Security's provision of social insurance. By sending annual reptn,%. I% ,%%
reduce potential work disincentives of workers by clarifying exactl. thr .aJJ,
tional benefits they can expect in return for their additional taes. AnJ I,
guaranteeing PSA benefits, the government restores security to the cunt',
major source of retirement finances.

Notes

I. See Boskin (1986) for a detailed discussion of Social Securit)'s lim.#tirrn
finances.

2. While we prefer age forty-five as the critical age for initial PSA eli fi ilt%. the
PSA plan could certainly be implemented with a younger or older initial elgiblt% .Irt.

3. In determining the relationship between Social Security taxes and PSA crt.Jt,.
SociJl Securit) could cleirl) be either more or less progressise than is currently thr ,.,
ind %ould also be adaptid to any desired change in program size.

4. Rates of return would differ by sex and race if unisex and unirice meirnlht,
probablities were used in the actujrial calculations.

S. A 3 percent real return appears to represent a much higher after.t-a re.l rite
of return than the average annual risk-free real return received bm imestur, n te
postar period.

6. These calculations are similar to those of Pellechio and Goodfeo, (1983.
7. This includes 2.9 percent for HI.
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COMMUNICATIONS

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED PERSONS

The American Association of Retired Persons (AARP) submits the following state-
ment for the record of the Senate Finance Committee's heaing on the Social Secu-
rity "money's worth" issue. The value of Social Security to specific individuals has
been of interest to economists and social insurance scholars for at least the last
twelve years. Heretofore, their findings largely have been of interest to the academic
community. However, the issue is being discussed more widely now, especially in
the media, because of proposed reductions in Social Security benefits and because
some are using such analyses to justify significant chanes in the program.

Despite the academic trappings, the "money's worth' issue can be translated to
a simple question-"Is Social Security a good deal for you or me?" And the answer
to this question is almost always yes.

There is no question that evaluating the cost/benefit ratio of Social Security has
merit. However, Social Security is more than a pension program; it is social insur-
ance. Thus, Social Security can not be evaluated solely in terms of the rate of return
on an individual's contributions, but also should be assessed with regard to the so-
cial goals it is designed to achieve.

"Money's worth" is one way of assessing the program's fairness across genera-
tions. E.owever, "fairness" does not necessarily mean every generation or every indi-
vidual in a generation will have exactly the same rate of return. Given the varia-
bility ir birth cohort size and economic fluctuations as well as the program's evolv-
in nature, fairness will always be a relative measure.

The Association hopes today's presentations on the money's worth issue will not
be misinterpreted or misused to undermine public support for this important pro-
gram. Social Security is immensely popular becausp people of all ages appreciate So-
cial Secitrity's direct and indirect benefits. It not only provides a foundation for eco-
nomic security for workers and their families when income is lost because a bread-
winner ri. tires, becomes disabled or dies, but it also relieves workers of the financial
responsibility of providing for their parents and grandparents. The peace of mind
this "buys" is immeasurable.

I. LOOKING AT THE BENEFIT SIDE

To date, all money's worth analyses underestimate the value of Social Security be-
cause all such analyses that we have seen exclude the full range of disability and
survivor protecttotrs provided. While all money's worth studies include retirement
benefits, and some factor in survivor benefits, none incorporates disability benefits.
Such exclusions are necessarily misleading and diminish the perceived value of the
program, especially among young workers who sometimes express the view that
they will not "get anything back from Social Security."

Many money's worth analyses exclude the value of survivor protection because the
benefit is not separately funded but included in the 5.6 percent of taxable wages
credited to the Old Age and Survivors Insurance (OASI) trust fund. In addition, the
data on the distribution of survivor benefits are not readily available. Some analysts
include the survivor insurance contributions but ignore the benefit side. This last
approach makes Social Security look less attractive.

Disability benefits (and disability contributions) are consistently omitted from
money's worth studies. The value of this benefit is difficult to gauge because its pro-
tection is not provided elsewhere at a comparable cost.

When disability and survivor benefits are used they can be extremely valuable.
According to the Social Security Administration, if a young worker has a permanent
disability o- dies, he and his family could receive the equivalent of an insurance pol-
icy worth about $390,000-a policy they would have been unable to purchase in the
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private market without incurring enormous cost. Omission of the actuarial value of
this benefit diminishes the program's perceived "value."

While there may be a methodological justification for omitting certain benefits,
this approach shortchanges the progTam's true worth to its participants. After all,
a disabling accident or illness or ever, a premature death can strike anyone regard-
less of educational attainment or level of earnings.

It. ANALYZING THE ISSUE

A money's worth analysis is also affected by the assumptions analysts use. Deci-
sions are made about a range of issues such as the value of the contributions made,
the value of the benefits received, interest rates, and longevity. These underlying
assumptions influence the outcomes of the money's worth studies, either positively
or negatively.

Another caveat regarding assumptions is that most workers' situations change
over the course of a lifetime. Few workers have exactly average earnings throughout
their lives, and some workers may be single for only part of their lives. None of the
studies allows for such variations.

AARP's Public Policy Institute (PPI) recently analyzed the money's worth issue.
The study, a summary of which is attached, re-estimates the length of time it takes
to recover one's Old Age Insurance contributions by taking into account the deduct-
ibility from corporate taxes of the employers' share of a roll taxes. The study found
that most workers will recover the value of their Ol dAge and Survivor Insurance
contributions, but at a less favorable recovery rate than current and past retirees.
The differing recovery rates are understandable since newer beneficiaries will have
participated in a fully mature Social Security system with higher tax rates than
when the program began. (Establishing benefit levels for early recipients in excess
of what contributions dictate is also found in private pension systems.)

The AARP study also assesses the impact on the recovery rate for contributions
if changes were made to the program, such as raising the normal retirement age
and making the benefit formula more progressive. (This information is provided in
the full study.)

IV. SOCIAL INSURANCE

Social Security is social insurance, not a pension program or an annuity. In a so-
cial insurance program, workers pool their resources in a government-sponsored
plan to "buy" protection that they might not otherwise have been able to afford as
individuals. The program will be shaped by societal decisions about who should re-
ceive benefits and their size in relation to worker contributions.

The social goals woven into Social Security's structure inevitably will advantage
some people. For example, Social Security was designed to partially offset economic
inequalities in society. Consequently, the benefits of lower-earning workers rep-
resent a greater portion of their pre-retirement wages than those of higher earners.

Social Security was created to provide a base of economic independence for older
people-a goal that was expanded to include those with disabilities. A worker with
a disability which begins early in his/her working life will get a better rate of return
than others who collect benefits only upon retirement. (However, few would want
to "profit" in this way.) Also, workers with pre-existing conditions are covered, and
when they can no longer work, they are entitled to disability benefits that they
would have been excluded from purchasing in the private market.

Because providing benefits to those who are dependent on the worker is deemed
to be important, workers with dependents will get a better rate of return on their
contributions than those with none. While spousal protection was part of Social Se-
curity since its beginning, benefits for certain other dependents were added in re-
sponse to a perceived need. As a result, somp "special" dependents receive income
protection that they might not otherwise have gotten. For example, the dependent
of a worker who became disabled before age 22 can collect benefits regardless of his/
her age. Also, a divorced spouse who does not remarry and whose marriage lasted
at least ten years is entitled to benefits. These protections are seldom factored into
a money's worth analysis.

V. CONCLUSION

AARP believes the social insurance goals transcend calculations of which individ-
uals or generations gain or lose under Social Security. Implicit in the social insur-
ance concept is the idea of protecting everyone regardless of individual cir-
cumstances. The beneficiary who was locked into low paying jobs, the individual
whose children could not afford to take care of him, the person whose retirement
savings were wiped out by a poor business decision or the ilness of a loved one-
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all will be assured a measure of economic independence and personal dignity be-cause they participated in Social Security.Social Security, as its name suggests, is of social value. We all benefit from living

in a society that cares for its aged, its disabled, its widows, and orphans in a decent,
dignified, and compassionate manner. The true value of Social Security cannot be
measured only in dollars. It must also include the much higher values of dignity,
independence, and social compassion that the program embodies.

PUBLIC POLICY INSTITUTE

FACT SHEET
OLD-AGE INSURANCE:

WHO GETS WHAT FOR °IHEIR MONEY?

Social Security (OASDI) provides old-age insurance for retirees and their survivors
and disability insurance for workers. It is funded by matching contributions from
employers and employees. Employees currently pay 6.2 percent of their earnings for
OASDI; 5.6 percent is for Old-Age and Survivors Insurance (OASI) and 0.6 percent is
for Disab ;t% Insurance. We estimate below who gets their money's worth from Social
Security's .)Jo-Age Insurance (OAI).

This analysis does not include Survivors Insurance or Disability Insurance, and
therefore underestimates the value of the total Social Security system. Furthermore. as
social insurance. OASDI is meant to do more than provide a base of income for the
retired worker; it consciously redistributes wealth to adjust for other inequities in society,
and also provides financial relief to many who might otherwise have to provide full
support to their aging relatives.

Figure 1 depicts three
different salary levels and the Figure 1Years into Retirement to Recover QAl
corresponding number of years Contributions by Income Level and Age
necessary to recover employer and
e m p loyee co n trib u tio ns p lus 26 Year In* re ,,,,,,,,

interest after retirement. The figure 2o

reveals that Old-Age Insurance is a
good deal for all current retirees,
but the money's worth of OAI is 10
deteriorating over time. 6

0

Females can expect to live 0 15 20 26 30 36 40 46 Go 5 60 66
approximately 19 years into Ae In ,992
retirement, and m ales 15 years into Im ,..,,1 , we" ,,rw EM Median ,,, O,,.,,,
retirement, assuming normal
retirement ag" All persons
earning povei -wages and all persons currently 50 and older can expect to recover
within their lifetimes all monies contributed. Females with a median wage or lower
salary history can expect to recover all their contributions within their lifetimes, while
among females with a wage history of maximum taxable earnings, only those currently
over 40 years of age will recover all their contributions. Median earner males 35 and
older and maximum taxable earners 50 and older will recover all contributions.
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Figure 2 shows the case of a
median wage earner under three
different scenarios using the same
assumptions as in Figure 1. A
married couple with one wage
earner receives in benefits 150% of
what a single earner receives and
will thus recover taxes contributed
at a much faster rate than the
single individual. Married couples
with two wage earners may receive
the higher of two benefits--either
the benefits of two single earners
or of a married couple with one
earner. The years to recover OAI
cont b: ions will vary accordingly.
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Flgur 2
Years into Retirement to Recover OAI

Contributions for Median Earners by Age
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An early retiree will have a lower annual benefit retiring at 62 rather than at the
normal retirement age and thus can expect to take as many as 10 more years to recover
all of the taxes contributed. It is clear from the figure that the early retiree is at the
greatest disadvantage in terms of recovering contributions.

Changing the Social Security system can affect the number of years it takes to

recover contributions. Examples of three policy changes that have been under
consideration are:

* Raising the normal retirement age incrementally from the current 67 years in
the year 2027 to 69 years in 2027. This option will most adversely affect early
retirees and car expect to add as much as 19 years to the time it takes them to
recover their contributions.

# Raising taxes by 3 percentage points over what they are now (8.2 percent, on
average for elderly persons) would increase the maximum payback time for a
single median-income earner by one year.

# The formula for computing benefits currently replaces 90% of the first $387 of
monthly earnings, 32% of the next $1,946 in earnings and 5% of earnings above
$2,333. Changing these "bracket rates" to 95%, 32%, and 10% will increase the

time it takes maximum taxable wage earners to recover their contributions by one

year and lower the number of years it takes poverty wage earners to recover their
c itributions by one year. Median wage earners would be affected minimally.

For a full report, see 'Old-Age Insurancc: Who Gets What For Their Moncy," Issue Brief #15. For more
information, contact Lee Cohen or Alisa Male at AARP's Public Policy Institute (202) 434-3870,
FSI7-10/92. Copyright 0 1992. American Association of Retired Persons. Reprinting with permission only


